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Introduction
k
Purpose
The Center for Advanced Computation of the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Chanpaign is preparing a three year research plan to develop net-
work data managenent and resource sharing technology for application in the
World Wide Military Command and Control System (WWMCCS) intercomputer network.
This work is supported by the Joint Technical Support Activity of the Defense*
Communications Agency.
As part of the preparation of the research plan, the state-of-the-
art in network data management and resource sharing was surveyed. An exten-
sive literature search was undertaken and eight active research sites were
visited. The state-of-the-art as represented in the literature and at the
research sites is summarized in this report.
The report is divided into three main sections: Data Management,
Network and Systems Environment, and Network Application Support. Each main
section is preceded by an overview and followed by discussions of individual
-areas in that section. The discussions are tutorial when possible (e.g., the
discussion of network front ends). In some cases, the art is so advanced that
a tutorial would be a massive undertaking (e.g., data structures). In those
cases, the important results are described and the reader is directed to the
appropriate technical literature and to the better tutorials (if they exist).
It is hoped that the reader of an area discussion and the corresponding sec-*
tion overview will understand the relation of that area to other areas in the
section, the state-of-the-art in that area, and the research needs in that
area. The individual discussions are intended to be self contained so that
the reader need only peruse the overviews and areas of direct interest to
him. Occasionally, the work in one area will depend heavily on the results
of another area. In those cases, the results are only explained in the pri-
mary area. The reader of a dependent area is directed to the appropriate
section if he is interested in a more complete understanding.
Notes on the References
Every attempt has been made to make the references complete and
,
correct. For the sake of brevity, certain identifying information has been
left out of the reference listings and is included here instead. Standard
abbreviations are used; for example, ACM is the Association for Computing
Machinery and the frequently referenced journal CACM is the Communications
of the ACM. The various ACM proceedings, workshops, etc. are generally pub-
lished by the ACM, as are publications of the ACM Special Interest Groups(SIGME, SIGFIDET, etc.) and the ACM CODASYL Groups.
The AFIPS Conference Proceedings have in recent years had several
publishers: Spartan Books, Washington, D.C. (Vols. 22-29, or 1962-1966),
Thompson Books, Washington, D.C. (Vols. 30-33 or 1967-1968) and AFIPS Press
Montvale, N.J. (Vols. 34 or 1969-present)
. Sometimes the AFIPS Conference
*
Proceedings are identified by type and year instead of by volume number;
I.e. SJCC (Spring Joint Computer Conference), FJCC (Fall Joint Computer
Conference), or NCC (National Computer Conference).
Much of the technology is described in informal notes. Documents
identified as RFC #, NIC #, A.S.S. #, or Packet Radio (PR) // are all infor-
mal communications among ARPA network researchers. The official
repository
for these documents is the Augmentation Research Center. Stanford Research
Institute, Menlo Park, Ca. Also referenced are a number of notes from
the
Internetwork Working Group (INWG) . Copies of these may be obtained from
Prof. V. Cerf, Digital Systems Lab, Stanford University, Palo Alto, Ca.
Those references followed by the statement "(Indirect Reference)"
are references which are included for completeness, but which have not
necessarily been read or verified by the authors. These references are
given as they appeared in the referencing document, paper, abstract, etc.,
and may be incomplete or incorrect.
Finally, the reader must take note of the fact that the references
are not all in one place but are listed following the appropriate sections.
Data Management and Network Application Support have single reference lists,
.network and Systems Environment has a separate listing for each of its five
areas.
Data Management
Overview
The problems of data management are many and varied. To the
uninitiated, storage and retrieval of data may seem to present little
difficulty. As data bases grow larger, however, sophisticated techniques
must be devised to handle them efficiently. The development of computer
networks has lea to the prospect of distributed data bases, for which all
of the single-site data management problems will become even more complex
and additional problems will arise [Chandra, 1973],
Although in this report we are attempting to summarize the general
state of the art of data management, we are particularly concerned with recent
work on problems that are pertinent to very large data bases in a network
environment. We hope that much of this work will be applicable to - or atleast point in the direction of - solutions to the important problems of
-distributed data base management.
The first sections of this report deal primarily with the structuresfor data storage. The simplest way to store a set of data is as a tabularlist, and we have devoted one section to this storage method. The key problem
is that of devising efficient methods for finding items in a very large table
We discuss various indexing methods and (in a separate section) hashing, the
scheme which does away with a physically stored index and replaces it with an
algebraic formula to transform names into addresses.
A simple index is just a name vs. address list. Searching such
a list can be very time consuming. One may improve the situation by buildingindexes for the index, or by arranging the index in a hierarchical or branching
structure for more efficient searching. Indeed the data itself may be struc-
tured hierarchically - either because it is natural to do so or for search
efficiency. Such complex data structures are considered in another section
of this report. The reader who wishes to delve deeply into the subject ofdata organization should note that our emphasis is on recent and current
work. For breadth of background a number of standard texts are available
such as [Lefkovitz, 1969], [Flores, 1970], and [Salton, 1968].
No matter how the data is structured, in a Very large data base
some preliminary grouping of items is in order. That is, items that arefrequently retrieved together should be stored together (e.g., on the sametape). This problem, which could become particularly important for a dis-tributed data base (in which parts of the base are to be put at different
sites) is discussed under Clustering and Partitioning, below.
As another important aid to handling huge amounts of data efficiently
compression is discussed. The idea here is that compaction of data items
^basically through some sort of encoding) can save enormous amounts of storage
space. With this savings comes additional savings from shorter search timesless frequent transfers between auxiliary and main memory, etc.
'^^^ reader may note one recurrent theme running through the discus-
sions below. This theme is the need for more automation - the development
of good algorithms so that the computer can automatically compress, cluster,
structure, and even index the data. Tnere is no question but that this is
the direction that future research will (and needs to) go in order
to accom-
^sh real breakthroughs in the management of large, distributed data bases.
Following the discussion of structuring and closely related topics,
we briefly survey languages for handling data - from the low-level
languages
for defining physical data structures through the interesting experiments
in
resolving ambiguities in natural English so that it can be usea to input
queries. The subject seems currently to be in a state of flux. Controversies
exist over the structuring of language levels (which levels should handle
which tasks) and how close to "natural'' English a query language really
needs
to be. It seems clear, however, that devising reasonably convenient
languages
to get the jobs done is not a serious problem.
Next we take up the topic of data integrity. Data may be acciden-
tally destroyed or altered by hardware or software errors. It is
important
that better methods be developed for reducing such deterioration to a
mxnimum,
^s well as periodically checking for its occurrence. Topics covered
include
attempts to develop consistency checks and the problems of concurrent use,
-particularly in a network environment.
Finally, the last section is devoted to file allocation. Studies
of this problem began with the development of multiple memory devices, when
it became important to determine which files are best stored on which
devices..
With the advent of computer networks, the problem became one of determining
which files should be stored at which sites. It is the development of
methods?
to attack this latter problem that primarily concerns us here.
Tabular Data Structures
Introduction
The simplest way to store information is in tabular form. A tabular
file consists of a list of records, each record containing an identifying number
(or name) and a set of attribute values (or key values). Another way of looking
at a record is just as an n-tuple of related information items. For example,
a personnel file usually consists of a list of records, each record being
identified by the person's name (or perhaps social security number). The
remainder of each record indicates the person's job, salary, experience,
personal data, etc. Actual identification of the items in the record may be
either implicit (i.e., some separate file description specifies lengths of
fields and the meaning of their contents) or explicit (i.e., the records
contain attribute, attribute-value pairs (such as salary = $10,000), so that
no external identification is needed.) The latter approach allows for more
flexibility, but the former saves space and is generally used.
It should be noted that such a list of records need not actually
be stored in contiguous physical locations. It may be that each record has
a pointer to (i.e., contains the address of) the next record in the table.
This arrangement is known as a linked-list structure. It is easy to add more
records to such a file without having saved in advance a large block of
contiguous storage.
The straightforward way to query data in tabular form is to make
a record-by-record search down the list until the desired items are found.
This process is very time consuming for large files. Much thought and effort
have gone into the devising of efficient ways to retrieve data from tabular
files. Before discussing recent research trends in the area, we shall
briefly review the basic aids to retrieval.
Indexing
. Just as one indexes a book for rapid retrieval of
information, one can index a file - i.e., generate a separate file which
lists record identifiers and locations where the corresponding records may be
found. Such a list is also known as a directory. Indexes are also constructed
for attributes other than simple record identifiers. Thus, in a personnel
file, there may be an index for job types which lists pointers to all persons
doing specific kinds of work. Or there may be a listing of pointers to all
married employees, or to all employees in certain salary ranges, etc. Indexes
of this kind, which provide a mapping from attribute or key values to records
possessing those key values are also known as inverted files. One also sees
the term "secondary index," referring to an inverted file indexing secondary
keys (such as salary or marital status in the example above). The primary
key is the unique record identifier (e.g., a name or i.d. number.)
Availability of a large set of secondary indexes aids considerably
in answering complex queries. Suppose that one wants to retrieve from a
.personnel file a listing of all engineers with an M.S. degree. One then
/ ^ oii,T a i-f«;t of Dointers to records) who are engineers
looks up all persons (actually a
^Jf , °; P^'-'^^^S ^^ ^^^ education index.
Secondary indexes are expensive, however,
not only because of storage
costs hut ^aufeliL updates - insert.^^ ^^^::^^^Z
be made in the indexes as well
^^^^^^ff^^- i^^^^.y and update costs (and
the study of tradeoffs ^etween retrieval
eff cienc p
^^^ research
efficiency). This problem is implicit (if not
explicit;
to be discussed below.
P^^,,,,.,,.^.
... n.^.r-!.. Of the Records. The idea here is that
^;rn^ th^ tabular entrie s may lead to more rapid
retrieval. By
rearrangement ox e co i
^^^"'I'^l i . records related in some manner.
order of increasing salary.
ordering is not of much help, however, if one
is looking for a
Tofex::pXefaHl^hateticaXly o.dere. fiXe »ay ha.e -
associate xe
which points to the
^-^^^^^^-^^^'fl^l^uTJ^ ^m!" then 'branches to findindexes, in which one looks up the first ^^"^^^^^^ considered in more
Notic'e that binary search will -'
""\-^^,^,^"f^^'g^: .fo^has be^nTade
is no way "find the central poxnts Re ently a suggest
^ ^^
^^^^^^
K! rah'fir.'c™siLSrofordered records and ^^ins -ored in contiguou,
required for binary search of the whole file is
not needed.
Hashing ^T.„-^n-.^HrP.. Transformation ) . A
certain amount of storag
.nd search^rrsfefercan be eliminated by hashing f^lfJlfl^'l^'Zi:'
directly computing the address of
-J"""!^^"" "^^ discussed in detail in a
Much work has been done on this technique and it
is a a
separate section of this report.
Recent Research
Irpproved Indexing Schemes . The most commonly used approach to making
retrieval efficient has been the construction of inverted files or secondary
indexes. A secondary index, as described above, consists of a listing of all
possible values of some attribute or key with pointers to the records having
that attribute value. To respond to a complex query involving several
attributes the system must search several secondary indexes and concatenate
the resulting lists of pointers. Retrieval might be made more efficient by
constructing secondary indexes which list combinations of attribute values
and associated record pointers.
Several workers have pursued this idea. We mention only two of the
more recent contributions here. Lum [1970] points out that a full multiple-
attribute index scheme has the disadvantage that queries only specifying values
for a subset of the attributes require retrieval procedures almost as complex
as for single-attribute indexing. To clarify the problem, suppose the records
have 3 attributes, each of which may take on any of 10 values. The multi-
attribute dLndex will then contain 1000 entries, one for each possible triple
of values for the 3 attributes. Suppose the index is ordered so that for
each block of a hundred entries attribute 1 is fixed while attribute 2 changes
every 10 entries, and attribute 3 cycles through its values 1, ..., 10, 1, ...»
10, etc. Now it is relatively easy to retrieve all records for which attribute
1 takes on its 2nd value. The pointers needed for retrieval are contained in
one consecutive block. But if we wish to retrieve records for which attribute
3 takes on a particular value, we must search through every tenth entry in the
index. Lum's suggestion is that redundant entries be added to the index, the
redundancy being in the form of listing the multiple keys with different
orderings, to make retrieval by various key subsets equally convenient. The
difficulty is, of course, that multiple-attribute indexes are already large
and introducing redundancies may make them too large for practical use.
Optimal Selection of Indexes . Pointing out these high storage
costs, Stonebraker [197A] discusses the problem of selecting some optimal
subset of combined indexes to be actually included in the secondary index.
Stonebraker also analyzes the problem of selecting the particular subset of
keys to be included in a partially inverted file. His approach is to carefully
specify the allowable query set, as well as assumptions on retrieval and update
procedures and general index structure. He then proves a number of theorems
on the best selection of indexes - best in the sense of minimizing expected
interaction time.
A recent report [Yue and Wong, 1974] has appeared which questions
the unconstrained minimization of interaction time as a basis for index choice.
The approach of Yue and Wong is to put an upper limit on storage cost and
minimize query time under this constraint. They consider a multi-level storage
hierarchy, with different costs for each level, so that file allocation is
considered along with index choice in an overall optimization. The mathematical
programming problem obtained is fairly complex; an algorithm is proposed for
its solution.
Combination of Hashing and Inversion . Motivated by the same
considerations as is multiple-key indexing, work on multiple-attribute hashing
has also been carried out [Rothnie and Lozano, 1974]. However, Rothnie and
Lozano feel that only certain attributes should be included in the hashing
scheme, while other attributes are best handled by simple inverted files.
They therefore propose combining the two techniques. To provide a rigorous
basis for decisions on which attributes should be handled in which way, they
set up a mathematical optimization problem. They assume a paged memory
environment, and minimize expected number of page accesses. They claim that
even suboptimal solutions obtained by heuristic methods provide index/hashing
combinations which "often perform substantially better than the more traditional
approach, inversion."
Overviews and Analyses of Techniques . Except for the attempts
towards multi-attribute indexing (discussed above) , the use of indexing and
secondary files has been well developed for many years. Much of the recent
work has, therefore, been to put the old ideas into some sort of perspective.
Bloom [1969] provided one of the earliest such analyses. He discussed most'
of the basic indexing and retrieval techniques and evaluated them in terms
of costs, retrieval time savings, etc. Most important, he put the benefits
of inverted file organization on a solid theoretical basis.
The following year a very influential paper was published [Hsaio
and Harary, 1970]. In an attempt to standardize terminology, the notions
of record, file, index, key, etc. were formally defined. A generalized file
structure was then proposed which encompasses, as special cases, such
structures as inverted files (where the directory contains one or more entries
for each record) and multilist files (where the directory contains pointers
to only the initial records of linked-list files). Hsaio and Harary also
discuss in detail two general retrieval algorithms for their structure. The
terminology and viewpoint contained in this paper have been adopted by a good
many of the researchers working in data management.
Relational Forms . An even more influential attempt to introduce a I
formal, logical basis to tabular data structures has been the work by Codd
-(and his many followers) on relational forms. (See, for example, [Codd, 1971],
[Codd, 1974], and numerous references therein.) In Codd's terminology, a
file becomes a relation, which consists of a set of n-tuples (or just "tuples"]
each tuple being the usual listing of attribute values which make up a record.
In relational jargon, the attributes are the domains of the relation, so that
a listing of n-tuples does define a relation in the usual mathematical sense.
Codd felt that by introducing formal mathematical underpinnings for the simple
tabular structure, he could promote that structure as a general, machine
independent, data independent, easily visualized mode of data organization.
Much of the earlier work on relational forms was concerned with how
the logical relationships among data items (which are often naturally
hierarchical) may be put into simple tabular (or normalized relational) form.
Essentially, a normalized relation is characterized by the following five
features:
^
1) All rows are distinct (i.e., there is no duplication of records,
and each record, being unique, is essentially its own identifier).
j
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2) The ordering of the rows is immaterial. This makes it easy to
insert and delete records.
3) All columns have homogeneous elements. This is just the usual
tabular data requirement that an "age" field contain an integer age, a "sex"
field contain M or F, etc.
4) If the columns are assigned distinct names, their ordering is
immaterial. Again, this is an old idea. If the attribute name is attached
to its value, the order of the listing doesn't matter.
5) Each column is simple; i.e., it is not a relation. This is a
particularly useful feature of the normalized relational form. It has been
fairly common for data that starts as a simple table to become complex as
natural hierarchies become inserted. For example, a personnel file may
contain a listing of schools attended, with under each school a listing of
areas studied, and under each area a list of grades. One no longer has a
simple table to search but a complicated mix of tabular and hierarchical
data. It requires considerable effort and specialized knowledge to find one's
way about in such a data structure. Codd's insistence on keeping the tables
simple (by adding new tables for each new relation, and including cross
references as needed) goes a long way towards achieving the goals of standardized
format with standardized retrieval methods. All files (relations) look alike
and may be handled in the same way.
Since the data is in relational form, it is natural for a set-
theoretic approach to queries and retrieval to be developed. One might ask,
for example, for the set of all employee names corresponding to employees
whose salaries are between $10,000 and $20,000. The salary column (domain)
in the personnel file (relation) is then checked against the prescribed range,
and whenever the given qualification is satisfied, the content of the name
column is returned. One sees that this whole process is completely independent,
as is desired, of the fact that we are talking about "employees" and "salaries".
Retrieval is just a matter of looking up the appropriate relation table and the
appropriate columns in that table.
The problem with relational forms is that they were designed to
describe logical relations between data items, without regard to access.
The basic retrieval scheme described above is just sequential search, as
time-consuming as ever. If it were possible to examine a whole column
simultaneously - something like the old punch-card-and-needle hand filing
system - the relational approach would be very efficient for retrieval.
A good bit of thought has actually been given to the design of such devices,
known as associative memories. (See, for example, [Moulder, 1973] and
Linde et al., 1973].) An associative memory is basically a parallel processor
with the capability of carrying out simple operations on a very large number
of items simultaneously and very rapidly. Such a processor could examine a
whole column at a time in a relation and immediately retrieve the items matching
a query. Or the set operations on relation domains needed to respond to
complex queries could be carried out almost instantaneously. The paper by
Linde et al. describes an investigation into the potential of associative
memories. Simulation studies were carried out, so that the report quantifies
the enormous savings (several orders of magnitude) which may be achieved.
By attaching a disk with parallel read heads to an array processor, Moulder
has actually put together a working associative memory and has implemented
an experimental data management system on it. But on the whole, associative
memories are still very much in the development stage.
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With present technology, therefore, efficient retrieval demands
the building of indexes, inverted files, etc., on top of a relational data
base, and so the beautiful simplicity is destroyed. Nevertheless, much work
is currently being done on implementation of and experimentation with relational
data bases. For example, there is a large on-going effort at IBM Research
(San Jose). Their approach is to use pure relational forms. They store only
simple tables, search n-tuples sequentially, and have developed a rather
awkward, set-theoretic query language which requires the user to institute
searches in one table after another in order to answer all but the simplest
queries [Astrahan and Chamberlin, 1974; Chamberlin and Boyce, 1974]. Other
organizations engaging in fairly extensive efforts towards relational data
base implementation are the University of California (Berkeley), General
Motors, and the University of Toronto [Schuster, 1974]. The work is all
very preliminary at this stage.
In an early paper [Codd, 1970], Codd suggested that the relational
form might be particularly useful as an aid to maintaining data integrity.
One reason for this is that a certain amount of redundancy is almost inevitable
in a normalized data base. Some relations may be derived from others by logical
or set operations. These interconnections can be specified to the system as
constraints, and the system can make periodic consistency checks - i.e., checks
to see that the constraints are satisfied. The homogeneity of the elements
in each column is also an aid to accuracy checks. Information on the allowable'
range of each domain (i.e., the allowable values for each attribute) may be
given to the system so it can identify gross input errors. There is an on-goinji
effort at IBM Research (San Jose) to develop consistency checks, but the
schemes devised so far are limited to this ad hoc imposition of constraints
based on a priori knowledge of the data [Traiger, 1975]. Finally, the very
simplicity of the relational data base makes it easier for integrity to be
maintained. New records or files are always inserted in a standard way.
It is much easier for the user to make mistakes during insertion, deletion,
or update in an hierarchical or other complex data structure.
Automatic, Adaptive Structuring . As data bases grow in size, it
becomes increasingly important that the power of the computer be applied to
structuring the data. Not only does automatic structuring take the burden
of structuring off the user or data manager, but it also allows dynamic
structuring to take place; i.e., periodic restructuring which adapts to
the users' needs.
One interesting experiment in automatic data organization has been
described in a recent series of three papers [Stocker and Dearnley, 1973;
Dearnley, 1974 (a), (b)]. The basic file organization assumed is tabular.
The records may be stored sequentially (i.e., in physically consecutive
locations) with or without ordering on some key and with or without an
additional index. Alternatively the records may be stored randomly by a
key-to-address transformation. The self-organizing system has modules for
converting the data from one structure to another and also supports a choice
of access methods, primarily binary search, serial search, and access through
indexes or key-to-address transformation. As queries are entered into the
system, search statistics are collected. Periodically these statistics
are analyzed and a determination is made as to whether the system would
respond more efficiently (assuming present trends continue) if a different
organization of the file were available. If justified by a cost analysis.
10
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a new organization (e.g., a sorting or indexing by another key) may simply
be generated and stored in addition to already existing file versions. An
interesting feature of the system is that, once more than one file/access
system has been constructed, each query is examined and an optimal retrieval
strategy is determined for it. It should be noted that Bearnley actually
has a model system implemented and in working order. Experimentation on the
system should provide useful information to guide future research in this
area.
A less flexible adaptive system has been proposed by Reardon [1974].
He includes only inverted-file access. The system proceeds by examining each
query as it is entered to see whether it can be answered through use of the
currently existing inverted file. If a query contains an attribute-value
that is not in the index, a sequential search of the file is carried out.
The pointers obtained are then entered into the inverted file for future
reference. In this way one may start with an empty inverted file and build
one dynamically as the system is used. Continual query monitoring is
recommended so that entries no longer used may be deleted. Reardon 's
discussion is hypothetical; he has not implemented such a system.
Summary and Assessment
Even though the basic tools for working with data in tabular form
have been well developed for some time, much needs to be done on improving
efficiency. The recent interest in determining optimal choices of keys to
be indexed [Stonebraker, 1974; Yue and Wong, 1974] holds promise for the
future, as does the work [Rothnie and Lozano, 1974] on selecting an optimal
combination of hashing and indexing. It is undoubtedly worthwhile for more
effort to be put into extensions to and trials of such optimization schemes.
It may be, however, that the mathematical minimization problems that these
schemes involve are too formidable for use in the context of large data bases.
Automatic restructuring is certainly of importance for the future
handling of large amounts of data in an environment where the query patterns
-are changing. Dearnley's recent implementation of a rather versatile system
of this type [Dearnley, 1974 (a), (b)] has shown that dynamic file organization
Is feasible. Much more work can (and undoubtedly will) be done on this
problem in the future.
There is enormous current interest in relational data bases,
because many persons feel that relational forms will be useful in solving
the problems of data management. Relational forms certainly make insertion
of new information easy. They do not, however, obviate the need for indexing
or hashing to aid in efficient retrieval and update. (One must find an item
in order to update it I) It is perhaps significant that no large data base has
yet been put into relational form. Until this is tried, the value of the
relational approach is simply not demonstrated.
As noted above, the use of relational forms may aid in maintaining
data base integrity. A systematic and thorough study of the possibilities
here could well lead to something better than the current ad hoc techniques,
but it is clear that identification of bad data cannot be 100 per cent
reliable unless the system is given equivalent correct information to check
the data against. The ad hoc specification of ranges for the various domains
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Complex Data Structures
Introduction
Small files are readily searched by almost any technique. As was
discussed in the section on Tabular Data Structures, small files may be stored
sequentially and are easily searched sequentially or, if ordered, by rapid
binary search. Simple indexing also aids retrieval. If the file is lengthy,
however, a more complex structuring is useful. Consider the process which
one normally goes through in looking up an item in the dictionary. Take
the word "data", for example. One flips the book open at the d's, notes that
"da" is at the beginning of this section, moves rapidly to "dat" and quickly
arrives at "data". Notice that the search is in no way sequential through
the entries, but is a branching process.
The idea that data might be best stored in such a branching - or
tree - structure seems to have been first proposed in a now classic paper
[Sussenguth, 1963]. A portion of a dictionary arranged in a tree structure
is shown in Figure 1. The root (at the zeroth level) may be thought of as
an entry to the dictionary as a whole. Following the graphical representation
of Figure 1, the root might contain a list of pointers to locations containing
information for each letter of the alphabet on the first level. Each of these
first level locations contains the pointers to the second level, etc. Thus
to find "data" one starts at the first level "d", proceeds to the node labeled
"a", searches for the "t" branch, and finally arrives at "data". This brief
description gives only the basic idea of a tree structure. Many variations
are possible. For example, the dictionary entries themselves are likely to
be stored in a linear list. The tree structure is then just an index, so that
when one arrives at "data" one does not find information on the word "data", but
only a pointer to the listing of "data" in the sequentially - arranged dictionary.
In other situations, the entries themselves may contain the structuring, e.g.
pointers to branches may be stored as part of the entry. Details of this
kind are important at the programming level, but one does not need them in
order to develop a good feel for the state of the art.
!
A tree structure can either arise in a natural way or be imposed on
the data as an aid to searching. The dictionary example above illustrates a
natural tree structure. Such a structure can also arise from a listing of
attribute values (Cf. Introduction to Tabular Data Structures section).
Suppose each record contains three attributes, A, B, and C, with each attribute
taking on either of the values 1 or 2. Then to locate a record with a given
set of attribute values, one might search through an index tree such as that
in Figure 2. The asterisk indicates the pointer to the record with A=2, B=l,
0=1. If some attributes have more values than others, the complexity of the
tree will differ according to which attributes are placed on which level.
|A theoretical study of this problem has been published [Rotwitt and deMaine,
1971].
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The imposition of tree structures on data to improve retrieval time
has been a subject for much study ever since the appearance of Sussenguth's
paper. Sussenguth analyzed a simple model and showed that if the number of
branches from each node is 3.6 (on the average), the expected search time is
optimized. Sussenguth also introduced the very useful doubly-chained tree,
in which links not only join one level to the next, but also connect horizontal
sets. The doubly-linked version of the tree in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 3.
Such horizontal links facilitate retrieval. It should be noted that, although
complexity in structure and linkages decreases retrieval time, it tends to
complicate updates and additions to the file. It is for this reason that
recent work tends to emphasize the overall behavior of data management systems
and is not so concerned with optimization from a single point of view.
The discussion above has assumed that records, as single entities,
are related to one another hierarchically. It is also possible for the
individual records themselves to be structured. Consider a personnel file.
There is probably a field with information on whether the person is married
or unmarried. If the datum is "married", there may be links to a lower level
on which family members are listed, and from these there may be links to data
(age, insurance coverage, etc.) on these family members.
Finally, structures more complex than simple trees are appropriate
for certain data. For example, suppose one wishes to store a model of a computer
network in order to simulate a network routing algorithm. It is reasonable
that information about each node (stored in one or more records) should be
logically linked in the same way the network nodes are linked. This would
allow one to readily follow simulated network traffic. Such general networks
of information are useful for various special purposes. They do, however,
have the disadvantage that they are not as amenable to systematic search
procedures as are simple trees.
Recent Research
Optimal Trees . Several workers have followed up on Sussenguth's
early analysis of tree structures. Patt [1969], for example, noted that
Sussenguth's analysis assumed that all data are found at the same level of
the tree. He reworks the problem assuming variable-length paths and gets
two types of result: optimal search strategies for given trees and optimal
tree designs in case only the number of terminal nodes (i.e., records) is
specified. A recent paper [Stanfel, 1973] generalizes the model still further.
In computing search costs, Stanfel allows for the possibility that horizontal
steps through a doubly-chained tree may be more costly than vertical steps.
His model is sufficiently complex that the optimal tree must be found by
the tedious process of integer programming.
Organization of Structure Types . Early papers on data structuring
generally contained extensive discussions of particular schemes. There was
no overview or organization of structure types to provide the data base
designer with some perspective and aid him with detailed structure choices.
As a recent paper [Senko et al., 1973] describes the situation, "the state
of the art of information structuring contains a complex of ill-defined
observations that are far from being reduced to the precision we desire."
Senko and his co-workers therefore "seek to construct a complete, faithful
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description of the intrinsic characteristics of structured information."
They feel that they have still only provided a fairly intuitive approach and
hope that it "makes useful common sense now and will yield to better defini-
tion in the long term."
Actually, at least two earlier papers appeared which also attempted
to lay the groundwork for a better understanding of data structures. One of
these [Hsaio, 1971] is primarily concerned with record organization. Hsaio's
model allows for a complex (network or hierarchical) structuring of each
record. He assumes that all records in a file are structured identically,
so that information about this structure needs to be stored only once.
Furthermore, he identifies a set of parameters which serve to locate each
field within the structure. Like Senko et al., Hsaio says that his paper
"is intended to be intuitive." At about the same time a paper [Earley, 1971]
appeared which uses graphs to represent data structures. Barley's model is
particularly interesting in that access paths are an intrinsic part of it.
He also presents "the beginnings of a mathematical formalism" for the model,
but remarks that "considerably more work is required to complete the
formalism."
Modeling and Evaluation . Many of the early papers on data struc-
tures were largely descriptive. The merits of various structures for various
applications were hotly argued, but there was no valid basis for settling
these arguments. The overviews and attempts to organize the subject of data
structuring (discussed in the paragraphs above) were of some help. The next
step was to take these systematic views of data structures and use them to
design a simulation model for a general data management system. Such a model
can encompass various structures and access methods. Given information on
the data and on usage patterns, one can, for example, use the model to carry
out simulation studies and determine a good (if not optimal) structure before
building a data base.
Indeed, Senko 's attempt to more precisely define data structures
was as a preliminary to the development of a "complete model for the repre-
senting, storing, and retrieving of structured information." A previous,
less general model [Senko et al. , 1969] was used successfully in the
simulation of the overall behavior of management inquiry systems. The
simulation program was provided with parameters describing logical and
physical file layouts, search strategies, file content, and query types.
It then automatically generated statistics on search time. A good intro-
duction to this simulation system is contained in a ge.neral survey of
information system modeling [Senko, 1972].
Cardenas [1973] notes that the modeling work of Senko and his
colleagues at IBM concerns itself with many details specific to IBM systems.
He therefore proposes a "more macroscopic-based model," one for which "a
knowledge of file structure details and programming details is not needed."
The general approach is, of course, the same. The simulation system is given
parameters characterizing the data base, query complexity, and the storage
devices. The system then estimates storage costs and average retrieval
times. Cardenas summarizes a number of test results on real data bases.
The structures compared were of the doubly-chained tree, inverted file, and
multilist types. (The latter two are discussed in the Tabular Data Structures
section of this report.)
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Mullln [1972] describes a file system simulation program based
on Barley's graph model of data structures and access paths. He presents a
fairly comprehensive language for specifying both data linkages and access
mechanisms. An interesting feature of the simulation system is a "data request
generator" which churns out random queries to drive the simulator.
The most recent work in information system modeling [Frank and
Yamaguchi, 1974] is still in the preliminary plan stage. This work grew out
of a University of Michigan data translation project, and data translation
between different hardware/software systems is emphasized as an important
tool for system comparisons.
Winkler [1971] has proposed an entirely different methodology for
the selection of an appropriate file structure in a specific situation. His
Idea is to develop an equation for retrieval time in terms of parameters
describing data structures, retrieval algorithms, average properties of
queries, etc. He then, by straightforward computation, obtains insights
into the dependence of retrieval time on the various parameters. A similar
approach has been taken by Gottlieb and Tompa [1974]. They describe "an
^algorithm for choosing suitable data linking methods from a class of available
storage schemata." The heart of their algorithm, however, is a simulator
which counts number of operations required by a particular program in a
particular environment. These counts are then inserted in analytic formulas
for further evaluation.
Automatic Structuring . As we remarked earlier in this report,
the increasing size of data bases makes it imperative that techniques be
"developed to involve the computer more closely in the data structuring
problem. Before this can be done, algorithms must be designed for structuring
given data without human intervention. As we mentioned above, certain data
(e.g. an alphabetical index for a dictionary) fall naturally into a tree
structure. Other data have no obvious hierarchical structure. If a tree
structure is desired to improve access, a method for imposing it must be
devised.
An early approach [Arora and Dent, 1969] to automatic generation
of a tree structure assumed ordered data which are entered into the system
randomly (i.e., out of their natural order.) The first datum to arrive
becomes the root of the tree. The second is stored at the next level, either
to the right or to the left, depending upon whether it it greater than or
less than the root. For example, if the first two items are numbered 5 and
3, 5 is the root and 3 is stored in its left branch node. If the next item
is number 8, this is stored in the right branch down from 5. A binary tree
(at most two branches from each node) is generated by this approach. Figure
4 shows the tree generated from the sequence 5, 3, 8, 4, 2, 10. If the data
. 5
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are entered truly randomly, the tree is fairly well balanced (i.e. does
not consist of a few very long strings) and is rapidly searched. The problem
with this scheme is that each datum (or record) must be assigned a number
Coffman and Eve [1970] suggest that this be done by a simple algebraic trans-formation of the record key or name (which may not itself be appropriate
for locating the record in a hierarchy). Recently Huang [1973] has suggested
synthesizing a binary tree structure for the data from user-specified binary
relations between the key values. This approach includes as special casesthe methods proposed by Coffman and Eve, and by Arora and Dent.
An interesting generalization of the automatically generated binarytree has appeared within the past few months [Finkel and Bentley 1974]Pointing out that the binary tree is only good for structuring on the basis
of one key value (i.e., in one dimension), Finkel and Bentley introduce thequad tree to extend the idea to two keys (or two dimensions). Each nodein this case may have four branches, each one corresponding to one of thefour surrounding quadrants in two-dimensional space. Extensions to higherdimensions are straightforward.
An entirely different approach to automatic structuring has recentlybeen proposed [Casey, 1973 (b)]. Casey assumes that a listing of all records
I
retrieved by each of a set of past queries is available. Assuming that futurequeries will be similar, Casey proceeds to place the records in a tree struc-ture which is optimal in the sense of minimizing total length of search forthe given set of queries. "Total length of search" is defined to be the number
I
of tests performed in answering all the queries. Casey discusses his grouping
algorithm m detail and presents some experimental results. The scheme is
undoubtedly too complex and time-comsuming for large files. Casey suggests
' thir'^'^'
the same query data be used for pre-clustering the recoils, s^hat each tree node then may correspond to a whole cluster of records (CfClustering and Partitioning section of this report.)
Summary and Assessment
I
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Hashing
Introduction
In the early days of data processing, files tended to be small
and access needs limited. It was convenient to store a set of records
consecutively in memory and process the file by accessing each record in
turn. For example, in the case of a personnel file used mainly to generate
periodic payrolls, such techniques are completely adequate. If one wants
to retrieve individual records at random, however, a linear search of
the entire file can become very time consuming, particularly as the file
becomes large.
An early solution to this problem was to introduce indexing,
which is discussed in more detail elsewhere in this report. Indexing is
a very natural idea and completely analogous to the notion of indexing
a book. Consider again the example of a personnel file. If the record
for each person is fairly lengthy the file is likely to extend over, say,
several tapes, and direct search of the file requires much changing of
tapes. It is therefore advantageous to first search an index which gives
name vs. record location, so that the precise tape and location on that
tape are pinpointed for rapid retrieval of the desired information.
The problem is that the index itself may grow very large. The index
then becomes costly to search and also takes up a great deal of memory
space which might better be utilized for real data.
Another approach has been to sort the file; a personnel file
might logically be arranged in alphabetical order. Such an ordered file
is readily searched, just as one finds it easy to locate a number in
the telephone directory. The problem with this arrangement is that
it is difficult to insert new records into the file. If the records
are physically stored in consecutive locations, insertion of a record
requires physically moving all following (or preceding) records.
For data stored on large, random-access storage devices, the
indexing approach was the preferred solution. There was no particular
advantage to storing records in consecutive locations, while the difficulty
of record insertion provided a strong impetus in the other direction. It
then became important to determine ways of making the indexing process
more efficient. Hashing (also known as "key transformation" or "scatter
storage") is a method of doing away with the index altogether, while
retaining its function.
I
The idea behind hashing is that, since the index simply describes
|a mapping from record identifiers (names or other unique keys) to memory
locations, this mapping could just as well be defined by an algebraic
function. In this way the storage and searching of a large table are
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replaced by a rapid, direct computation of the desired address. This
clever idea originated very early in data processing. (A good review of
early techniques is available [Morris, 1968]). However, details of imple-
mentation (e.g. the algebraic function to be used) have a more severe
effect on the usefulness of the scheme than one might think at first
glance. In the next section we shall discuss the problems that arose
as well as recent work on solutions.
Recent Research
First, let us briefly consider how a hashing scheme for a
personnel file might work. Suppose that the key to be transformed into
an address is a person's name, which can be looked at for algebraic
manipulation purposes as its computer encoding into a string of binary
bits. Denote this key by k. Now the set of all possible person names
is enormous compared to any memory size, so the possibility of using a
one-to-one transformation may be eliminated. One therefore keeps the
function simple (for rapid computation) and remembers that the numerical
result must be less than the memory size (to obtain a valid address) . For
example, one simple method is to divide k (interpreted as a binary
integer) by the memory size (or related integer) and use the remainder
as the hash address. Other popular schemes are based on various bit-string
-^ananipulations [Page and Wilson, 1973, pp. 16A-5].
The basic problem of hashing is that of "collisions", or the
mapping of more than one key into the same address. A number of trans-
formations do a reasonable job of reducing the number of collisions to an
acceptable level, so that devising new transformations is no longer a
useful endeavor. In any particular situation, however, the choice of
hashing transformation may be important. A method that works well for
alphabetic keys may deteriorate if extended to alphanumeric keys. And
short keys are likely to hash differently from long keys. In order to
provide some guidance on this question, Lum and co-workers [Lum et al. 1971,
1972] have carried out a lengthy study of eight popular hashing schemes.
They applied each scheme to each of eight real files chosen to typify
diverse applications. A complete discussion of their approach would
require introduction of more terminology than is appropriate for this
brief review. In essence, their measure of performance is closely related
to the number of collisions. An interesting discovery was that the simple
division scheme (described above) performs best in a wide variety of
situations.
More recently, Lum has developed a theoretical approach to
analyzing key transformation performance [Lum, 1973] . The idea is to
define a "space" of keys and to study the abstract properties of the
hashing function as a transformation on that space. Using this approach,
Lum is able to provide a theoretical basis for the empirical results he
reported in earlier papers. The approach seems to have potential for
further development and application to the understanding of hashing
transforms.
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Given that collisions are bound to occur, the next problem is
what to do when they do occur.
Originally collisions were handled by storing the set of records
whose keys hashed to the same address in a set of consecutive locations
beginning at that address. Thus both record insertion and retrieval
involved (and still do involve) computation of a hash address plus a
subsequent serial search (for the first empty spot in the case of insertion
and for the desired record in the case of retrieval)
.
A difficulty which immediately arose was the collision of these
record sets. That is, some hash addresses might be sufficiently close
together that there might not be room in between them for the complete
set of records hashed to one address. As a first approach to a solution,
an attempt was made to distribute the hash addresses fairly uniformly
through the memory, and most hash functions are reasonably successful
at this. This technique does not completely solve the problem, however,
and more sophisticated ideas have been developed.
The earliest such scheme was a straightforward generalization
of consecutive storage known as "linear hashing." In this scheme, if
the computed address h is occupied, then the addresses to be subsequently
tried are h + a, h + 2a, h + 3a, . . ., where a is a given integer. The
-addition is of course modulo the table size. Note that setting a = 1
gives consecutive storage. The idea is that it may be unlikely that
h + na (n an integer) will be a hash address, so that various hash sets
will store in intermingled fashion and set collision will be postponed.
In practice, however, clustering is severe and set collisions become
common. Set collisions do not, of course, destroy the scheme, but do
lengthen search paths considerably.
The next obvious extension was to "quadratic hashing", in which
2
addresses h + na + n b (n = 0,1,2,...) are searched in turn. Maurer [1968]
introduced this method and within a few years several papers by various
authors elaborated on and analyzed the method. (See, for example, [Hopgood
and Davenport, 1972].) It appeared that although quadratic hashing eliminates
the clustering of linear hashing, it introduces a secondary clustering
which is nearly as troublesome. A modification of quadratic hashing known
as the "quadratic quotient method" [Bell, 1970] eliminates this secondary
clustering. The trick is to make the parameter b vary with k. To be
precise. Bell assumes that the hash address h is computed by the division
method and suggests using the integer quotient itself as b (so no extra
cost is incurred)
.
In case divisions are costly, h(k) may be best obtained from
simple bit-string manipulations, and some other method for varying b must
be found. Within the last few months a paper has appeared suggesting that
two functions h(k) and g(k) be defined by bit-string manipulation (e.g. from
different subsets of the entire key string) and that both a and b be made
to depend upon g [Nishihara and Hagiwara, 1974]. The claim is made
(backed by simulations) that such a method will effectively eliminate
secondary clustering.
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A completely different and very promising line of research has
appeared within the past year. A drawback of hashing has been that only
the one selected record identifier has been used to compute the hash
address. This makes it difficult to do any querying of the file other
than simple retrieval of a specified record. Retrieval on the basis of
multiple key values has been handled by inverted file and complex indexing
techniques. A recent paper [Rothnie and Lozano, 1974] proposes combining
inverted file techniques with multiple-key-hashing (i.e. transformation of
some n-tuple of keys, n 1). The choice of the particular combination
to be used is optimized on the basis of a cost analysis which includes
information on the data and access traffic. Optimization is carried out
by heuristic methods, but Rothnie and Lozano report on empirical studies
that show that the performance of the suboptimal combination obtained is
very nearly best and substantially better than that of inverted files
alone.
Summary and Assessment
Although hashing is an old and well-studied area in data handling,
there is still room for future work. Basic techniques seem to be as fully
developed as is needed for practical use. The main problem - that of
collisions - seems to be satisfactorily solved. Nevertheless two recently
introduced lines of research seem to be very promising. One, the
mathematical analysis of hashing transforms [Lum, 1973], could probably
be pursued in various directions (e.g. one could introduce different
performance measures) to obtain further insights into which hashing
function should be chosen in a particular situation. The other new
line of research is multiple-key-hashing and its combination with other
access methods [Rothnie and Lozano, 1974]. Possible extensions of this
work are numerous. For example, Rothnie and Lozano carry out their
analysis for a paged memory environment. Other assumptions might change
the results substantially. Rothnie and Lozano themselves state that
the most important area for future research is "the degradation of
retrieval performance as file parameters change over a period of time",
and the associated development of a dynamic reorganization strategy.
In summary, it appears that there is still useful work to be done on
the subject of hashing, and particularly on its use in conjunction
with other accessing methods to improve overall system performance.
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Clustering and Partitioning
Introduction
As data bases grow in size, it becomes increasingly important to
group records and files for efficient retrieval. Small file systems which
fit into primary memory can be readily searched by any sequential or indexing
method. But as soon as the files grow so large that they must be stored on
secondary memory devices (e.g. tapes) and transferred to main memory one
block at a time for searching, it becomes imperative that one give careful
-thought to the choice of record sets to be stored as such a block. The terms
"clustering" and "partitioning" both describe this basic process of blocking
the records. Only the viewpoints are slightly different - "clustering"
being from the point of view of grouping together the individual records
and "partitioning" being from the point of view of subdividing the whole
data base.
There have been many lines of research in the area since its
inception only a few years ago. Different applications have led to different
approaches based on different needs. Even though much work still needs to
be done, research in the area is already sufficiently extensive that this
report should be considered only an overview of some of the more interesting
lines of work.
Recent Research
Blocking According to Access Frequency . One of the early interesting
papers suggests organizing the data simply on the basis of access frequency,
-without regard to any inherent interconnections between the data items
[Ramamoorthy and Chin, 1971]. The assumption is made that only a single
record is being searched for and that the file is ordered so that a binary
search for the desired record key can be carried out. (For an explanation
of the binary search technique, see the Introduction to the Tabular Data
Structures section of this report.) For a large file, even a binary search
may be very inefficient, especially if many items are seldom retrieved.
Ramamoorthy and Chin propose that statistics be collected on how many times
each record is retrieved and the records then be organized into blocks of
approximately equal retrieval frequency. Thus block 1 would contain the group
of most frequently retrieved records, block 2 a group which is less frequently
retrieved, etc. The size of each block is set to be 2-^-1, where j is some
integer. This choice of block size allows efficient binary searching of the
block. The particular choice of j depends primarily upon the observed access-
frequency groupings. For example, if it is observed that 50 records are each
retrieved 100 or more times a day, while no other record is retrieved more
than 25 times, block 1 might consist of 63 records (j =6), the 50 most
retrieved records plus 13 others retrieved about 25 times. If retrieval also
involves transfer of blocks back and forth between primary and secondary
memory, this fact should also be taken into account in choosing j . Once the
records have been blocked, the search for a particular item proceeds by binary
search of each block in succession, beginning with block 1. The probability
of finding the desired record early in the search is now considerably larger
than it was in the original unorganized file.
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Clustering for Document Retrieval . Document retrieval poses
entirely different problems than does the single record access discussed in
the paragraph above. In this case one wants to retrieve a whole list of
documents, all those pertaining to a certain set of key words or otherwise
having some prescribed attributes. Thus one might want to retrieve all docu-
ments having to do with clustering and data management - but not all clustering
papers or all data management papers. As the published literature in all
areas of research proliferates, demand for automatic literature searching
systems increases and research into making such systems effective is extensive.
For the sake of brevity, we will here only sketch the key ideas.
An important point to notice about document retrieval is that it
generally need not be exact. If some documents are retrieved that are peri-
pheral to the interests of the person making the request, they are readily
discarded. On the other hand, the failure of the system to retrieve a useful
document may be somewhat disconcerting, but probably not fatal. Thus
"efficiency" in document retrieval jargon does not usually refer to access
time or the speed of processing requests, but to how close the match is between
an "ideal" response set to a query and the actual set produced by a system. At
the same time, clustering to improve speed is a necessity for large systems.
-These considerations lead to the clustering of similar documents, with sub-
-;sequent retrieval of whole clusters in response to requests.
Van Rijsbergen and Jardine have done some of the most influential
work along these lines. [Jardine and Van Rijsbergen, 1971], [Van Rijsbergen,
1971]. A single-linked hierarchical clustering method is proposed. This
Is a method which on the first step groups together items that are within
one distance unit of each other, on the second step groups items (and groups)
less than 2 units apart, and so forth, until at the last step one cluster
encompasses the whole set. The clustering metric (measure of distance) is ;
based on the number of document keys in common. Thus, documents with many
J
key words in common will tend to be put into the same cluster. To each
cluster is assigned a "representative", a vector indicating the key words
associated with an "average" member of the cluster. Retrieval requests are
also in the form of such a key-specification vector. Requests are therefore
matched against cluster representatives and the cluster corresponding to the
closest match is returned. The hierarchical structure allows clusters of
various sizes and relevance to be returned. In the context of the example
mentioned above, there may be one cluster for all documents on data management,
another for all documents on clustering, and a third for all documents on
both subjects. The third will appear at a different level in the hierarchy.
The user can then specify whether he wants a small group of documents fitting
his request very precisely (and perhaps missing some relevant items), or
a large group of documents fitting the request more loosely (and probably
containing many irrelevant items). Early tests of the scheme were carried
out on a rather small system (200 documents) . More recently work has been
reported [Van Rijsbergen, 1974] on a more general search strategy, which
t
allows for the retrieval of more than one cluster. Extensive tests on '
several document files are also discussed. 'j
In a large and varied document system, the vectors describing ^!
requests and cluster representatives may themselves become very long and
unwieldy. (They are usually binary vectors, each bit indicating the presence
or absence of a particular keyword in the description.) This problem may
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be solved by compression techniques (cf. section on Compression) and sugges-
tions as to specific methods have been made [Crouch, 1973].
Finally, in recent months a quite different approach to document
clustering has been proposed [Chien and Mark, 1974]. A "binary index vector"
is attached to each document to describe its contents (just as for requests
and cluster representatives as described above) . The weight or norm of such
a vector is defined to be the number of non-zero components. One proposal is
that documents be simply clustered according to their weights - i.e. all
documents of weight n are stored in "bucket" n. A set of theorems are developed
which indicate whether or not it is worthwhile searching in bucket n for a
request of a given weight. A more sophisticated variation on this approach
is also discussed. Insofar as a document with a large weight is apt to be
relevant to many requests and thus be accessed more frequently, this approach
would seem to be closer in spirit to that of Ramamoorthy and Chin than to the
common document retrieval methods.
Other Clustering Methods Based on Similarity of Keys . Rettenmayer
[1972] suggests clustering an arbitrary file with similarity between keys
(or attribute values) used as a measure of distance. He uses a centroid-
type clustering scheme, in which items are grouped together according to
which of several central points (centroids) they are closest to. This should
lead to tighter clusters than the single-link method proposed by Van Rijsbergen.
In addition, although Rettenmayer also compares retrieval request vectors with
cluster representatives (the centroid in this case), he does not suggest that
the whole cluster with the best match be returned. Instead the best matching
cluster or clusters are merely identified as those most likely to repay
further searching. The whole process is therefore designed to yield the exact
set of records desired, and not just an approximation to that set, as is the
case with document retrieval. Rettenmayer has done some testing of the method,
but only on small files (up to 100 records)
.
A very recent paper [Skinner, 1974], written more from the point
of view of artificial intelligence than from that of data retrieval, proposes
a novel use of clustering techniques. The suggestion is made that clusters
be formed that are very closely linked (i.e. the items have many keys in
common) . Assuming that items with many features in common are likely to
have even more in common. Skinner uses a heuristic approach to "infer"
information that is not actually contained in the data base, the inference
being made from known infonnation about other members of the same cluster.
Though hardly foolproof, this approach could be a useful aid to answering
important queries in situations where some data is unavoidably missing.
Clustering Based on Simultaneous Retrieval . We have seen that
clustering for document retrieval, as well as for other purposes, is generally
based on similarity between keys, or attribute values. The idea is that
similar items tend to be retrieved together and so should be clustered
together. It is a natural extension to consider the possibility of deter-
mining directly (by monitoring the queries) which items actually are retrieved
together. Clustering then may be carried out on the basis of this retrieval
,data.
Several years ago the suggestion was made [Wong and Chiang, 1971]
that records be clustered into small, disjoint sets ("atoms"), each atom
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being always retrieved as an entity. Thus in this scheme clusters consist
of sets of records that are always retrieved together. For certain applica-
tions this may turn out to be a reasonable approach, but (as Wong and Chiang
point out) in other applications the atoms may turn out to be simply the
individual records and no clustering at all has been accomplished.
Ghosh [1972] takes a similar approach. Assuming that the storage
medium is one with linear accessing (e.g. tape), he suggests that all records
retrieved by any one query should be stored in consecutive locations.
Organization of a file in this fashion requires that the set of allowable
queries be completely specified in advance. Notice that the clusters are not
necessarily stored in disjoint fashion. For example, if query 1 retrieves
records a, b, c and query 2 retrieves records b, c, d, then we would store
a, b, c, d in consecutive locations for rapid retrieval of either set. The
obvious problem that arises is that if records a, c, e are requested by a
third query, these are not located consecutively. Ghosh has done some
theoretical work on when a given set of queries and data do have the
"consecutive retrieval property", i.e. the potential for being ordered
according to his scheme. It should be noted that, although it seems unlikely
that any complete query set in use would have this property, it may be that
a heavily used and important subset might.
Recently a particularly promising approach for using information
on queries to cluster and/or structure a data base has been proposed
[Casey, 1973(b)]. Casey organizes data on queries into a table of "response
patterns." Essentially, this table is a binary matrix Q with entries q . .
»
where q . . = 1 if the ith query retrieves record j and q . . = otherwise.
Thus the j th column, giving complete data on which queries retrive record j,
is the "response pattern" for record j . Casey suggests that records be
clustered with Hamming distance between response patterns used as the
clustering metric. He also develops a scheme for deriving an hierarchical
structure from Q. This scheme is briefly discussed in the section of this
report dealing with Complex Data Structures.
A recent report from IBM [Gorenstein and Galati, 197A] also
proposes use of the matrix Q (but, strangely enough, without referencing
Casey's work). Two clustering (or partitioning) schemes are discussed.
Euclidean distance between response patterns is used in both. Gorenstein
and Galati also put some thought into the development of an optimal (or at
least good) replacement algorithm for transferring the clusters (or blocks)
between levels in a storage hierarchy. Limited experimentation has been
carried out on a large data base (3.4 billion bytes).
Summary and Assessment
I
Data clustering, a relatively new area of research, will become
increasingly important in the design of large information systems. The
earliest extensive work in the field was done in the area of document retrieval.
Most progress in document retrieval clustering, however, has had the drawback
that it was based on the premise that it doesn't matter if some records are
missed. This premise is usually considered untenable in most other applica-
tions. On the other hand, in cases where the data base is very large
and may not have all the correct, up-to-date information anyway, use of
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document retrieval techniques may be a reasonable approach to getting quick
answers. If "exact" answers are desired, Rettenmayer 's idea of following
up cluster retrieval with a search of the cluster to find the precise
Information requested looks very promising. Further study and testing
of this method would be worthwhile.
Perhaps the most promising line of research is the investigation
of clustering based on the actual, observed query data. The recent work by
Casey, and by Gorenstein and Galati, appears to be in a direction that it
would be very profitable to pursue. Data bases of the future should ideally
have the capability of monitoring and analyzing usage patterns, and of auto-
matically restructuring themselves in response to changing usage. The
concept of clustering data on the basis of response patterns may well be
a step towards this ideal.
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Compression
Introduction
Conservation of storage space has been an urgent requirement since
the earliest computers. It is practically axiomatic that the amount of
information that one wants to process tends to outstrip system capabilities.
The availability of virtually unlimited amounts of auxiliary storage does
not solve the problem, since the continual need to transfer files back and
forth between memory hierarchies is extremely time-consuming. The compression
of data for compact storage has therefore been a topic for thought and
discussion over many years. Surprisingly, though, there has been much less
formal study and attendant literature than one would expect.
We distinguish two main classes of data compression techniques.
The first encompasses methods for compression of approximate numerical data,
or, in the terminology of the most conimon applications, telemetry data.
The schemes used are such things as truncation to a minimal number of signi-
ficant digits, replacement of tabular data by a single entry plus a list of
successive differences, enc. This report, however, is largely concerned
with administrative data management. We will therefore limit our discussion
to the second class of compression techniques, namely those appropriate to
the economical storage of business or administrative files.
Logical Compression . One type of compaction that arose very
early is so-called logical compression. The idea here is to take advantage
of known redundancies, relationships between fields, known information
about how many possible values a field may take on, etc. A simple example
of this is the familiar designation of sex by M or F instead of Male or
Female. But since the field can take on only two possible values, further
compression to a single binary bit is common. A large amount of logical
compression is usually built into the design of every data base. Much
information is entered into the system in encoded (or abbreviated) form.
Quite often, however, too much encoding on input leads to errors, so that
further encoding should be left to the system. For example, M or F for
sex designation may be more likely to be typed in correctly than or 1.
The system can readily make the conversion. Logical compression, however,
always has the disadvantage that it is based on very specific information
about the data.
Null/blank Suppression . Another obvious and old techniques is
null/blank suppression. The idea here is that the usual administrative
record contains several strings of blanks or zeros that perform no function
except to space out the data. In a personnel file, for example, a 30-
character field may be allotted to the person's name. A short name may
then be followed by 15 or more blanks. To save space one could replace
such a string by something like "bl5", indicating a string of 15 blanks.
In a similar way other repeated patterns of characters may be encoded.
A brief and readable discussion of several such techniques is available
([Ruth and Kreutzer, 1972],
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Statistical Encoding . The next step after the encoding of
obvious patterns was the development of a more rational basis for encoding.
The idea arose that an overall saving can best be made by attaching the
shortest codes to the most frequently used patterns. The group of compression
techniques based on this idea is usually referred to as "statistical encoding."
"Patterns" in this context are often single alphanumeric characters, although
frequently appearing combinations may also be coded. Morse code is actually
an example of statistical encoding, since the most commonly used letters
are represented by the shortest code groups.
Most statistical encoding schemes are based on Huffman codes, a
well known binary encoding which is optimum in the sense that a set of data
encoded by the Huffman algorithm could not be expressed in fewer bits.
(Huffman codes are discussed in many texts, for example [Page and Wilson,
1973, pp. 22-4].) Huffman codes also are desirable because they have the
"prefix property"; that is, no bit string representing a character is the
initial segment of the bit string for some other character. If a code has
the prefix property, no spacers are needed between characters. Although
Huffman codes have been in existence for a long time [Huffman, 1952], the
first suggestion that they be used for file compression was put forth only
six years ago [Maurer, 1969].
Recent Research
Evaluation and Experimentation . It has been generally accepted
that Huffman encoding - or some very similar variable-length statistical
encoding scheme - is the best approach to compressing an arbitrary file
(i.e. one in which logical compression has already been carried out and no
more information useful to special-case compression is known) . Everyone of
course agrees that a reasonable amount of logical compression should be
the first step in saving storage. Some of the more interesting of the
recent papers deal not with the devising of new schemes, but with experi-
mentation on the old. One such paper describes compression carried out on
a large commercial data base [Mulford and Ridall, 1971] . A combination of
five compression schemes was used and a compression ratio of 4.7 was obtained.
Since the devices used included elimination of obvious redundancies, it is
difficult to evaluate this result. (It is easy to imagine a data base
inflated with absurd redundancies.) A more useful result was obtained by
Ruth and Kreutzer [1972]. They tried Huffman coding on a large Navy
inventory file (over a million COBOL records) and obtained a compression
ratio of 2.58. Furthermore, their analysis showed that compression had
effected a net cost savings of $10,000 a month.
Suboptimal Codes . Feeling that Huffman coding may not be best
from the point of view of implementation, a group at IBM began work in 1970
on the design of "suboptimal" codes. The object was to design codes that
would bring "substantial gains in space, speed, or price of special hardware
for implementing the encoding and decoding operations," but without signifi-
cant loss in compaction or the weakening of the prefix property. For example,
they introduce the idea of a copy code, a prefix corresponding to the
Huffman encoding of a block of most infrequently used characters. But the
prefix, instead of being followed by further code bits, indicates that a
copy of the character is to follow. By this device, entries for infrequently
used characters may be omitted from the encoding/decoding table. Another
t
scheme for speeding up the decoding process is to attach to each code word
a prefix indicating the length of the word to follow. Much of this work,
including discussion of hardware and software implementations, has up to now
only been available in the form of United States Patents. Recently, however,
IBM has published a report which discusses the work, and gives examples and
experimental results [Mommens and Raviv, 1974].
Automatic Analysis and Compression . In nearly all the work on
data compression, it has been taken for granted that a considerable amount
of manual labor goes into the process. This labor takes the form of selecting
items for logical compression and choosing the set of characters (and patterns)
for Huffman coding, as well as in most cases developing the statistical data.
Even the encoding and decoding tables are often set up a_ priori and with some
programmer work. Clearly it would be more efficient to utilize the power
of the computer to aid in these tasks.
An important step towards automating compression has recently been
taken [McCarthy, 1974]. McCarthy has developed a software system which
statistically analyzes a sample of the file to be compressed and then chooses
the set of character strings to be encoded (including the machine's character
set) . The system then uses the Huffman algorithm to generate optimal codes
and, finally, encodes the files. The whole procedure is said to be completely
automatic and machine independent.
Summary and Assessment
The trend towards more systematic and automatic encoding procedures
is an important one and will doubtless continue. Logical compression is too
much dependent on the properties of a particular file and on manual labor
to effect as much compaction as is desirable.
There is one difficulty with pushing automated compression too far;
namely, it makes decoding a prerequisite to answering queries. Although
most compression schemes assume that decoding is a necessary part of searching
the data base, it has been recently pointed out [Alsberg, 1975] that consider-
able savings could be made by compressing queries instead and then searching
the compressed data base. The problem with this is that important information,
such as the ordering of certain field values, may be lost in the compression.
For example, a query may ask a personnel file for the names of all employees
over age 60. A mindless, automatic compression scheme may have not only
destroyed the normal ordering of the entries in the age field but also may
have destroyed the individuality of the age field itself. Alsberg suggests
compression of each field separately, and by an encoding technique which
carefully maintains desired features, such as orderings.
It may be that the primary applications of completely automated
compression systems, such as McCarthy's, will lie in the areas of file
transmission over a network and of storage of large, seldom-accessed files
(e.g. back-ups). The possibility of implementing automatic compression for
these applications is worth studying; the potential savings are enormous.
I On the other hand, in the case of large data bases that are
continually being hit by complex queries, some combination of compression
techniques is probably best. Work still needs to be done on devising
compression strategies which optimize overall system efficiency.
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Data Languages
Introduction
In this section we will briefly consider languages which handle
data in some sense. At the lowest level, there may be a so-called storage-
structure language with which the physical structure of the data is specified.
The storage-structure language is concerned with such matters as specific
addresses and the particular encoding of values. The usual so-called data
definition (or description) language (DDL) is more concerned with the defini-
tion of logical structure (i.e., hierarchies, lists, etc.). The DDL may be
thought of as providing an extension to the familiar FORTRAN or COBOL formats,
in the sense that it allows the user to format his data in complex ways.
That is, in addition to simple one and two dimensional arrays of data, or
field-by-field specifications of a record as a simple list, the DDL allows
for hierarchical and network structures. The DDL may be used at various
levels. The Data Base Administrator may use the DDL to establish the logical
structure of the entire data base. At the same time, an individual applica-
tions programmer may establish his own (slightly different) view of some
portion of the data through use of the DDL. A fairly detailed specification
for a DDL was drawn up by the CODASYL Data Base Task Group [1971]. The aim
of this group was in large part the enhancement of the data structure capa-
bilities of programming languages (i.e., the format extension mentioned above).
Other DDL work has been more concerned with generating standards to facilitate
data transfer between different hardware/software systems.
In addition to the DDL, there is usually, at the next level up, a
Data Manipulation Language (DML) [CODASYL Data Base Task Group, 1971]. To
quote the CODASYL Report, the "DML is the language which the programmer
uses to cause data to be transferred between his program and the database."
It is usually not a complete language in itself but relies on a host language
to provide a framework for it. Procedures for handling the data are then
-written in a mixture of the host language and the DML.
The DML provides for elementary data manipulation and may be adequate
in an environment where only simple operations are to be performed. For
example, processing a payroll is a routine operation which can be accomplished
by an applications program which uses the DML. But suppose one wants to ask
random questions of the data base (e.g., which people earn more than $10,000?).
It is impractical to ask that applications programs to handle every such
question be written and called as needed. What one needs in this case is a
convenient user interface, a so-called query language. Such a language is
an integral part of any interactive information system and may be designed
for varying degrees of user convenience. In this report we have somewhat
arbitrarily subdivided our discussion of query languages into subsections
on algebraic languages, structured-English languages, and natural languages,
in order of increasing user convenience. Of course, the more structured or
algebraic the language is, the less work the system must do to interpret the
queries. As in most data management problems, there is a balance to be struck.
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In the following paragraphs we will discuss some of the recent
thinking on data languages. The reader should be aware that we are not
attempting to cover the field anyvhere near completely in this brief report.
Much experimentation is currently going on in language development at all
levels. Many special purpose data bases have their own special purpose query
languages (as well as lower level facilities) . Information on many such
languages is not available in the literature. Discussing any language (or
class of languages) in any detail is far beyond the scope of this report.
We must content ourselves here with simply noting some examples of recent
work and indicating apparent trends.
Some Recent Work
Data Definition Languages . As we mentioned in the introduction,
there may be two levels of data definition - the logical and the physical.
Sibley and Taylor [1973] have published a good overview emphasizing the need
for the lower level, physical, structure definition. They point out that the
translation of data between systems - or the setting up of a distributed data
base on a network - requires a language for defining storage structures
precisely. They note that "if a language can be developed to describe storage
formats in sufficient detail, statements in the language can then be used as
input to programs which would reorganize a file or transform the file into a
format suitable for use by other hardware or software systems." Sibley and
Taylor urge that a structure definition capability be integrated into a
general data definition language which includes logical specifications as
well.
On the other hand, Dennis [1970] earlier argued "that the general
problem of data exchange is no less difficult than the problem of program
exchange, and that the concept of a 'data description language' is not a
solution to the problem." Nevertheless, Dennis feels that a DDL is a neces-
sary aid to exchange. He proposes that a suitable class of abstract data
structures be used as a common language for data interchange and that the
DDL be used to formally define this class. The DDL might then also enter
into the process of translation back and forth between the intermediate
structures and the original or target structures. i
Data Manipulation Languages . As we mentioned above, the CODASYL
Group Report suggested a modular structure for data-handling languages. To
some extent there has been a trend away from modularity. One example of
this trend is the suggestion of Sibley and Taylor that a lower level physical-
structure specification language be integrated into the DDL. In the other
direction, a relatively recent IBM report [Boyce and Chamberlin, 1973]
suggests that the data definition facility be integrated into the data
manipulation language. They work in the context of relational forms (cf.
Tabular Data Structures section) and propose a data definition facility
"which contains a query language." They also "show how this enables the
data management system to assume responsibility for data description,
multiple views of data, consistency and integrity, authorization, etc."
The query language referred to here is the structured-English language
SEQUEL (to be discussed later) which is sufficiently structured and closely
enough related to the data format that it can double as a data manipulation
language. There is in fact no clear-cut distinction between a DML and a
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query language. Both manipulate the data, and any query language (except,
perhaps, a natural language) can have a higher-level language built on top
of it, so that it is reduced to DML status.
Query Languages: Algebraic . Just as it is difficult to classify
the levels of data handling languages, it is difficult to say just when a
language is "structured" and when it is "algebraic." If the queries are
written largely in symbols with a very rigid logical (or set-theoretic)
structure, the language is clearly algebraic. But as more English words are
introduced into the language, and the queries become more intelligible to
the uninitiated, at some point the language becomes not algebraic, but struc-
tured English.
From the user's point of view, a query may be thought of as a
request that certain pieces of information be retrieved from the data base.
Thus one might ask a personnel file for the names of all persons who are
female and earning less than $10,000 per year. A natural English form of
the query would be more or less as stated. A structured English form for
the query might look like this: FIND employees such that SEX = F and
SALARY < 10,000. A more algebraic version would perhaps use set-theoretic
notation throughout and read: FIND {xeE : SEX = F and SAL < 10,000}, where
the brackets denote a set, and "x e E :" reads "x is an element of E (the
set of employees) such that". One sees that the difference between an alge-
braic and a structured-English language is conceptually very slight. Indeed,
some workers have been led to conclude that research on retrieval languages
is not very constructive. As Schwartz remarked in a symposium paper [Schwartz,
1972]: "Data base problems are generally quite simple from the logical point
of view, and easily formulated in set-theoretical terms. . . . They generally
only require that certain straightforward combinations of the basic operations
subset extraction , union , intersection , counting , totalling , and maximization
be carried out." Thus, for example, the query above could be answered by
finding the subset of E with SEX = F, followed by finding the subset of E
with SALARY = 10,000, and finally taking the intersection of these two sub-
sets. The actual retrieval algorithm could be quite different from this
conceptual description. One might perhaps search linearly through the file,
checking each record in turn to see if it satisfies both requirements. The
point is that a logical, set-theoretic language is adequate for expressing
most queries.
We mention one example of a purely algebraic query language - the
language ALPHA which Codd developed for use with relational forms [Codd, 1972].
A glance at Codd's paper will convince the reader that algebraic languages may
indeed be inconvenient and difficult to learn to use and understand. Codd
devised this language not for use, however, but in the context of an "attempt
to provide a theoretical basis which may be used to determine how complete
a selection capability is provided in a proposed data sublanguage."
Query Languages: Structured English . Most query languages designed
with user convenience in mind fall into the category of structured English.
As an example we will briefly consider the language SEQUEL ([Chamberlin and
Boyce, 1974], [Astrahan and Chamberlin, 1974]). SEQUEL was briefly mentioned
;earlier in this report in the context of relational forms. (See the section
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on Tabular Data Structures.) The query
used above as an example would be f
written in SEQUEL as
SELECT NAME
FROM EMPLOYEES
WHERE SEX = F
^^ND SAL < 10,000.
nfo^aUof In' LlErara T^'tll^t Tatiffy the WHEKE clause.
Basic ,uery-
i"^:r^^.is .o.« .a. .e e e^^^
e:Sre^:u:L"f:rcL:-table1ue./fleKi.ilitV. FaciU^es for standard g
operations like counting and averaging are also
included.
^
Clearly one can learn rather quickly how to
use the basic query-
block structure t^ extract desired information
from tabular files Equally
rigidly structured and the user must have
fitrk^iwle ge : h?: d^I -'l.e?, Which tables store what
information and
the labels attached to all tables and columns
in those tables. A major
Effort is currently in progress at IBM (San Jose) to
extend and improve
SEQUEL. This :?fort should eventually lead to
the building of a more
convenient language on top of SEQUEL [Traiger, 1975].
Actually it is the rigidity of the syntax and not
that of the
n«™lne that characterizes a structured-English language.
It is easy enough
"rin lude'adictionary of synonyms which interprets --"-d^/
-°",,f
'^
items It is also possible to include a wider range
of query flexibility
and vlrlability than exists in SEQUEL. Queries written
in a structured-
English language may in fact be completely readable and
look very much like
natural English. The difference is that a query
written m structured
Tgli^i mult have followed the prescribed rules for f-""-,""^"""^°:'
while an ideal natural language processor is supposed
to be able to handle
any question the user cares to ask.
Query Languages: Natural . If there actually existed
processors
which could understand arbitrary English queries, one
would have no need
to discuss natural query languages as a special class.
The fact is that
so-called natural languages always involve only a subset ^^
English and some
care must be taken not to present the system with a query
that is beyond its
interpretation capabilities. In essence, however, the ^^^S^^f
.;;^^^^ff ^^^
English; hence it is the processor techniques that are of
most interest and
not the language itself. One must therefore talk about
the whole system.
One of the earliest experiments in natural language querying
was
the system REL, designed by a group of workers at the California
Institute
of Technology ([Thompson et al., 1969], [Dostert and Thompson, 1971J).
A
language is defined to the system in terms of its (1) terminal
symbols and
parts of speech, (2) rules of grammar, and (3) semantic routines
(which
determine the meaning of a phrase from the meanings of its
constituent parts.;
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As a sentence is read into the system, it is scanned by the parser, whichbuilds a parsing graph based on its recognition of parts of speech and rulesof granunar Finally, a semantic analysis is carried out and the sentence isinterpretea
.
Any natural language contains ambiguity. The designers of RELhave attacked the ambiguity problem in two ways. First, the data base itselfaffects the possible interpretation of a query; e.g., if by one interpreta-tion a query is answerable and by another it is not, the first is chosenSecond the dictionary entry for each word contains not only part of speechand definition, but also a list of "features", additional rules which aidin S3nitactical analysis.
Several other experimental natural language query systems havebeen developed. They all necessarily involve similar schemes for syntacticand semantic analysis. All are also faced with the basically insolubleproblem of ambiguity. It is unfortunately beyond the scope of this reportto look closer into the various techniques for natural language processing.
Summary and Assessment
The design of languages for handling data is a large and complex
subject, with much research activity currently being carried on. The argu-ments over what approach is best for data transfer is particularly relevantto setting up a distributed data base in a network. One surely needs aflexible, powerful data definition language with the capability of definingstorage structures as well. But if Dennis is correct, such a language wilfnot suffice to solve the problem in general.
The design of natural language query systems is the subject ofmuch current research. To a large extent, this subject belongs to thedomain of the expert in linguistics and artificial intelligence. From thepoint of view of data base retrieval, there is a question as to how far itIS worthwhile to push this effort. Indeed, a recent paper [Chai, 1974]presents a number of arguments against using English as the query language
r tf7^f ^°^ management systems." Chai's contention is that the usL
Forihi! "" ""T^ '°^ ^^P^^"" ^^" ^^^^^ precisely and unambiguously.r this purpose a good, structured-English query language - perhaps tailoredfor the particular data base - is probably optimal. ^ ^ ^
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ii
Integrity
Introduction
The term "integrity" refers to the correctness and completeness of
the information stored in the data base. Bad or missing data may arise in a
number of ways. Data may be typed in wrong. Communication line, hardware or
software failures may cause deterioration or loss of items. Unsecured data
may be either accidentally or purposefully altered or destroyed by unauthorized
users. Concurrent updates by independent (but authorized) users may have unex-
pected effects. It has been imperative that ways be devised to maintain integ-
rity insofar as it is possible. The devices - back-ups, consistency checks,
etc. - are not completely foolproof and sometimes, as we shall see, have led
to further problems.
Recent Work
Consistency Checks (data cleaning) . One way to try to identify bad
data is through consistency checks. Typographical errors may often be caught
on input if the system has some information on what the item should be like -
e.g. alphabetic or numeric, or, if numeric, within a certain range of values,
etc. We noted earlier in this report (cf. Tabular Data Structures) that it
may be particularly convenient to attach this sort of checking information to
relational forms - and that there is an ongoing effort at IBM Research (San
Jose) to develop this technique as far as possible. If these same sorts of
checks are carried out periodically, they may also serve to catch hardware/
software errors, as well as malicious attacks on the data.
Consistency checks may also involve combinations of data items. For
example, in a personnel file, salaries may be checked by maintaining a separate
total of all salaries. As another example, it may be known that each department
can have only one manager; a check catches the fact that two names are flagged
as being the manager. Similar types of information checks are readily devised
for any particular context.
The relational data base nearly always contains built-in redundancies
that may be used for checking. The process of converting data which is naturally
hierarchical into normalized relational form inevitably leads to the construction
of tables whose information content overlaps. These interconnections between the
various tables are readily formalized and exploited for consistency checking.
In any data base organization there are bound to be items which are
implied by combinations of other items. Such logical relations may also be used
for checking, although it may be extremely difficult to identify them and choose
some subset of logical interconnections that is most appropriate for checking.
There is very little in the literature on consistency checks. However,
one recent paper [Florentin, 1974] discusses consistency auditing in some detail.
Florentin proposes the use of logical notation to express constraints on data
items. He feels that this approach "is a valuable aid to examining the nature
of the constraints. In particular, it is found in practice that various alter-
native ways of expressing the constraint become apparent, and this is valuable
Al
in providing more insight." Florentin also remarks that use of a good, consis-
tent mathematical notation for checks allows a systematic determination of the
relative costs of checking. Hence one may choose to implement a particularly
cost-effective subset of all possible validity checks.
Maintenance of Backups . In case a data base experiences serious loss
or deterioration of data, it is important to have backup copies of files avail-
able. These copies then can be used to restore the data base to its last valid
state. The basic approach is to periodically dump the data base onto auxiliary
storage (e.g., tape). Several generations of these dumps may be kept, as well
as associated files containing all transactions that modified the data base
posterior to the dump. Void and Sjogren [1973] have developed a stochastic
model for this dumping process. They make "two important assumptions: the
first that an error is discovered the instant it occurs, the second that the
dumps are all good in the sense that if an error occurs we can reload from the
last dump." They develop an expression for total backup and recovery cost in
terms of various system parameters and study the problem of finding that time-
spacing between dumps which minimizes cost. Extensions to the model were said
to be planned.
In a network, additional problems in maintaining backups arise.
Castastrophic failure of hosts as well as the partitioning of the network are
possible. If backups are stored at various sites, it is not possible to guar-
antee that they are all valid and equally up-to-date. Hence if the primary
copy of the data base fails and the backups are inconsistent, one is faced with
having to determine which backup (if any) is correct.
A very recent working paper [Johnson and Thomas, 1975] addresses the
problem of maintaining duplicate data bases in a network. The authors suppose
that there are several sites, each maintaining its own copy of the data, based
on update information it receives. Futhermore, each datum is assumed to be a
simple (name, value) pair, and the only operations allowed are (1) retrieval of^
a value, (2) assignment of a new value to a pair, (3) creation of a new pair, ^
and (4) deletion of a pair. To maintain consistency among data base copies,
each entry is stored as a triple: (name, value, timestamp), where the timestami
includes both the time of the most recent change and the site originating the
change. The time is that when the change originated and is in terms of the
originating site's clock. The site information is needed in case clocks at the
various sites are not quite synchronized. The authors remark that even if the
later of two changes is determined to be the earlier, all sites will make the
same decision. Although consistency is maintained, an important update can be
lost. Deletions are a problem which is handled by keeping the entry, but flag-'
ging it as "deleted". A deleted entry is only removed when its timestamp is
sufficiently old.
Concurrent Use . In an environment where data are shared and access
is on an interactive basis, it is possible for users to interfere with one
another. One obvious source of difficulty is that one user may try to read a
location while another is writing it. This problem is usually taken care of
by system hardware, which provides an uninterruptible write instruction. For
more complex procedures - e.g., rearrangement of data - there is usually a
system software provision for flagging a procedure as uninterruptible. In a
network situation where there are multiple data copies, the user can take advani
tage of local non-interrupt facilities to insert the change into an update file,
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Following this step, a scheme such as that discussed above could be used by the
local site to maintain consistency of various data base copies around the net-
work. To the best of our knowledge, there is nothing in the literature which
addresses this problem in its entirety.
As soon as a user can be blocked from proceeding with the next step
in his process, however, there is the possibility of a deadlock. In the classic
deadlock situation, each of two processes ties up a resource needed by the other,
so that neither can proceed. A good discussion of the deadlock problem in the
context of distributed data bases has recently appeared [Chu and Ohlmacher, 1974].
Deadlock prevention mechanisms usually work by examining the resource require-
ments of all processes. A process is allowed to proceed only when a deadlock
can not occur. If deadlocks are not prevented, they can be detected and re-
solved by the elimination of one of the processes. This can, unless properly
handled, cause considerable user inconvenience.
Deadlock prevention mechanisms usually require that the user specify
all files needed for a process. The system can then wait until all files are
available before beginning the process. For a network with no central control,
Chu and Ohlmacher suggest that the requests for files be passed from node to
node in some preassigned order, each node being responsible for granting
requests for files at that site.
It may be more efficient to allow a process to proceed unless dead-
lock is likely to occur (instead of collecting all files needed and holding
them for exclusive use of a process). The problem then is to determine
whether deadlock is likely. Chu and Ohlmacher suggest that this determination
may be made more efficient by grouping all processes having requests for the
same file or files into process sets . Requests for shared access and for
exclusive access are handled somewhat differently. The result, however, is
that the progress of any process is independent of all processes in other
sets. The protection mechanism then need only check that no two processes
In the same set are run simultaneously.
Chu and Ohlmacher also discuss a simple deadlock detection mechanism.
Essentially, it involves keeping a list of processes and pointers to files
requested, and testing for the loop configuration which indicates a deadlock.
Unfortunately, they see no way to avoid keeping this list at some special
network node (perhaps with a backup).
Summary and Assessment
The problem of maintaining data base integrity is in need of consider-
ably more work. At the present time, the principal technique is consistency
checking, which usually means devising a set of ad hoc rules, specific to the
particular data base, to check the data. This area is in serious need of work
to determine whether some more systematic approach is possible.
Serious study of the problem of maintaining backups on a network has
only just begun. The work of Johnson and Thomas is very promising but more
needs to be done. For example, their limitation of data changes to new assign-
ments of values is quite restrictive. It eliminates such operations as adding
items to an inventory or deducting a payment from a billing account. Their
method of maintaining consistency by using clock times does, as noted above,
A3
have the disadvantage that if the clocks at
different sites are not synchronized
n a u b
although the probability of this happenin
TJlTHr^erl s^^li. "t^e llllrZl, natuL of tL syste. dictates that thJ
probability can never be zero."
Finally, we have seen that attempts to solve the ':°n="J'^ent
use
problem have only led to another problem, that of
deadlock. Although methods
for handling deadlock have been developed, Chu
and Ohlmacher's approach to
f^nlvlnrthese methods in a network environment do not take
proper cognizance
:ftC ikellho^d of site or network failures. This is particularly
true of
their detection mechanism, which requires a central
site to monitor both
processes and the files they access.
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File Allocation In A Network
Introduction
Most work on file allocation has been for single-processor systems.
An important aspect of the design of computer operating systems has been the
development of algorithms for allocation of the files needed by a program
(or programs, in a multiprogramming environment) among the various memory
devices available. Analysis has usually relied upon a very simple model,
with some sort of mean response time being minimized under a cost constraint.
Results generally have indicated that high-usage files should be stored on
the fastest device. Although it is an intuitively pleasing rule-of-thumb,
this conclusion is questioned in a recent paper that introduces queuing de-
lays into the model [Chen, 1973].
To analyze file allocation in a network environment, an entirely
different model must be developed. It is generally no longer valid to assume
the existence of a single central processor and optimize from its point of
view. (If there is such central control, however, the single processor analyses
and results may be applied to the network.) The usual network model assumes
that files are distributed around the network and independent processors at
various sites are competing for the use of them. Some measure of cost and/or
efficiency of the whole network's use of the files must be introduced and
used to optimize the system. This area of research is undergoing rapid develop-
ment at the present time. This report will briefly discuss some of the current
research, as well as recent important studies.
Recent and Current Research
Optimal Allocation by Zero-One Programming . The earliest work on
the network allocation problem was done by Chu [1969]. Chu states the problem
as follows: "Given a number of computers that process common information files,
how can we allocate files so that the allocation yields minimum overall operating
costs subject to the following constraints: (1) The expected time to access
each file is less than a given bound, and (2) the amount of storage needed
at each computer does not exceed the available storage capacity." Variables
X
.
. to describe the allocation are introduced; X,. = 1 if the ith file is
stored in the ith computer and X,, = otherwise. In order to apply constraint
(1), Chu develops a reasonably comprehensive formula for access time, in-
cluding queuing delays and the effect of inter-computer traffic congestion.
The overall cost expression to be minimized includes costs for storage as well
as for transmission. Since the variables to be determined can take on only
the values zero or one, the optimal allocation may be found as the solution to
a so-called nonlinear zero-one programming problem. (In fact Chu notes that
the problem may be reduced to a linear one, which may be solved by straight-
forward techniques.)
In a later paper [Chu, 1973], he discusses how a reliability constraint
can be added to the model. The main idea is to determine in advance (from
simple assumptions on failure probabilities) how many redundant copies of a file
i are required to achieve a desired level of reliability. This number is then
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inserted into the model in a simple way, and the basic scheme remains unchanged.
The difficulty with using zero-one progrannning to solve the file allocation prob-
lem is that it is so time-consuming as to seem impractical for a large file
system. Nevertheless, Chu [1975] tells us that his method has been success-
fully used at Bell Labs.
Optimal and Suboptimal Allocation by Search Procedures . Believing
that zero-one programming is too costly an approach, Casey [1972] developed an
efficient search procedure for finding a minimal-cost solution, as well as
heuristic methods for finding acceptably good solutions. Casey's model differs
in some respects from Chu's. Perhaps the most important difference is that
Casey lets the number of copies of a file, as well as its locations, be varia-
bles'. Notice that as the number of copies of a file increases, the expense of
querying the file decreases, but storage and updating costs increase. Thus
Casey's approach to optimization strikes a balance between these two opposing
trends. A disadvantage, of course, is that the minimization may not yield
enough copies for reliability. ^
Casey has applied his optimization algorithm to real data for the |
ARPA network and has thus shown the process feasible for networks of moderate
size. His experiments indicated that when update traffic equals query traffic,
it is most efficient to store all files at a central node. As query traffic
increases relative to updates, storage at multiple nodes is indicated. These
results are intuitively reasonable. Although one always expects several local
minima in a complex, multivariable minimization problem, it is noteworthy that
Casey's experiments reveal extremely large numbers of them (over 100 in some
cases). It is clear that any optimal allocation procedure must take care to
avoid being trapped in such a local minimum.
An interesting extension of this work has been reported [Casey,
1973 (a) ] . Casey combines his file allocation algorithm with a well-known
procedure for designing tree networks to get a good overall configuration.
The method is iterative. An initial network topology is chosen and all files
are assumed to be at a central node. Each step then consists of an improvement
in network design followed by an optimal file allocation. The method was
tried out on an 18-node, 2-file model and results suggested that cost reductions
can be achieved in this way. The obvious problem is that use of such a tech-
nique in actual network design requires complete a_ priori information on the
files to be stored and their usage.
Recently, both Chu's and Casey's models have been criticized on the
basis that they do not allow for dependencies between files and programs [Levin,
1974; Morgan and Levin, 1974]. That is, a program (which is itself a file) may
^
need to make use of one or more data files. The fact that these files must
interact with one another is not taken into account in the older models which
assume file independence. Morgan and Levin also point out that in a hetero-
geneous network it may not always be possible to store a particular file at an
arbitrary node. Their model takes into account this type of constraint, which
also includes the possibility that the allocation may be restricted by security
considerations. The algorithm used to solve the optimization problem is a
systematic search procedure, along the lines suggested by Casey. Dynamic
features were also introduced; that is, costs to change the file allocation
were considered and balanced against savings expected from reallocation.
Levin [1974] proposes that expected savings may be obtained either from a prior
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knowledge of how the queries will probably change with time, or from statistical
analysis of the actual queries as they occur.
Some Current Work . Chu [1975] is now working on the so-called
catalog problem - i.e., where should the catalog, or file location directory,
be put in a network. Under the assumption that there is just one key directory
(although with perhaps multiple copies) which all users must query in order to
find any file, it is important to the overall efficiency of the system to locate
the directory properly. Instead of approaching the problem through a complex
mathematical optimization technique (as he did for file allocation), Chu is
studying the effects of various trade-offs and trying to develop rules of thumb
to indicate where directory copies should be put in various situations.
Kimbleton [1975], working on the general network file allocation
problem, claims to have developed an assignment algorithm which is cheap,
easy to implement, and intuitively acceptable. His approach to optimal allo-
cation is based on the minimization of "process execution costs." His model
therefore includes not only such standard features as file accessing procedures,
queuing delays, and cost structures but also information on process "behavior."
Kimbleton expects to publish the details of this work in the near future.
Summary and Assessment . The amount of work published to date on the
file allocation problem is very small. What little there is suggests certain
,
obvious lines of research which should be pursued. For example: Chu's zero-one
programming approach seems too complex for a large data base, but his idea of
prescribing a certain amount of redundancy is a good one. On the other hand,
j
Casey's optimization algorithm is efficient, but, by letting the number of file
copies be determined by the algorithm, he is likely to arrive at an allocation
I with insufficient reliability. Perhaps a combination of Casey's efficient
algorithm with Chu's reliability constraint could be developed. It should
also be possible to include Morgan and Levin's restriction that some files may
only be stored at certain nodes, as well as the dynamic features of their work.
\ Another striking feature of work to date is that costs are always
minimized under time constraints. It would seem worthwhile to turn the problem
around and minimize average retrieval time under a cost constraint. Trying to
get the best possible (in the sense of efficient retrieval) design for your
money might be the practical approach in many situations.
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Network and Systems Environment
Overview
The successful construction of data management systems on a computer
network is heavily dependent on the existence of a resource sharing network
environment. In this section we survey the essential aspects of the necessary
technology. The treatment is divided into 5 sections:
1) Communications and Networks
2) Resource Allocation and Control
3) Measurement and Analysis
A) Network Access Systems and Front-Ends
5) Security
The state-of-the-art in computer communications and networks has
greatly advanced in recent years, largely due to the amount of effort being
expended on both commercial and government-sponsored networks. The design
of computer communicacion networks has progressed faster than the technology
of distributed system design. This is because emphasis is usually placed on
making the communication network work as soon as possible. Now that the fea-
sibility of computer networks has been demonstrated, work is progressing on
other aspects of networking, such as security and resource sharing .
The decisions governing the resource sharing of a particular task
in a computer network depend heavily on the ability to measure the performance
of the network and its component systems. These measures provide the necessary
information for a task to be performed at the lowest price or in the shortest
-amount of time.
The advent of the computer network has seen some computer centers
come to rely entirely on a network for their computing facilities. This has
led to research on network access systems which provide inexpensive and flex-
ible network access for terminals and file systems. These same techniques can
be used to front-end large machines that are unsuited or too heavily utilized
to support network software.
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Communications and Networks
Introduction
The need for digital communications has grown enormously in recent
years. This reflects, in part, a growing realization of the breadth of the
field of computer applications. Many of these applications require immediate
access to geographically remote resources, such as data, computers, and people.
The need is hardly a new one, but its magnitude has increased quite unexpectedly.
This is probably due in large part to the plummeting price and subsequent pro-
liferation of computers in the last 25 years. John Von Neumann once expressed
the opinion that the computing needs of the U.S. could be filled by two large
computers, one on each coast. The thrust of current technology is to place
one in every home, office, automobile, and pocket. These computers must com-
municate to realize their full potential. This section describes some aspects
of the current state of the art in computer communications, with emphasis on
general-purpose computer networks and packet-switching techniques.
The first section. Communication Media , defines some terminology
used in describing communication facilities, then describes some of the avail-
able and proposed common-carrier and value-added carrier facilities in the
United States. A related topic, broadcast communication media, is described
in the Multiple-Access Broadcast, Radio, and Satellite Communication Section,
The next section. Communication Network Design Issues , defines some
of the basic criteria used to describe and evaluate communication networks,
then describes the current technology of network construction. The topic
areas are Delay, Bandwidth, Reliability, Cost, Packet Switching, Forwarding
Schemes, Packet Size, Store-and-Forward Switching Node Design, Topology,
Routing, Flow Control, and Network Analysis and Modeling.
The third section is Multiple-Access Broadcast, Radio, and Satellite
Communications . This section describes a technology with great potential for
reduction of cost of personal and computer communication. The media and tech-
niques are described, and some current work is briefly examined.
The final section is a Summary and Assessment of the current state
of the art in computer communications. Some areas in which there is a need
for further research and study are indicated.
Communication Media
Introduction
The mechanisms used to communicate digital data from point to point
will be referred to as communication media . A variety of media are in use
today. For short distances, radio, light, and cables can be used conveniently.
For longer distances, the expense of obtaining right-of-way for cables, the
power and licensing problems involved for high-power radio, and the line-of-
sight properties of light and high-frequency radio virtually preclude the
establishment of private communications facilities by any but the largest con-
cerns. For these reasons, most computer networks will be constructed using
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facilities leased from common-carrier communication companies. This section
briefly looks at the current state of technology in the US communications
industry.
Coimnunication facilities can be analog or digital in nature. Analog
coTnmunication is well suited to voice and some facsimile use, as it allows
transmission of continuously variable signals. High error rates do not inter-
fere greatly with human understanding of voice and pictures, hence most analog
systems have not been designed to provide distortionless, error-free communica-
tion as required by computers. Furthermore, since analog data cannot easily be
reconstructed and "cleaned up" at repeaters, noise added by quantum effects,
circuit noise, and other spurious signals accumulate with every repeating.
Digital communication involves the transmission of only tv70 signal levels,
usually referred to as zero and one. Digital systems are designed to be used
by computers, hence their error rates tend to be lower by design. Digital
signals can also be "cleaned" of any spurious noise, provided the noise is
distinguishable from zero and one, at repeaters.
Digital or analog communication networks can be either circuit-
switched (line-switched) or message-switched. Circuit-switched networks, such
as the telephone system, establish a fixed path through the network capable of
passing from zero to the full bandwidth desired. This set-up usually involves
operations such as selecting appropriate lines and subchannels on multiplexers
to route the data from the source to the desired destination. Circuit switching
involves a variable connection set-up time (very long if manually done, other-
wise usually on the order of seconds) and a fixed (for each set-up) transmission
delay (usually essentially speed-of-light limited). In most applications,
circuit-switched lines carry useful data a relatively low percentage of the time^
but use the same resources regardless of utilization. Message-switched networks
i
break the data sent into pieces (messages) and send these messages into the net-
work to follow whatever route seems best at that instant. If messages are
explicitly stored at any point in the path, the network is referred to as a
store-and-forward network (the usual case) . Message switched networks use the
bursty nature of the data they carry to increase average line utilization.
However, because of routing, queueing (which occurs in the store-and-forward
case), and transmission delays, the exact delay between transmission and
receipt of a message normally varies for different messages. A comparison of
circuit and packet switched (store-and-forward with fixed message (packet)
lengths) network traffic capacity can be found in [Itoh and Kato, 1973].
Message-switched networks typically achieve many orders of magnitude higher
reliability by the use of feedback-error-correction techniques and adaptive
routing (to circumvent failing components) [Roberts and Wessler, 1970].
Communications networks which utilize other networks in providing
their services are referred to as value-added carriers . The "value-added"
refers to the fact that while existing carrier facilities are used, more
services of some sort are provided, increasing the value (and cost) of the
existing facilities to an end user. An example is a digital store-and-forward
network built upon analog circuit-switched communication facilities.
Common Carrier Communication Utilities
In order to encourage competition with communications giants such
as AT&T, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) licensed several com-
panies to sell communication services in interstate commerce. The salient
features of the most prominent networks are summarized.
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Telephone Network . The use of the world-wide telephone network
as a digital data transmission network is fairly well understood. The major-
ity of current literature in this area concerns either choosing the most
appropriate services to fill the needs for a given application or minimizing
the cost of such services by data compression, multiplexing, and higher level
technologies such as packet switching. Since the telephone network is funda-
mentally analog in nature, various encoding schemes are used to transmit digi-
tal information. Problems caused by the voice orientation of the system include
reserved audio frequencies used by the network switching equipment (which must
be avoided), phase shift", echoing (particularly over very long distances), and
highly correlated errors (burst errors) which can render conventional error
correction techniques ineffective. Recommendations are made by the Comite*
Consultif Internationale' de Telegraphie et Telephone (CCITT)
,
part of the
International Telecommunications Unions (an organ of the United Nations), con-
cerning use of the telephone system for digital transmission. While these
recommendations are not standards, they are generally followed. Authorities
agree that digital networks of the flexibility of the telephone system are
badly needed now and will be needed even more in the future to meet the data
communications needs of the industry. [Davies and Barber, 1973], [Lucky, 1973],
[Hansler, 1974], [Chou and Kershenbaum, 1973], [Cohen, 1974].
Datran . Datran was founded in 1968 and started construction of its
entirely new microwave network in 1973. The network will connect both coasts
by 1975, but will not be fully articulated, with all spurs and cities covered
by that time. Some facilities are being shared with SPCC (see below) . The
network primarily connects large population centers.
Datran is an all-digital, circuit-switched network. Datran will offer
switched, medium-speed (2.4 - 9.6 Kbaud) service in early 1975. High-speed
(56. - 2,688 Kbaud) private channel service is also available. Reliability is
expected to be high, with an error rate on the order of 1 error in 10 bits.
Connection in the low-speed switched service is expected to take .5
seconds from completion of dialing. Switched service is currently being con-
sidered for the high-speed service.
SPCC - Southern Pacific Communications Company . SPCC is an outgrowth
of the Southern Pacific Company's private communications system. SPCC is an
analog system providing only private-channel, directly-connected service. Digi-
tal service is provided by conventional techniques for utilizing analog circuits,
Leased satellite communications were to be incorporated into the network in
mid-1974 to complement the terrestrial facilities. SPCC intends to provide
service to population centers in the east, west, and south central United
States.
Primary digital offerings are for narrow band (voice grade line) to
medium speed (9.6 Kbaud) service. Higher bandwidth can be obtained by patching
together voice grade channels. The design objective for error rate is 1 bit in
10
. Past availability of the Southern Pacific Company's private network has
been 99.96%. The SPCC objective is 99.98%, using newer equipment and designs.
WTCI - Western Telecommunications Incorporated . WTCI operates pri-
marily in the West, with a leased satellite link from southern California to
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New York and Chicago. \TIC1 specializes in analog services such as video, fac-
simile, etc., but will provide modems, etc. for digital use. "WTCI provides
analog service from voice to 2A0 Khz, and digital service from 15 baud to 50
Kbaud. Circuits are private leased line and provide no switching capability.
WTCI has informally announced plans to offer a message-switched service, but
has not released details yet.
Value-Added Carriers
PCI - Packet Communications Incorporated . PCI was the first organi-
zation to apply to the FCC for permission to offer a packet switched communica-
tion service. The PCI network is heavily based on ARPA network technology,
which is predictable since PCI was founded primaril3' by people from Bolt,
Beranek, and New-man (BBN), prime APPA network contractors. PCI estimates that
their system will be available by late 1975. PCI's primary market is low-
bandwidth, low-delay, interactive terminal-like applications. PCI is techni-
cally supported by Network Analysis Corporation, prime analysis contractor for
the AEPA network and a co-founder of PCI.
The PCI network closely resembles the AEPA network in structure.
Message switching processors called PSP'
s
(Packet Switching Processors) con-
nect 50 Kbaud leased lines as ARPA network IMP's [Heart et al., 1970] do.
Direct terminal access to the network is provided by a TAP (Terminal Access
Processor) , the counterpart of the ARPA network TIP (Terminal Interface Pro-
cessor) [Mimno et al., 1973]. The ARPA TIP is an expanded IMP which can handle
terminals and packet switching. The TAP requires connection to a PSP. This is
more like the ARPA network mini-host IMP architecture [ANTS, 1973]. Customers
can use the facilities of the network i-rith any of three levels of software
interface, varying from an ARPA-network-like NCP (Network Control Program)
to a very minimal level.
The network is expected to be 99.5% available, except for scheduled
maintenance, with a reliability of 1 undetected bit error per year. Round
trip delay between two interfaces is expected to be .5 second or less. These
figures closely resemble the original ARPA network specifications.
Telenet Communications Corporation . Telenet is a subsidiary of
Bolt, Beranek, and Newman (BBN), prime contractors for the ARPA network. Its
president is Larry G. Roberts, past director of the Information Processing
Techniques Office of ARPA, under whose supervision the ARPA network was built.
The Telenet network is heavily based on ARPA network technology, and continues
to benefit from such current work as the Satellite IMP (SIMP) being developed
at BBN.
f
The Telenet network will initially connect seven large cities (Boston,
Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco, and Washington) with 50
Kbaud common or special carrier lines. A Central Office (CO.) will be located
at each major city. The CO. will contain IMP's and TIP's for that area, along
with more customized customer service facilities. Users will generally connect!
to a nearby CO. with leased lines or dial to a TIP via switched telephone ser-
vice. If usage warrants it, a TIP may be leased to a customer and located at
his site.
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Telenet will attempt to provide interfaces to existing systems that
require little or no modification to vendor software. Customers may choose to
modify their systems if they desire. The network uses ARPA network concepts
such as the Network Virtual Terminal, modified to better suit the commercial
market situation.
Telenet also feels that there is a broad market for wideband digital
services. They are proceeding with development of satellite technology to
provide the capacity needed in the future. Higher bandwidth interconnection
among IMF's will be used as demand increases. Satellite channels will be
random-access broadcast channels at 1,544 Kbaud. Telenet claims an error rate
-12 12
of under 10 , or one bit error in 10 bits, which is 5 orders of magnitude
better than circuit-switched specialty carriers such as Datran. Messages up
to 100 characters long will traverse the network within .3 second. Longer
messages, up to 1000 characters, will require .8 second or less.
Communication Network Design Issues
Delay
Delay is the time between the sending of a message and its receipt.
Delay is a function of communication line length and speed, packet length,
number of hops (i.e. network nodes) in the path taken by the message, and pro-
cessing time and queuing delays in switching nodes. For highly interactive use
of a network, the delay should be small. Unfortunately, small delay requires
small packets, high bandwidth lines, a small number of hops, or some combination
of these. Small packets increase overhead per data bit, thus reducing the effec-
tive capacity of the line. Very fast lines and fewer hops cost money. An analy-
sis of these tradeoffs can be found in [Metcalfe, 1973]. The ARPA network, which
was designed with delay as a primary consideration, averages about 5 hops, uses
primarily 50 Kbaud lines, and uses 1000-bit packets. The coast-to-coast delay
for one packet is under .5 seconds, and average delay is much less. See also:
[Kleinrock, 1973], [Frank, 1972], [Frank and Chou, 1974].
Bandwidth
Bandwidth is the average number of bits per second transferred over
a data link in some interval. A very important bandwidth measure of a network
is peak bandwidth
, the highest bandwidth the network can sustain for a short
interval. The peak bandwidth is determined primarily by line speed and line
overhead. In actual measurements taken on the ARPA network, Kleinrock, Naylor,
and Opderbeck [1974] found that while the maximum possible line utilization
was about 80%, current short message traffic would limit it to 17%. Clearly,
maximum bandwidth can only be achieved by using a network in an "optimal"
fashion, which may not be possible in general [Cerf, 1974].
It is, at least in theory, possible for the packets traveling between
two nodes to travel "in parallel", different packets using different paths
through the network. Thus, two nodes can communicate at aggregate speeds higher
than they could on any single connecting line. The highest possible bandwidth
is achieved by choosing the highest speed paths through the network and par-
celing the data appropriately among them. See the Routing section for further
discussion.
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Reliability
The reliability of a network has two components: data reliability ,
the probability of undetected data errors; and availability , the percentage
of real time the network is usable. The availability of the ARPANET averaged
about 98% for 1972 - Apr. 1974 while commercial networks are planning for over
99.5% availability [Cohen, 1974]. The ARPANET data reliability for received
packets was targeted at 1 undetected bit error per year, but packets are some-
times completely lost and host-to-IMP interfaces have no error detection mechanisn
Hence observed data reliability is considerably under the target value. ARPANET
protocols assume the network is reliable to a very large degree, and hence often
cannot cope with network generated errors. A modification to ARPANET protocols
to correct this has been suggested [Kanodia, 1974], and an alternate protocol ^
has also been suggested [Cerf and Kahn, 1974]. ^
Availability is a relative measure. If one node is isolated from
the rest of the network, the availability of the network with respect to that
node is temporarily 0%, while the rest of the network may be otherwise unaf-
fected. This is a special case of network partitioning , the separation of a
network into two or more non-communicating networks. The probability of dis-
connection of parts of a network is a factor of the reliability of nodes and
communication lines, and of the "topology", or interconnection, of the network.
The probability of isolation of a particular node is always greater than P^ +
P ^, where P is the probability of a node failure, P^ is the probability of aIn -L
line failure, and N is the number of lines to the node. The node reliability
problem is being considered by Bolt, Beranek, and Newman [Heart et al., 1973].
The line reliability is largely in the hands of the common carrier chosen. The
topology of networks, as it affects availability, has been studied in some
detail by the Network Analysis Corporation and others (see Topology section)
.
In general, networks should be rather highly interconnected, though only care-
ful analysis can determine the best tradeoff between cost and interconnection.
See the section on Network Analysis and Modeling for further discussion.
Cost
The cost of a communications network is intimately tied to every
other parameter. The cost of each component should be kept at a minimum, given
performance constraints. In the case of switching nodes, the peak load through
a node is estimable, so minimal-cost nodes could theoretically be installed
(Heart et al., 1973]. Similarly, communication lines can be configured in such
a way that cost is minimized without sacrificing reliability [Frank and Chou,
1974].
Packet Switching
The basic principle of store-and-forward networks is that units of
data, instead of passing directly from sender to receiver, go through a series
of intermediate destinations known as store-and-forward switches or nodes.
Each of these nodes verifies that it has received the information correctly
(using appropriate error detection techniques), then sends it one step closer
to its destination. If the unit of data is an essentially arbitrary length
message, as in the military AUTODIN network, the node must have sufficient
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storage to store the entire message. Long messages can also tie up communi-
cation channels for long periods of time, thus increasing delay. For this
reason, the idea of breaking messages up into small, uniform-length pieces,
known as packets , arose. Most contemporary networks used for low-delay com-
munication use packet switching technology, and for this reason, we will con-
centrate our efforts in this area. Where unambiguous, we often use the words
message and packet interchangeably.
Forwarding Schemes
Using a hop-by-hop acknowledgement scheme, each node of a store-and-
forward network refuses to take responsibility (via positive acknowledgement)
for any message until it has CORRECTLY received it . Each node is required to
retain its copy of the data until it has forwarded the data and received an
acknowledgement. If a message is not acknowledged within some time interval
(a "timeout" period), the station retransmits it. In an end-to-end acknow-
ledgement scheme, the message is sent from node to node, as above. However,
if a node finds that a transmission error has corrupted the data, it discards
it. In an end-to-end acknowledgement scheme, individual nodes do not have
responsibility to determine that messages have been successfully forv^arded.
Thus, a piece of data entering the network may be totally lost. It is the
responsibility of the destination node to acknowledge correctly received data.
It is the sending node's responsibility to retransmit data if no acknowledgement
is received in a "reasonable" amount of time. If the number of hops or the pro-
bability of transmission errors is large, hop-by-hop acknowledgement yields
slightly lower transfer times [Metcalfe, 1973]. This result would be even
stronger if the mechanism used to detect failure in the end-to-end case, e.g.,
timeout or negative acknowledgement, were included in the end-to-end times.
There is presently some controversy over the relative merits of these two
schemes. The end-to-end advocates argue that computers communicating via store-
and-forward networks should perform higher level end-to-end checking anyway.
This precludes the possibility that lost or duplicated data will go undiscovered.
Complete loss of data could occur, for example, if a hop-by-hop node became iso-
lated or broken while retaining sole copies of messages. Duplication can also
occur in several ways. End-to-end checking reduces the need for a hop-by-hop
acknowledgement. The complexity of the node is also reduced. However, the
intercommunicating computers must now do more work. Both sides have strong argu-
ments, and the resolution of this problem may be political rather than technical.
It is significant that the ARPA network architects (Bolt, Beranek and Newman)
have recently added an "uncontrolled packet" feature to the ARPA network primarily
for use in speech communication experiments, but presumably also in deference to
the controversy. The uncontrolled packet is considered expendable, and is dis-
carded if problems arise (e.g., if it is corrupted in transit).
The topic of routing messages between nodes, i.e., deciding which
neighboring node to forward a message to next, is covered in a separate sec-
tion on Routing.
Packet Size
Packet size refers to the length of the series of bits that is
treated as a unit in a packet switched network. It is generally the buffer
size in the switching node. Packet size must be determined by considering
the desired delay (reducing packet size reduces delay caused by transmission
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time), error probability (larger packets increase the probability and cost of
retransmission), desired peak bandwidth (longer packets mean less overhead),
and switching node memory cost. Considering ARPANET error rates, line speed,
and fixed overhead, Metcalfe [1973] arrives at an optimum packet size of 3700
bits. This figure optimizes bandwidth but ignores delay. On the other hand,
the Canadian BNR network, optimized for low-delay terminal use, uses a packet
length of about 350 bits [Martel et. al., 1974], Davies and Barber [1973]
recommend a packet length of 2000 bits for a general-purpose network. This is
also the figure used by the Canadian DATAPAC network [DATAPAC, 1974]. The ARPA
network uses a packet length of 1000 bits, which is a compromise between delay
and bandwidth, but introduces the concept of a "message". A message, in this
sense, is composed of 8 or less packets. The BNR network also uses this con-
cept, but a message is four or less packets. A computer using such a network
can send and receive these messages independently of the network packet size.
The communications node has the responsibility to break transmitted messages
into packets and to reassemble packets into messages at the receiving end
(message reassembly ) . A well-known deadlock known as "reassembly lockup " can
occur if buffer space is scarce in the receiving node [McQuillan et al., 1972].
This problem can be circumvented, but many people still argue that message
reassembly should be the task of the intercommunicating computers, not the com-
munications subnetwork. Both sides have good arguments, and further research
is needed. For details of these arguments, see [Cerf, 1974] and [Crowther et
al., 1974].
Store-and-Forward Switching Node Design
The store-and-forward node has the responsibility for formatting,
routing (forwarding), and receiving packets. Since a switching node can send
data through several (generally at least two) communication lines, and simi-
larly can receive data simultaneously from several lines, the throughput
through the node could reach four times the line speed (assuming full-duplex
lines and two neighboring nodes) without any data being transferred into or
out of a computer connected to the node. If all traffic leaving the node was
generated by the computer connected to it, and all traffic entering the node
was destined for the computer, the entire traffic of the node could enter and
leave the computer (assuming a full-duplex interface operating at twice line
speed), for a total of eight times the line speed. This places a heavy burden
on the switching node. The node also must perform chores such as maintaining
tables of routing information, checking communications lines (and nodes), per-
forming measurement and accounting, and checking its own operation. All these
functions are complex and operate under severe time and space constraints. For
ease of maintenance, all nodes should be identical, or virtually so. These
constraints indicate that node design and maintenance could most easily be
carried out if one group had responsibility for the nodes, and that allowing
(or requiring) each node to be programmed by its owners or users would be unre-
liable and inefficient. [Davies and Barber, 1973], [Heart et al., 1973],
[Heart et al., 1970], [Pouzin, 1973 (a) and (b)], [Carter, 1973], [Crowther
et al., 1973]
Topology of Communication Networks
The topology of a network is the placement and interconnection of
its nodes. This section will summarize the major classes of topologies and |
their salient features.
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Star networks are the least connected of all topologies. A simple
star network has a single central node and an arbitrary number of nodes (points )
connected solely to the central node. The central node can be the sole intelli-
gence in the network (as in a network of terminals), a "distinguished" member of
a set of computers, or a simple message switch, serving only to connect the other
nodes together. The major problems with a star network are reliability and the
bandwidth requirements of the central node. Since every node is connected to
the central site by a single line (i.e., it is 1-connected ) , the failure of
that line isolates the node. Since all nodes (except the central one) are
1-connected, the probability of the loss of communication between two nodes is
the sum of the probabilities of failure in the two communicating nodes, the
central node, and the two connecting lines. Since the central node must take
some part in the communication between two nodes, it must be able to handle the
aggregate bandwidth of all communications, or control hardware that does the
work. In either event, large networks require large central nodes with corre-
spondingly high probability of failure.
The major advantage of star networks is centralized control. The
central node can handle resource allocation, serve as a mediator for esta-
blishing communications, keep statistics and accounting information on data
transferred, serve as a repository for the location mechanism for resources
and processes, and so on. The advantages of centralized control can be ob-
tained in any topology. Networks with a central controller but higher con-
nectivity than a star network are called centralized networks [Frank and
Chou, 1972]. A simple case is a hierarchy of concentrator stations feeding a
central computer. A more complex example might be a "logical star" topology,
set up within a more general environment such as the ARPA network. In this
scheme, some computer is designated the controller, and all other computers
communicate solely with it. Such a network would be able to benefit from the
added reliability of a multiply-connected communication network and the sim-
plicity of central control.
When star networks are interconnected, some new problems can arise
because there is no longer a unique central node. These problems are
addressed in the discussion of arbitrarily interconnected networks.
Ring networks or loop networks consist of a number of nodes connected
to form a closed loop. Each node has one input line and one output line. More
complex arrangements have been described, but this model is sufficient for dis-
cussion. In the usual model, empty packets are circulated in the loop in timed
intervals called slots . Each slot is one packet in length (much like the "Lazy
Suzan" serving tray). The ring may also operate in a buffered mode ([Hayes and
Sherman, 1971], [Kaye, 1972], [Farmer and Newhall, 1969]) but the distinction
is unimportant here. When a node wants to send a packet, it waits until it sees
an empty slot at its input line and replaces the empty packet with the one it
wishes to send. The packet includes the source and destination node addresses.
When a node notices a non-empty packet entering on its input line, it checks
the destination address. If the address is its own, the node copies the packet
into its own memory and marks the packet as received. Nodes also watch the
source address of non-empty packets to see if the packet was sent by themselves.
If it was, the packet is checked to be sure it was received; if so, the slot is
marked empty, removing the packet from the loop. If not, it must be re-sent.
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Many details have been omitted from this scenario. For instance,
packets must be checked for correctness in some way by the receiver. If the
packet does not check out, the receiver may simply refuse to mark it received.
The sender, upon finding an unreceived packet, would retransmit a correct
copy. Packets may also be damaged in such a way that neither sender nor
receiver recognizes them. Such packets could occupy a slot forever if no
mechanism were provided to remove them.
Ring networks have many shortcomings. The reliability is theoretically
low, since any break ruptures the ring. Circuitry to automatically bypass fail-
ing nodes reduces this to the probability of line failure, provided the bypass
is failproof. Some ring networks can also take advantage of dial-up common i
carrier communications, which would reduce the impact of simple line failures.
A double-ring architecture has been proposed to raise reliability [Farber, 1972],
but this solution raises problems of its own (such as cost). Since the prob-
ability of line errors is also cumulative, a network of 20 nodes will experience
an order of magnitude more packet errors between two nodes than if communication
were done over a direct line. Since feedback error correction requires an en-
tire trip around the ring, delay could sometimes be very high. A mechanism to
prevent infinitely circulating packets, as described above, must be provided.
Since all traffic must pass over every communication link, the potential band-
width requirements of the links are rather high. Interconnectng several
smaller rings can help combat this problem (see [Pierce, 1971] or [Hayes and
Sherman, 1971]). *
Despite these shortcomings, ring networks provide advantages that
can make them favorable for some applications. By providing a special "broad-
cast" address or bit, packets can be sent to all nodes at no extra cost. How-
ever, since packets may be transmogrified in transit, it is difficult to guar-
antee that all nodes got such a message unless the number of nodes is known.
Because no node needs special knowledge, other than its own address, the exact
size of the ring is immaterial and can be easily changed. If, as is done in
DCS [Farber and Larsen, 1972], an associative memory is placed in each node,
destination addresses can be associated with movable objects, such as processes,
instead of nodes. This technique allows one to bypass many of the sticky pro-
blems in distributed architectures and to proceed to higher level, more inter-
esting problems (e.g., process migration, distributed file systems). In addi-
tion, ring hardware interfaces can be constructed very cheaply. This is a
major factor when the network will not be geographically dispersed and an
inexpensive, reliable communications medium, such as co-axial cable, is avail-
able [Loomis, 1973], [Farber, 1972], [Farber and Larson, 1972], [Hassing et al.,
1973], [Spragins, 1972], [Hayes and Sherman, 1971], [Kaye, 1972], [Yuen et al.,
1972].
Completely connected networks are networks in which every node is
connected to every other node. Broadcast networks are a special case, and
are discussed in their own section. This interconnection scheme is very fast,
potentially very reliable, and very expensive. While problems such as line
outages can cause loss of a direct connection between two nodes, alternate
routes through other nodes are very likely to exist. Because of the expense
of complete interconnection, it is most practical for small networks and net-
works in which the cost of a communications link can be made very low, such as
geographically centralized networks.
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Distributed control networks consist of an arbitrary number of nodes
(greater than 1) interconnected in an arbitrary fashion. Our discussion will
concentrate on networks consisting of nodes connected by bi-directional com-
munications paths. The interconnection topology used is chosen on the basis
of reliability (usually indicating higher connectivity) , bandwidth and delay
(which requires traffic analysis and may require more and faster interconnec-
tion) , and cost. Optimization procedures which optimize some of these factors
while using constraining values of the others have been described [Frank and
Chou, 1974], [Chou and Kershenbaum, 1973], [Wilcov, 1972].
General problems encountered include routing, congestion and flow
control, and reliability. Routing, flow control, and congestion are discussed
in other sections. Reliability is largely a function of the particular topo-
logy used, and usually must be traded off against cost, since increasing con-
nectivity is really the only tool available. However, careful analysis often
yields surprising results: in one case it was found that a very small increase
in connectivity yielded a very large increase in reliability in the ARPA net-
work [Frank and Chou, 1974]. Optimization of bandwidth and delay is also
difficult. For nontrivial networks, analysis of topology is sufficiently
complex that computer assistance is required (e.g., see [Frank, 1973]).
Some very important problems arise in networks without centralized
control. These include resource allocation -and control, security and privacy,
failure detection and recovery, and synchronization. These problems largely
arise because it is impractical for every node to store duplicate copies of
all necessary information, and it is virtually impossible to keep such copies
identical anyway. Resource allocation and synchronization require a primitive
level of mutual exclusion between communicating processes. All conventional
schemes are inappropriate in the presence of finite but arbitrary communica-
tions delays. Security and privacy are difficult to provide because the data
sent and received is available for inspection at unpredictable places in the
network (and knowledge of the presence of information is itself information)
.
Additionally, access to protection information is subject to non-simultaneity
caused by the communications delay. Withdrawal of permission may thus come
after information has been leaked. See [Kleinrock, 1974] for discussions of
several of these topics.
The advantages of highly interconnected distributed control networks
are those that can be obtained by causing computers to communicate, plus ad-
vantages caused by the approach. The latter include reliability, survivability,
and low cost [Roberts and Wessler, 1970], [Baran, 1964]. The appeal of this
approach is so great that commercial networks are being built to exploit the
situation [Cohen, 1974].
Special cases of the arbitrarily connected distributed control net-
work are interesting. Davies [1971] introduces a concept called the isarithmic
network, in which empty packets are passed around much as in a ring network.
Flow control becomes less of a problem, but new problems are introduced. For
example, it is difficult to regenerate lost empty packets in the event of a
node failure or partitioning, and the location of empty packets may be wrong
often enough to increase delay. Very large networks (thousands of nodes) raise
many problems, including minimizing the number of hops while keeping cost low,
and routing information to its destination in a near-minimal number of hops
[Frank, 1973 (b)], [McQuillan, 1974], [Kleinrock, 1974]. Interconnection of
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networks has become very important, particularly in Europe. The IFIPS helps
sponsor a group called the Internetwork Working Group, which has produced a
large collection of literature and notes. Most U.S. members have ARPA network
experience. Prof. Vinton Cerf at Stanford University is currently the head of
this group.
Routing
Routing is the decision process which determines the path a message
follows in a network in passing from its source to its destination. Ideally,
the message should make its journey in the shortest possible time. This may ..
not be the shortest path in the sense of fewest nodes traversed (hops) . The ,j
presence of higher or lower-speed lines or heavy congestion at one or more
nodes may alter the optimal path. Also, the shortest path may contain a broken
line or node. The routing decisions made in a node interact with those made in
other nodes in a non-obvious fashion. For example, if all nodes decide to route
their messages through the same node, that node may become a bottleneck and slow
all traffic through it considerably.
Routing degenerates to a trivial case if only one route exists between
i
every pair of nodes. In such a case, the routing information is pre-computed.
The only updating necessary occurs if a destination becomes unreachable.
Destination addressing can be done on the basis of a fixed address,
as in the ARPA network, or on the basis of a process address, as is easily done
in ring, star, and broadcast topologies. Since the latter technique requires
either centralized control or #n examination of every message by every node,
it is generally applicable only in specialized environments. Hybrid techniques
which address processes regardless of location in a network with fixed node
addresses, particularly in a general network, are very desirable. A combina-
tion of "most-probable-current-address", "forwarding addresses", and "where
are you?" broadcasts may prove useful. (These terms are considered self-
explanatory.) The authors know of no treatment of this subject in the litera-
ture, and consider it a good area for research. The following discussion is
limited to routing in non-trivial situations in which destination addresses
are fixed.
Under appropriate assumptions about the traffic (infinite-source
Poisson arrival rate for messages, exponentially distributed message lengths,
infinite storage at nodes, and totally reliable lines and nodes), an optimal
deterministic routing policy can be determined. (The queuing theory termino-
logy will be explained below.) This policy will be referred to as a static
routing strategy. The primary failing of the static strategy is the reli- .
ability assumption, which makes the scheme generally unusable except for |
analytic purposes. The obvious solution, and the one used in, for example,
the ARPA network, is an adaptive routing policy. An adaptive routing policy
is one that modifies its routing decisions based on periodically updated infor-
mation about the best routes to each destination. The scheme as implemented
in the ARPA network uses two tables; the primary routing table contains the
name of the neighboring node that reports the minimum delay to the destina-
tion, the secondary table (used because it is more responsive to line and node
failures) is a minimum-hop-to-destination table. These tables are updated
roughly once a second from information sent by neighboring nodes. Each node
incorporates an estimate of its own contribution to the delay into the infor-
mation it sends to adjacent nodes. This scheme performs nearly as well as
"'^
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the static strategy. Other policies have been developed; several of these
will be discussed shortly.
Adaptive routing schemes like that used in the ARPA network have
two major shortcomings. The first is that they do not necessarily produce
loop-free routing. Loop-free routing means that a message never visits a
node more than once. If it does, the message loops in the network until some
node of the loop updates its routing tables in such a way that the loop is
broken. Looping packets are delayed by a variable, but potentially large,
period. They also squander node capacity and bandwidth. The ultimate cause
of loops is the fact that an adaptive routing strategy routes all traffic to
a destination through a single neighboring node. An unfortunate timing of
routing table updates can cause loops to develop. The fact that the adaptive
strategies described above route all data to a destination through the same
neighboring node also causes the second major shortcoming: the peak bandwidth
attainable for a message entering or leaving a node is limited to the speed of
one line, the one the message travels on (assuming the routing tables are not
updated between parts of a message) . Ideally, it should be possible for a
message to split into pieces, each travelling separate, parallel paths, and
arrive much faster than they would on a single line. If two lines enter a
node, and half of a message comes in on each line, the effect is the same as
if the message had entered on a single line operating at the sum of the indi-
vidual line speeds.
Current use of the ARPA network for encoded speech transmission,
which requires a high-bandwidth data flow with high tolerance for error and
low tolerance for delays, has encountered several difficulties. One of these
occurs because of the routing strategy: after some number of seconds of sus-
tained high throughput, a loop sometimes develops, causing delays. The other
major problem involves a packet sequencing problem that reduces effective band-
width [Kleinrock, 1975 (b)], [Cohen, 1975], [Opderbeck and Kleinrock, 1974].
In order to produce reliable, near-optimal routing, it is apparently
desirable to be able to take advantage of the multiple paths to a destination.
One scheme, called the "flow deviation" method, does this. This method pro-
duces an optimal routing strategy in steady-state conditions [Fratta et al.,
1973]. Other solutions have also been proposed [Frank, Kahn, and Kleinrock,
1972], [Cantor and Gerla, 1972], [Fultz, 1972]. A centralized adaptive scheme
is described by Gerla [1973]; in this scheme, flow-deviation-method tables
are computed at a central routing center and then sent to the nodes. Alter-
natively, other methods could be used to generate the tables. To guard
against failure of the central node, a backup scheme based on minimum number
of hops is used by Gerla.
Routing in very large networks (thousands of nodes) is a difficult
problem. The tables of best route to a particular destination become unman-
ageably large. Schemes such as regional routing have been proposed. Regional
routing involves keeping routing tables based on regions, or groups of nodes.
In the simplest approach, the region is encoded as part of a node's address.
Problems exist with this approach [McQuillan, 197^i]. A special c=i?»= of
regional routing exists when several networks are connected together. If
several interconnection points (gateways ) exist between networks, a node must
be able to select the best one to achieve optimal performance. However, this
forces nodes to knew about the addressing structure and, to some extent, cur-
rent state of other networks. This is an undesirable situation. Routing in
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Ilarge networks remains a fertile area for research [Frank, 1973 (b)], [Opderbeck,
and Kleinrock, 1974], [Kleinrock, 1974].
Flow Control
Flow control is the process by which the transmission of data can be
controlled to prevent flooding a receiver or communications network with data.
Two general methods of flow control are commonly used: controlling permission
to send data, and discarding unwanted data with negative (or no) acknowledgement:
The decision process used to decide when to discard data or restrict permission
in a network is further divided into local and global control. Local control
means that the decision process uses only local information. Global control
means that the overall status of the network is (somehow) used [Opderbeck and
Kleinrock, 1974]. Local control is not theoretically sufficient for restricting!
entry of data into a network with distributed control, since an individual node
may be able to accept data while the remainder of the network cannot. Control-
ling permission to send means that a sender of data is permitted to send only
as much data as the receiver has given him permission to send. This technique
is generally applicable, but usually complex to implement [Cerf, 1974]. Dis-
carding unwanted data (failure to positively acknowledge) is particularly use-
ful in conjunction V7ith a positive - acknowledgement error-control scheme
(feedback-correction) [Metcalfe, 1973], where failure to positively acknowledge
receipt of data is already interpreted to mean the data should be retransmitted,,
usually after some timeout interval.
Regardless of which technique is used, the problem of overhead M
arises. Controlling permission to send requires that permission, in some m
coded form, be sent from receiver to sender. Besides introducing line over-
head, this may introduce the delay involved in sending the permission into ^
every transaction (in the worst case), which reduces the average bandwidth
attainable. Appropriate strategies can help reduce such delays to a miminum
[Postel, 1974]. In the case in which surplus or unwanted data is discarded,
the overhead is the discarded data. Again, appropriate strategies must be
chosen to keep discarded data to a minimum [Belsnes, 1974].
In any kind of network, there is always the possibility that a pro-
cess will accidentally or maliciously begin uncontrolled transmission of data,
possibly in violation of protocols. In the case of a star or point-to-point
topology, the data can be simply discarded. However, in the case of a ring,
broadcast, or distributed control network, the network could become congested
and all data flow would be disastrously affected. Various methods are used to
control this problem. In the British EPSS system, the total number^ of packets
any source can send is limited to some upper bound considered "safe" [U.K.
Post Office, 1974]. In the ARPA network, the number of messages in transit
from a source IMP to a particular destination IMP (not host) is limited (how-
ever, see [Heart, 1974]). Similar schemes must be used to restrict entry of
too much data into a broadcast or ring network. These are local techniques.
The inability of local techniques to prevent congestion under all circum-
stances, particularly in large networks, may indicate the need for some
form of global control. *5j
The previously described problem is a pathological case of the
general network flow control problem. In a network, if the average packet
output rate falls below the average input rate for long enough to consume a
i
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large part of the network's buffering capacity in some area and cause long
queuing delays, overall delay increases disastrously.
Netvork Analysis and Modeling
In designing a communications network it is imperative to consider
expected performance characteristics and cost of implementation and operation.
The variety of parameters involved in network design and implementation is
enormous, and the decisions that have to be made are by no means simple or
obvious. It is in this tontext that network analysis and modeling attempts
to help the researcher or designer gain insight into what is going on and
what will happen as he modifies parameters in the decision process.
Much of the network analysis and modeling work has been done with
reference to particular networks, especially the ARPA network. Since the work
has been done for specific systems, the validity of the approach has been
demonstrated by successful implementation of the designs obtained. In addition,
behavior of networks has been successfully predicted and flaws in working net-
works have been pinpointed.
The basic techniques used for network analysis are simulation studies
and queuing theory. It has been a big advantage that many basic ideas and
results were already available in the queuing theory literature. Because of
their importance, some of the most relevant results of queuing theory will
be briefly reviewed before we discuss network modeling itself.
Queuing Theory . This area of mathematics deals with the probabilistic
behavior of waiting lines, or queues. In the simplest situation, there is
a single server with a single queue of customers. Arrivals at the queue
occur with some probability distribution. The most common assumption is that
of Poisson arrivals, meaning that the probability of an arrival in a time
interval of length At is approximately pAt, where p is the constant arrival
rate and 1/p is the mean interarrival time. Once a customer reaches the
head of the line, he is served. But the service time also is variable and
described by a probability distribution. The most common and simplest as-
sumption is that the service time distribution B(t) is exponential, i.e.
B(t) = 1 - exp (-bt), where b is the constant service rate.
One need not, of course, assume that service is on a first-come
first-served basis; it could instead be last-come first-served, or some inter-
mediate scheme based on priorities. It may be also that the service periods
are limited, and after a certain length of time the customer must leave the
server and go to the end of the queue. (This is the situation for computer
operating systems, which dole out so-called quanta of CPU time to programs
waiting in a cyclic queue.) The algorithm for deciding which customer is to
be served next, and how much time he gets, is known as the queue discipline.
Given the discipline, in addition to the probability distributions for service
times and arrivals, a simple computation often suffices to yield the results of
interest - the mean waiting time and the mean response time (waiting time
plus service time.) At least this is the case for simple Poisson arrivals and
exponential service times. For more complicated distributions, or more general
ones for which only means and variances are specified, definitive results are
not always readily available. One is able in most cases, however, to obtain
information, such as an upper bound on waiting time, which comes close to the
[actual value in a heavy traffic situation.
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At a higher level of complexity, queuing theory deals with systems
or networks of waiting lines. The classic paper on this subject describes such
a system as modeling a machine shop [Jackson, 1957]. Jobs
arrive at the shop in
the usual Poisson-type time series and flow from department
to department
(with preassigned probabilities) , waiting in queues at each department and
eventually leaving the system when they are completed. Jackson
derives a simple
expression for the steady-state distribution of jobs in the system. Jackson s
result showed that in a sense the network could be treated as a
set of inde-
pendent servers. That is, the network environment affected the
overall
traffic at a node, but the general form of the solution was the same
as if
the nodes were independent.
At about the same time that Jackson's work was published, another
paper appeared which was important in the application of queuing theory
to
networks [Burke, 1956]. Burke showed that, for a single server, if
arrivals
are Poisson and service times exponential, then departures are
exponential.
This verifies the useful hypothesis that the flow between nodes in a
network
is Poisson.
About ten years later, Gordon and Newell [1967(a), (b)] published
a pair of now classic papers. They deal with closed systems, in which
N_
customers pass repeatedly through a cyclic network of servers. The
behavior
is shown to be the same as that of an open system where the number
of customers
has an upper limit N. As N becomes large, it appears that the
distribution of
customers in the system is regulated by the server with the slowest effective
service rate. They also analyze such a system in case restrictions are
im-
posed on maximum lengths of queues. Results are limited to equilibrium
be-
havior in two-stage systems, and in more general systems in which N is
either
very large or very small. j
Feeling that the practical applicability of queuing theory to compute:!
models has been limited by mathematical intractibility and the concomitant
oversimplifications, Kobayashi [1973 (a), (b)] has recently applied a dif-
fusion approximation to the study of queuing networks. The idea of studying
congestion in queuing systems by diffusion approximations actually goes back
several years. (See, for example, [Gaver, 1968].) As is usual, Kobayashi
first assumes that the system is closed and obtains an equilibrium distribution
of queue lengths. However, use of the diffusion model also allow him to
solve
for transient (non-equilibrium) queue-length distributions.
In the paragraphs above, we have attempted to give the reader some
feel for that queuing theory research which has been most applicable to the
problems we are interested in - the analysis of both communications networks
and multiprogrammed computer systems (considered elsewhere in this report).
The reader who is interested in learning more can consult any one of many
texts on queuing theory. (For example, see [Kleinrock, 1975 (a)].)
Network Models; Mathematical Analysis by Queuing Theory and
Other Techniques . The main problem in carrying over general queuing theory
results to message-oriented communication networks is that messages preserve
their lengths when traveling through a network and hence queue lengths at
the various nodes are strongly correlated. Nevertheless, the first comprehen-
sive analysis of communication networks [Kleinrock, 1964] showed that a
reasonable independence assum.ption again allowed decomposition of the network
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and a channel-by-channel analysis. The key result of this work was an ex-
pression for the average message delay or total time that a message spends in
the network. In addition, the problem of obtaining an optimal channel
capacity was studied under the assumption that network topology and average
traffic flow were known and fixed.
Kleinrock later became heavily involved in design and analysis
problems for the ARPA network. In this work, many practical considerations
had to be taken into account that did not arise in the earlier theoretical
study. Among these considerations were propagation delays (due to the long
distances between nodes), processing time by each IMP, and overhead traffic
due to acknowledgements, error control, etc. This work is discussed in a pair
of basic papers [Kleinrock, 1969], [Kleinrock, 1970], as well as in a good
review [Kleinrock, 1973].
Two other aspects of network design amenable to analysis are flow
control and routing algorithms. These problems are reviewed in the ARPANET
context in a recent paper [Frank et al., 1972]. Flow control is necessary
to avoid deadlock caused by heavy traffic congestion. The better understand-
ing of flow obtained from analysis (as well as from simulation studies)
not only has aided in the choice of IMP buffer sizes, but has also led to
such flow control features as the discarding of packets (with later retrans-
mission) when congestion is about to occur and the occasional queuing of
traffic outside the net. Development of a good routing algorithm is also
essential to network efficiency. As each message enters the net, a routing
decision must be made. The routing problem can be stated as a multi-commodity
flow problem and solved by linear programming, but this approach is too
time-consuming to use as a working algorithm. Instead, a heuristic method
that seems reasonable and works well in practice is therefore actually used
in the ARPA network.
The problem of routing still, however, needs analysis, as does flow
control. In a recent paper [Opderbeck and Kleinrock, 1974], ARPANET flow con-
trol procedures are examined and "several design oversights . . . are discussed
which caused or could have caused serious performance degradations or even
a complete lockup." Although most of these oversights have been repaired
since their discovery, Opderbeck and Kleinrock describe a complex sequence
of events which could still lead to deadlock and remark that "the possibility
of other, as yet undiscovered, lockups and degradations leaves one in a most
uncomfortable (in fact, untenable) position."
The work of Kleinrock et al. was mainly related to the ARPA network,
or networks of similar topology. Hayes and Sherman [1971] have, however,
provided some analysis for a ring network (discussed above) . They were
principally interested in studying the time delay caused by having to wait
for an empty slot on the ring in which to insert a message. Assuming Poisson
arrivals, exponential distribution of idle periods, statistical independence
of line idle and busy periods, and independence of interarrival times and mes-
sage sizes, they arrive at an expression for average time delay. Analytical
results were compared with simulation studies for various system loads and
traffic patterns. The agreement was reasonably good.
A discussion of network modeling would not be complete without
brief consideration of matheii:atical aids to choosing the basic network topol-
ogy. (See [Frank et al., 1972].) First, to estimate the reliability of a
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topology, the network cutsets (sets of elements whose removal breaks all
communication between two or more IMPs) are determined. (This is a graph
theoretical problem.) The probability of the physical failure of any cutset
is readily determined from the probabilities of failure of its components.
A network topology must be chosen so that the probability of the failure
of any cutset is within tolerable limits. Second, assuming a reliable
topology has been obtained, one may hope to improve it or even to optimize
it. Optimization usually refers to getting the maximum reliable throughput
for a fixed cost. A gross estimate of network throughput can be obtained from
a simple diffusion model. From that point, optimization generally proceeds
Iteratively. A prospective improvement (involving removal and addition of
links) is obtained heuristically and inserted into the network model. If
calculation shows that throughput is improved, the change is kept; otherwise
it is discarded. Successive changes made in this way will produce an improved
network, but not generally an optimal one.
Network Models: Simulations . At some point it always becomes
impossible to put all the desired features into an analytical model, and then
one must resort to simulation. A routing algorithm, for example, is best
tested by simulation - i.e., by running a computer program which computes the
course that a randomly chosen set of messages would follow through the network
and checks for bottlenecks, exorbitant delays, etc.
The most extensive simulations of networks has been done by the
Network Analysis Corporation. (See [Frank and Chou; 1972, 1973] and [Frank,
Frisch, and Chou, 1970].) Their work was primarily related to the ARPANET
design problem and complemented the analytical analyses discussed above. In
a sense they begin where the analytical results leave off. For example, they
make extensive use of Kleinrock's formula for average message delay in terms
of message lengths and arrival rates, propagation delays, IMP processing time,
overhead, etc. Among other things, they have tested proposed capacity assign-
ments for the network links. The procedure is to simulate message traffic,
given a routing technique. Prospective overloads are then readily identified.
In addition, graphs of cost vs. throughput have been obtained [Frank, Frisch,
and Chou, 1970] for given average message delay times. From these graphs one
may read off the maximum throughput for given cost or minimum cost for
given throughput.
To give the reader a better feel for simulation techniques, we will
here discuss some details of one experiment [Frank and Chou, 1974]. Random
numbers selected from appropriate distributions were used to determine the
arrival times of messages at the entry modes. Other random numbers determined
message destination. The progress of the messages through the network was
simulated and timed. Each such experiment V7as repeated 100 to 200 times, or
until the results seemed to be statistically significant. From trials on
model networks of 12 and 18 nodes, they noted that if traffic is uniform
the throughput may be only 10 to 13 per cent higher than in the case of
random arrivals. They concluded from this study that the assumption of
uniform flow may be a valid simplification in network analysis. Thus, we see
another aspect of interaction between analysis and simulation. Not only do
analytical formulas and estimates form useful inputs into simulation models,
but simulations can justify simplifications that make the analysis tractable.
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Multiple-Access Broadcast, Radio, and Satellite Communications
Introduction
A broadcast system is one in which all potential destinations of
a message receive every message. Such a system may use radio, satellite-
repeated radio, or even wires as a transmission medium. A large number of
transmitters and receivers can operate at one time in such a system. A
broadcast system with more than one transmitter is termed a multiple-access
system . We are concentrating here on special cases of the general multiple-
access situation. For a more general discussion, see [Schwartz and Muntner,
1973]. Here we assume that a group of receivers and transmitters communicates
via a channel . The channel can be a wire or a band of radio frequencies, for
example, but the important concept is that the communicating parties share
the channel. With a few important exceptions, two or more transmitters can-
not use the channel at one time. An attempt to do so destroys the data sent
by all. Thus, the broadcast medium requires co-operation of transmitting
parties.
One of the principal disadvantages of this technique is that a
particular receiver retains only a fraction of the data it receives, so that
a large percentage of the receiver's processor power is wasted. This can be
particularly pronounced for large networks where traffic is high. However,
hardware or inexpensive microprocessor interfaces could be built that remove
this disadvantage. Another disadvantage of this scheme is reliability. If
any transmitter breaks in such a way that it constantly remains on, the chan-
nel is effectively jammed. For broadcast radio, the jamming could come from
an external source. Note that the jamming signal need not continuously dis-
rupt a channel; one introduced error per message slot would destroy every
message.
A major problem with multiple access broadcast techniques is avoid-
ing simultaneous transmission or collision . In any environment, since simul-
taneous transmission is bound to occur, methods must be devised to detect and
correct this situation. This topic is discussed in the Multiple Access Tech-
niques subsection.
Broadcast techniques have many advantages. For example, because of
the bursty nature of computer (particularly human-computer) traffic, the cost
of a channel can be shared by a potentially large population. Since all equip-
ment involved can be virtually identical and hence cheap (in quantity) , the
cost to communicate over a broadcast channel can be made very low.
Applications of Broadcast Technology
One of the primary advantages of broadcast technology is its
independence from the placement of the receivers and transmitters. Even
inside a building, the convenience of running a single cable and attaching
to it anywhere can often greatly outweigh the problems involved. Using
radio, a small, perhaps hand-held, terminal could be carried about and used
without regard for the fact that the nearest telephone line or computer is
miles away [Roberts, 1972]. Besides its obvious appeal to computer program-
mers who would be able to work at a beach, in their yard, or in bed, a port-
able computer terminal would find great application in field data collection,
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process control supervision, point-of-sale terminals, and
many more esoteric
functions that the availability of such devices would foster.
Two portable packet radio terminal projects have produced prototypes:
one group is at the University of Hawaii, the other is
an ARPA-sponsored effort
SvofvLg Stanford Research Institute, Collins Radio, and others. While
these
terminals are far from hand-held, they are serving to
exploit current techno-
logy and discover the areas needing concentrated research.
Several papers
are to be delivered at the 1975 NCC in Anaheim, California
on these projects.
One paper [Fralick et al., 1975] describes a presently feasible
terminal as
consuming one watt of power for its receiver, one watt for
its small computer,
milliwatts (average) for the transmitter, and considerable power
for the dis-
plays, which appear to be the weak point at present.
If a portable terminal were used to connect to a large computer
net-
work such as the ARPA network, the power available at one's
fingertips would
be enormous. The SRI group plans connection to the ARPA
network soon, and
experimentation with this concept should prove interesting.
When broadcast technology is coupled with communications
satellites,
the potential for large cost savings opens up. A satellite
channel, shared by
any number of ground stations, can be used in place of a
sprawling ground net-
work, or as an adjunct to one, yielding small delays regardless of distance.
Projects are currently underway to exploit the potential of multiple-access
satellite channels [Heart, 197A1, [Cohen, 197A], [Abramson, 1973] .
Tech-
niques used for multi-access satellite channels must take the
propagation
delay into account. Several such techniques are described
under Multiple-
Access Strategies.
Current Technology
Broadcasting Media
mre or Cable . The simplest medium that is used for broadcasting
Is wire. In the ETHER system [Metcalfe, 1975], a co-axial cable
connects a
number of minicomputers into an in-house network. The cable is
completely
passive (contains no ainplifiers or repeaters) . When one of the minicomputers
wishes to send a message to another, it does so by impressing a
signal onto
the cable. All connected minicomputers interested in the network
at that time
receive the message, check it, look at the destination address, and
either dis-
card the message or assimilate it
.
Since the medium is essentially zero-delay (due to the shortness
of the cable), a transmitter can eliminate most simultaneous transmissions
by simply listening on the line before starting transmission.
If the line
is busy, he waits. Using techniques based on this simple concept,
Metcalfe
claims line utilization of nearly 100% at a data rate in excess of
one mega-
baud. This type of broadcast network deserves consideration for
in-house
networks. (Xerox has at least one patent covering aspects of this technique,
and should be contacted before commercial use is planned).
Another experiment performed recently used community-antenna-
television (CATV) facilities to provide computer access via a home
television
set [Labonte, 1973]. Though this system did not use multiple-access
tech-
niques, many CATV systems are bi-directional and would be quite suitable
for
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multiple-access use. Current plans apparently call for the use of multiplexers
to permit multiple use of the return channel. Careful analysis of the require-
ments of this application should be performed, as current multiple-access tech-
nology is developed well enough to be a viable alternative to multiplexers, and
might yield significant cost savings and substantially better performance.
Radio and Satellites
Radio is a natural choice for a broadcast medium. Radio digital
communication equipment can be made portable, perhaps even hand-held [Roberts,
1972], [Fralick et al., 1975]. The first broadcast radio project, the
ALOHA system, was begun in 1968 at the University of Hawaii [Abramson, 1973].
The ALOHA system uses a simple random-access channel for what is dubbed the
classic ALOHA technique
.
In this scheme, remote transmitters can send packets
at any time. Luck and the bursty nature of computer traffic tend to keep
channel efficiency high enough to be reasonable. (Analysis of this and other
techniques is done in the section on Multiple-Access Techniques.)
Radio techniques more sophisticated than the ALOHA approach may
run into the serious problem of propagation delay. Any attempt to derive
timing information from data received at a remote location must take the
radio signal propagation delay into account. When this is not possible,
alternative schemes must be used. Several such schemes are described and
analyzed later.
Packet radio transceivers generally use a form of frequency-modulated
pulse-code-modulation (PCM)
.
Because of the way FM detection and demodulation
is usually done, an interesting and useful effect arises. When one of two
transmitters is producing a noticeably stronger signal at a receiver, the
receiver tends to capture the stronger signal while ignoring the weaker one.
This can help reduce packet loss by simultaneous transmission [Metcalfe,
1973]. Also, since low-duty-cycle PCM is being used, there is a good chance
that the pulses from two transmitters will not overlap, but will "mesh" in
a non-destructive way. In such a case, the receiver could lock onto one
of the signals and receive it without loss [Fralick and Barrett, 1975]. A
related problem occurs naturally in areas of high radio reflectivity (e.g.,
in a large city). Some radio waves leaving the transmitter echo from struc-
tures not in the direct line-of-sight , arriving at the receiver late and
appearing as "ghost" pulses. This is referred to as the multipath problem .
The pulse spacing, and hence the ultimate bandwidth of the channel, may be
limited by multipath considerations, since if the returning echos are late
enough and strong enough, they may overlap the next pulse and cause data
loss.
A major limitation on the portable packet radio transceiver is
range. Range is limited primarily by transmitter power, receiver sensitivity,
and interference at the receiver. Transmitter power cannot be made large in
a portable transmitter at present because of the lagging technology in port-
able power sources. Consequently, the major limitation on range will probably
be the mobile transmitter. In order to boost the range of mobile transmitters,
repeaters will be placed at appropriate intervals in a service area. The
function of a repeater is to receive packets and forward them closer to their
destination. Large problems exist in performing this seemingly simple func-
tion. For example, several repeaters might receive the original transmission.
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This would cause duplicates of the transmission to be present in the repeater
network and ultimately appear at the destination. This problem is conveniently
solved by an appropriate message sequencing technique. A more severe problem
is flooding of the repeater network. If a repeater transmits each message it
hears to all repeaters that can hear it, and each of those in turn does the
same thing, the network would regeneratively feed back the first messages it
heard until saturation was reached. Clearly, a more reasonable repeating
strategy must be used (e.g., see [Kleinrock and Tobagi, 1973]). Routing
and flow control in repeater networks is a fertile research area.
Multiple-Access Techniques and Analysis
This section describes some of the techniques used to allow multiple
transmitters to use a channel while still obtaining a reasonable throughput.
See also [Liao, 1972].
Ground Radio Techniques
The following discussions usually assume a two-channel system and
a central site which uses one channel for broadcast transmission, and the
other for multiple-access input.
The simplest technique is the classic ALOHA approach. In this
scheme, transmitters may transmit at any time. When a receiver receives a
packet with a correct checksum, indicating that the packet was not damaged
by natural interference or simultaneous transmission, the packet is acknow-
ledged. If the terminal has not heard an acknowledgement within some time-
out period, it retransmits the packet. Note that in order to avoid an infinitee
series of simultaneous transmissions (collisions) between two transmitters, thet
period between retransmissions must not be the same for all transmitters. Ran-
domly-chosen retransmission intervals, under suitable constraints, is a good
approach and is used in most analyses. For this model a channel utilization
of l/2e or about 18% can be obtained [Abramson, 1973]. While this seems low,
it should be kept in mind that most human use of computers generates at least
an order of magnitude more output than input. Hence, if a group of terminals
is using a central site with a broadcast output channel of the same capacity
as the input channel, as in the ALOHA network, the output channel would be
more likely to be the limiting factor. A drawback of this scheme is that as
traffic approaches the channel capacity, delay increases and becomes unbounded
above l/2e. The analysis assumes infinite-source users, however. If humans
were using the system, they would normally wait for a reply before sending
a packet (particularly if their keyboard locked until the reply arrived)
[Metcalfe, 1973]. Several adaptive control procedures to allow graceful
performance degradation have been proposed [Metcalfe, 1973], [Lam and
Kleinrock, 1974].
A simple modification to the classical ALOHA approach is the slotted
ALOHA technique. In this technique, prospective transmitters use the output
channel of the central transmitter to synchronize their transmissions. Trans-
mitters simply wait until the end of a packet transmission to begin their
transmission. This reduces the probability of collision by 50%, raising
channel capacity to 1/e or about 36%. This system becomes less useful as
the propagation delay increases to a sizable fraction of the packet transmis-
sion time [Metcalfe, 1973], [Lu, 1973].
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A simple variation of slotting that can be used when the terminal
is operating on only one channel is carrier sense [Abramson, 1972], in which
the terminal listens on its only channel. This technique also has the effect
of reducing collisions, but has the disadvantage that one terminal may be
"hidden" from another by some obstacle (the hidden terminal problem), making
reception impossible. A possible solution [Kleinrock, 1975 (b)] is a busy
channel
,
a second channel carrying no information other than its own presence
or absence. This channel would be turned on when a receiver was receiving a
packet. A busy channel sufficiently close to the main channel frequency would
require little extra hardware for detection.
Satellite Techniques
The primary features of satellite, as opposed to ground, environments
are: there is no central receiver, the number of stations is small, the delay
from packet receipt is on the order of many packet times, and the traffic is
more uniform [Metcalfe, 1973]. Several schemes have been proposed to combat
the relatively low channel utilization obtained with the classical ALOHA ap-
proach. We will mention only three such schemes here. Some analysis of
satellite techniques has been done [Kleinrock and Lam, 1973],
The reservation ALOHA scheme introduces the idea of a frame
, which
Is one round trip's worth of packet slots. -Those slots in the previous frame
that were used successfully by a particular ground station are reserved for
it in the next frame. Slots that were not used by any ground station are
"ALOHA slots", and anyone can attempt to use them. It should be noted that
since a ground station hears all packets as they are retransmitted by the
satellite, it can immediately tell if one of its own packets needs to be
retransmitted. This scheme is simple and works well under heavy loading
[Crowther, 1973].
A different t3rpe of reservation scheme is the interleaved reservation
ALOHA scheme, in which slots are reserved ahead of time. In this scheme, each
ground station broadcasts its need for slots over the channel [Roberts, 1973
(c)]. To resolve reservation conflicts, the priority reservation ALOHA
scheme assigns an "owner" to each slot. The owner has priority in the event
of conflicting reservation requests [Binder, 1973].
Summary and Assessment
The problems and complexity involved in interconnecting computers
are easily underestimated; many problems are encountered which must be attacked
and solved to make the interconnected computers cooperate. Much of what is
presently known about computer networks was discovered in the course of making
planned or existing networks work. Future network builders will continue to
confront and solve all the same problems over and over again unless they are
aware of what has already been done. The authors hope that this report is a
useful start on providing a guide to previous work. This section briefly
summarizes the topics presented earlier in detail and pinpoints some areas
currently needing further research.
These are several media available for communicating data between
two places; the means of communication are primarily cables, radio, or light.
Their use for long-distance communication requires large capital outlay;
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hence most computer networks will purchase communication services from common
carriers or value-added carriers. Several are available and more are planned.
Circuit-switched digital carriers offer error rates on the order of 10 to
10~ errors per bit, essentially speed-of-light-limited delay time, and high
bandwidth. Message- or packet-switched carriers offer error rates on the
-12
order of 10 errors per bit, a cross-country delay of about 1/4 second,
low-to-moderate bandwidth (until demand increases) , distance-Independent
pricing, and high availability (over 99.5%).
Message- and packet-switched computer networks are becoming a
practical technology, at least in their present form. While the problems,
such as those of flow control, congestion, routing, and topological design,
are not completely solved, enough is known to permit practical networks to
be built. However, most of the techniques in use are not easily extended to
very large networks (thousands of nodes) or to novel situations such as net-
works of broadcast repeaters. Good techniques for large networks, broadcast
networks (particularly in the presence of repeaters) , and dissimilar inter-
connected networks are needed before prototypes can be built and made to
function adequately.
There has been a large amount of work done recently on network
analysis and modeling, but much more needs to be done. It is not clear, for
example, how much the common statistical assumptions (e.g. Poisson arrivals,
independence of interarrival time and service time, etc.) affect the results.
The effects of queue discipline, including various priority schemes, have not
been studied. Most analyses also assume that traffic is light; more work
needs to be done on the heavy-traffic case, in particular the consequences
of blocking and how they are best handled.
Routing procedures are in need of serious, systematic analysis,
although as Kleinrock [1973] says, "of all those so far discussed, this pro-
blem lends itself least to analysis." Similarly, flow control is still in
need of further study.
It is questionable whether queuing theory itself will serve to
solve the outstanding problems. As a recent paper [Muntz, 1974] assesses
the situation, queuing methods "appear to have reached their limit of appli-
cability. The most promising area for future vjork is in approximate analysis
techniques such as the diffusion approximation."
Broadcast techniques have the potential to provide inexpensive,
rapid, and portable computer communication. Further refinements of technique
may eventually yield better performance, but current technology is suffi-
ciently well-developed to be applied in practice. We have not discussed the
potential for direct-broadcast satellites, which anyone with a small dish
antenna could use, nor have we mentioned geo-asynchronous satellites, which
could orbit the earth at a low enough altitude to keep transmission delays
small (compared to the 1/4-second round trip time associated with geo-
synchronous satellites). For many applications, such as personal computer
terminals, broadcast techniques will require much more development. The
technology of portable power sources and computer displays will also need
more development before the Dick Tracy wrist TV can become a computer ter-
minal .
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Resource Allocation and Control
Introduction
The first topics of this section, Multiple Copies of Data Bases
in a Distributed Environment , Naming and Locating Resources , Mutual Exclusion
,
and Deadlock , are intended to sensitize the reader to some of 'the difference
between distributed and centralized computer systems. They do not necessar-
ily describe all aspects of the problems, but serve primarily as background
for the last section, Accessing Remote Resources - Protocols , which describes
the techniques used to achieve communication and control objectives in a
distributed environment.
This section is concerned with the mechanisms used to access and
allocate resources to permit resource sharing in a distributed network [Roberts
and Wessler, 1970].
Multiple Copies of Data Bases in a Distributed Environment
The problems of maintaining duplicate copies of data bases are
certainly not unique to computer networks. However, computer networks re-
quire the routine use of duplicated data bases in an environment where the
communications delay betvjeen copies is a sizable part of a second, and the
probability of failure or unavailability of one or more of the copies may
be high. Multiple copies of such data as resource status tables, file
directory or catalog information, user authentication data, and user
accounting information may be integral to the operation of a network. So
their maintenance assumes major importance.
The general problem of maintaining duplicate copies in a network
includes several important sub-problems. We will describe several of these
problems in detail before attempting to describe the general problem further.
Multiple-User Problems . When several processes must update a
data base, steps must be taken to insure that the results are consistent
and dependent on the order, but not the timing, of operations. (The latter
requirement helps insure repeatability) . Some type of mutual exclusion
(q.v.) is generally necessary to keep more than one process from updating
the data base at the same time, which can lead to inconsistencies when the
updates overlap but do not coincide. Mutual exclusion is generally imple-
mented by a data base locking mechanism. Such mechanisms introduce the
problem of what to do when a process which has locked the data base dies
(possibly leaving it in an inconsistent state) or simply keeps it locked for
a long time. Solutions to this problem are highly application-dependent.
Multiple Data Base Problems . If multiple data bases are being
maintained, the order of applying updates to the copies becomes important.
If it is crucial that one of the copies always be correct, then it must be
the first to receive each update. This creates a reliability problem be-
cause of the trust placed in one particular copy. Mechanisms for changing
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over to a different copy in the event of a failure are necessary. On the
other hand, if there is no need for some copy to always be correct, updates
can be made to any copy [Johnson and Thomas, 1975], and then distributed to
the others.
Unreliability and the Reconciliation of Copies . In an unreliable
environment, it is inevitable that one or more copies of a data base will be
out of service occasionally and miss updates or, for some other reason,
diverge from the correct copies. An even worse problem is caused by
partitioning, the division of a network into two or more non-communicating
parts. The copies in the separated parts of the network can become irrecon-
cilably different if the data base is modified on the basis of its contents.
Some reconciliation scheme must be available, where reconciliation is possible,
to make the copies identical again. Simply making a copy of some copy of the
file which has been deemed "correct" (by some method) will work for small
files, but is impractical for large ones. Some scheme of audit trails, etc.,
will normally be necessary. A scheme to eliminate duplicate updates to a
file has been proposed by Johnson and Thomas [1975]. This scheme uses the
monotonicity of time at the updating sites, and places an ordering on the
sites where necessary, to decide which of several conflicting updates to
believe (cf. Integrity section).
The Overall Problem . The above discussions illustrate a few
of the problems of maintaining duplicate copies of data bases in a
network environment. The relatively long delays encountered in networks
greatly reduce the amount of interaction that processes can do without
creating impractically slow systems. At the present level of understanding
of this problem, the best solutions to be expected are specific ones
that work in a useful percentage of the cases encountered in practice,
or even just in some particular case of sufficient importance.
^
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Naming and Locating Resources
Before a resource can be used by some process (any of the
current definitions of process will suffice in this context) , the pro-
cess must have some way of uniquely referring to the resource. This
requires that resources be given unique names. Once the name of a
resource is kno\vn, the process must determine where the resource is
located. (In some environments, such as ring or broadcast networks, the
process may never need to know where the resource is. We will concen-
trate on environments where this is not the case.) This is the resource
locating problem.
Name Spaces . Some entities, e.g., processes and data files,
are frequently created and destroyed. Each newly created entity must be
given a unique name that serves to distinguish it from all other en-
tities. Names are often logically grouped together in such a way that
all names within the group are guaranteed unique, though they may coincide
with names in other groups. Such a group of unique names is often
referred to as a name space . An example is the set of names of pro-
cesses on a particular processor. Another example is the set of file
names on a volume of files with one directory. Two approaches to generat-
ing unique names in a name space can be taken. One is to generate the
names in a unique place. The name assigner can thus insure uniqueness
by checking for previous assignment of the name. In distributed control
networks, this scheme avoids many problems, but creates two of its own -
a bottleneck and a reliability problem. The second approach is to
partition the name space so that the names generated in different places
are still guaranteed unique. This can be seen as an abstraction which
encompasses the concept of directories and catalogs (see below) . Farber
and Larson [1972 (b)] give a description of the process naming scheme
used in the UCI DCS (University of California at Irvine, Distributed
Computer System) which uses a partitioning of the name space.
Note that care must be taken when naming objects to avoid
giving two entities the same name. An outgrowth of this problem occurs
when the name of an entity is stored someplace inaccessible or unknown
to the name assigner, and the entity is destroyed. If the name is
reused, a reference to the old entity name will, in fact, refer to the
new entity. For this reason, it might be desirable to have a large
enough name space that names are never reused [Saltzer, 1974].
Directories and Catalogs . Resources are frequently hierarchically
named. That is, each name in the composite name makes the reference
more specific. For example, a data file may be named by concatenating
the generic class of device on which it resides, such as DISK, a particular
device or volume, such as MASTERS, a group of files owned by a particular
user, such as SCHWEMEIN, and a particular file, such as MAILBOX. This
yields (using "/" as a separator): DISK/MASTERS /SCHWEMEIN/MAILBOX.
(Note that DISK/MASTER3/ SCW-JEMEIN refers to a set of files and DISK/MASTERS
refers to an entire disk volume.) This scheme uniquely describes a
resource's location, hence solves the resource location problem trivially.
However, it has been found in practice to be inconvenient for users of a
resource to have to know its location, since locations may often change.
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The hierarchical scheme is readily extended to include a name to identify
the site in a network (and even which network) where the resource can be
found; e.g., if the file of our previous example is located at site
ILLINOIS-CAC and can be accessed via the ARPA network, a possible name
for the file would be ARPANET/ILLIN0IS-CAC/DISK/MASTER3/SCHWEMEIN/MAILB0X.
A variation of this scheme has been proposed for the ARPANET [Crocker,
1974]. Any composite name which directs a search for the object it
names is called a pathname , since it defines a "path" through the hierarchy
of names to a particular object. Each step of the search involves
looking up the next sub-name in a directory of names to narrow the
search. Each directory, except the last one, will direct the search to
another directory. Another case of hierarchical naming is also often
seen, although not usually in the network context. In this technique,
names are formed by the concatenation of directory names, as before, but
the directory names do not necessarily correspond in any meaningful way
to real objects, devices, or locations. Each directory could be on a
different device, or even at different sites on a network. The only
requirement is that each directory be able to direct the search to the
next one or to the resource itself. This scheme is more convenient for
general use, as the name of a resource need never change, even if it is
moved
.
Several problems arise when the general hierarchical naming
scheme is applied in a distributed environment. If the hierarchy spans
two or more computers, problems may arise when one or more of them is
out of service. Since the location that is down may contain the only
directory that can direct the search to locations that are not down,
available resources may not be accessible because they cannot be located.
Obvious solutions include keeping multiple copies of parts of the hierarchy
and not spreading the directories across devices or computers. These
solutions are difficult or inconvenient for some environments.
Another approach to the problems of naming and locating re-
sources is commonly referred to as a catalog . A catalog is much like a
directory in that it contains location information about resources.
However, a catalog is used simply to reduce the effort of finding a
resource - it is not essential. The catalog approach has the advantage
that resources can always be found if they are available.
The UCI DCS file system [Farber and Heinrich, 1972] uses a
one- level (non-hierarchical) naming scheme. To increase the probability
that a file can be found in spite of failures, several "central component"
processes exist. These are identical and serve only to associate user
names with catalog names. There is one catalog that contains the "volume
process" names associated with all files belonging to a particular user.
If this catalog is unavailable, an exhaustive search of all volumes can
still locate any needed file. The "volume process" that searches a
particular volume would reside on the same computer as that volume
[Farber and Heinrich, 1972]. This approach would require modification
for use in large networks because of the cost of searching every volume
in the network for a file, in case some catalog is unavailable. If a
number of users initiated volume searches at the same time, the network
might be able to do nothing else.
'K
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General hierarchical directory schemes, as well as catalog
schemes, could benefit from duplicate copies of critical data on different
machines. This is a recurrence of the familiar multiple-copies-of-data-
bases problem. Its solution for the special case of maintaining director-
ies for locating resources would allow efficient and reliable resource
locating, and allow easier distribution of resources in a network.
Little treatment of this problem is available in the literature, and
further research is needed [Johnson and Thomas, 1975], [Chu, 1975],
[Postel, 1975 (b)].
Naming in a Network . In a network of heterogeneous computers,
it is expected that each computer will have its own naming schemes for
objects. A network user should not have to know the naming schemes in
use at every computer site whose resources he wants to use. Hence, a
motivation exists to standardize the naming structure of every computer
in the network. Since standardization is virtually impossible , an
alternative is to provide a network-standard canonical form for names
which all names can be uniquely mapped to and from. This approach is a
reasonable first step toward uniform naming [Crocker, 1974].
Mutual Exclusion
Mutual exclusion is generally taken to be the function of
keeping two or more processes from entering critical sections at the
same time. A critical section is a section of a program that performs a
series of inseparable actions. A good example of a critical section of
a program is the code that enters items into linked list. If more than
one program was allowed to enter items at the same time, the linked list
could be left in an inconsistent state. This problem has been extensively
studied in recent years. (For a good tutorial, see [Shaw, 1974]; also
[Knott, 1974].) However, most of the current work has assumed a shared
memory among the one or more processors involved. This makes it possible
to use the inherently single-user property of the memory to achieve a
primitive level of mutual exclusion, which can be built upon to form
more useful primitive operations. The classic paper in this area was
written by Dijkstra [1968], who describes a pair of synchronization
primitives known as "P" and "V". Other primitives have been described
(e.g., see [Knott, 1974], [Wodon, 1972], [Kosaraju, 1973] [Lamport,
1974], [Patil, 1971]); virtually all are adequate for achieving mutual
exclusion in practice (with varying degrees of convenience and efficiency)
,
Mutual exclusion is complicated in an environment without shared memory
because the primitive level of exclusion that had been provided by the
memory hardware is no longer available [Knott, 1974].
The need for mutual exclusion arises in many facets of process
interaction. ^Jhen processes wish to share state information of any
kind, e.g., file status information, mutual exclusion is usually needed
to prevent near-simultaneous accessing and modification of the state
information from leaving the state information in an inconsistent state.
In some environments, all references to shared data can be
performed by one process (or set of synchronized processes) which simply
performs requested operations for other processes, one at a time. This
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process essentially becomes a subroutine of any process whose request it
services, taking the place of a critical section, and providing exclusion
by virtue of the "one-at-a-time" restriction. This technique is often
used in data base and file management schemes and has been used recently
as the basis for at least two network operating systems [Retz et al.,
1974], [Bouknight et al., 1973]. However, many operations performed on
data require that it first be examined, then modified on the basis of
the examination. In order to use the one-process technique, a facility
to "lock" the data, thereby preventing other processes' requests from
being serviced, must be provided.
The one-process scheme has several disadvantages. A major one
is the delay that can arise when a process locks a data base for a long
period of time. One way of preventing this period of time from exceeding
some upper bound is to time out the lock; after the data has been locked
for some amount of time, the manager process unlocks it and notifies the
locking process. This solution is fraught with peril, however, as the
data may have been left in an inconsistent state. Some recovery mechanism,
if practical, would have to be an integral part of the scheme. Another
major problem is the delay that can arise simply because of the number
of requests the process receives and the fact that, in general, the
process cannot overlap processing of requests to take advantage of any
parallelism possible. A very important problem with this scheme is
reliability. If all processes using the single-process exclusion scheme
must depend on a lone process for service, some means of providing a
replacement in the event of failure must be found. This, unfortunately,
degenerates to the "multiple copies of data bases" (q.v.) problem.
Deadlock
Deadlock occurs when a process is blocked from further execution
because it must wait for some event to occur or for some condition to be
satisfied, but the event will never occur. This intuitive definition
encompasses deadly embrace deadlocks, in which each of two or more
processes is waiting for an event to occur that can only occur if one of
the other processes proceeds, and effective deadlock , which occurs when
a process is waiting for a logically possible condition that will neverthe-
less never occur. We will discuss only the first type in detail.
Deadlocks are well described in the literature but practical treatment
is generally limited to non-distributed environments. (For a good
treatment, see [Shaw, 1974.) Effective deadlocks can be caused by process
malfunction. These problems are sometimes easy to find, since the
processes which deadlock stay that way long enough for the system to
discover why they stopped. Some systems can provide assistance in
recovery from this situation by informing processes when a communicant
of theirs has died. This problem has not been given much theoretical
treatment, but is addressed to some degree by most operating systems.
Another way to cause an effective deadlock is through the normal action
of a resource scheduler [Holt, 1971]. For example, some process might
be ready to run in every respect; however, the particular decision
algorithm causes the processor scheduler to continually run other
processes in preference. Effective deadlock may occur in many situations
when the progress of a process depends on random variables, such as
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arbitrary scheduling choices or the simultaneous availability of some
set of resources. (This is also known as starvation [Dijkstra, 1968],
[Knuth, 1966]
.)
Consider the following situation: two processes, PI and P2,
each will require the use of resources A and B during their execution.
Suppose PI begins execution and immediately obtains resource A, and P2
begins execution and immediately obtains resource B. At some point, PI
needs resource B and attempts to obtain it. PI is suspended and cannot
continue to completion until it obtains B. At some point, P2 needs re-
source A and, in attempting to get it, is also suspended. Now, both
processes are blocked, waiting for the other process to complete and
free its resources. This is a classic deadly embrace deadlock. A
deadlock prevention scheme would have prevented this situation from
developing. After it has happened, a deadlock detection scheme can be
used to identify the deadlock and initiate deadlock recovery operations.
Deadlock Prevention
. Prevention of deadlock in a centralized
computer system can be performed in several ways. The most common is
preallocation
,
where all resources that a process will need are obtained
before the process is started. If all the resources are not available,
the initiation of the process waits until they are. If the preallocation
is being performed in a centralized resource allocator, this scheme is
simple and easy to implement. One scheme that a process already running
can use to obtain resources without using a centralized resource allocator
is to make multiple claims for resources; that is, request several
resources in an inseparable request. For example, the "multiple-P"
operation of Patil [1971] allows this. However, since a process can
safely make only one claim, this is virtually equivalent to a central
allocator. It is also possible to make requests for individual resources
at any time without fear of deadlock, if an order is placed on resources
and they are requested in monotonic order [Shaw, 1974], [Havender,
1968]. The resource requests can come at any time in the life of a
process, provided the ordering is observed. Schemes based on these
ideas have been described for distributed networks [Somia, 1973], [Chu
and Ohlmacher, 1974]. Unfortunately, preallocation or ordered allo-
cation is not always possible in practice, since the resources needed
are not always known in advance. Furthermore, some resources may be
underutilized since processes may not actually need all the resources
until late in execution. Deadlock prevention, because of its expense,
is probably best used by processes that cannot be restarted once they
begin, processes that utilize all their resources, or processes (such as
internal processes belonging to an operating system) which must always
be available.
Deadlock Detection and Recovery
. \-Ihen a deadlock occurs, some
action must be taken to free up the resources being consumed by the
halted processes. In fact, the ideal situation would be to allow as
many of the processes as possible to somehow continue. However, the
deadlock must first be detected, and the involved processes identified.
In a centralized scheme (the important feature being shared memory),
appropriate data structures can be used for representing process ownership
of resources and resource ownership by processes. At the point that a
process is blocked when its attempt to allocate fails (or at some other
appropriate time), the data structure can be searched and any deadlocks,
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as well as the identities of the processes involved, can be easily found
[T.J. Miller, 197A], [Shaw, 1974]. In a distributed environment (i.e.,
no shared memory), it is still relatively easy to detect deadlock, as
long as the different systems provide uniform names for use in following
through their resource and process data structures.
Once a deadlock has been identified, action must be taken to
free some of the resources being tied up. Two approaches to this function
are resource preemption and process termination. Resource preemption
means that resources are deallocated from processes in the deadlock and
given to another process so it can continue. The preempted process then
has a request for the resource entered in its behalf. It is necessary
in this scheme for the resource to be in a reusable state when it is
preempted and when it is returned after use. This is not always possible.
Process termination means that some process in the deadlock is forcibly
terminated, presumably to be restarted later, and its resources freed.
This is a more drastic solution than resource preemption, but is usually
much easier. This scheme also requires that the resources belonging to
the process be in a reusable state.
The process (or processes) which is delayed by preemption or
terminated for later restarting can be chosen randomly or by some suitable
set of criteria. Possible criteria might be the amount of money the
process has cost so far, deadlines that must be met, whether a human is
waiting on the process, or whether the process can be restarted successfully.
(Programs which modify data bases, for example, often cannot [Shaw,
1974]).
Accessing Remote Resources-Protocols
Introduction . In a network environment, the problem of accessing
resources is totally different from what it is in the traditional computer
system, in part because of the absence of a common store. To solve this
problem, protocols are developed to allow the communicating computers to
have a common basis for interaction and control. Some of the relevant
issues in protocol design that are discussed in this section are error
control, flow control, resiliency, and synchronization.
Protocol layering (i.e., the functional isolation of different
levels of network interaction) has proved to be a very useful concept.
The organization of most of this section will be based on one such
possible layering. Starting with the lower levels we will discuss the
protocols for establishing connections (host-host protocols) , and then
move on to telecommunication protocols
,
load sharing , and remote job
entry protocols . We will then consider the tools for the formal analysis
and definition of protocols, and finally consider the concept of a
distributed operating system .
Establishing Communications . The lowest level protocol in
mose computer networks is that which establishes communications between
the computers in the network. This protocol, which we will refer to as
"host-host", then serves as a basis for more specialized protocols. In
this section we will discuss three basic host-host protocols. These
will illustrate the basic form of a host-host protocol and the major
points it must address.
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The ARPA host-host protocol is based on a line-switched disci-
pline. The concept of a socket is introduced as an intermediate name
space for establishing associations between connections and the processes
in the machine. One of the problems with this protocol is that it is
not sufficiently resilient to be able to recover from the loss of messages
in the communications subnet. There has been much discussion of solutions
to this problem [Burchfiel and Tomilson, 1973] [Meyer, 1973] [Hathaway,
1973] [Walden, 1973], but to date the most reasonable solution requires
significant extensions to the present protocol [Kanodia, 1974]. This
solution may be impractical since an implementation of the protocol
already requires a fairly substantial programming effort. A survey of
the implementations of this protocol [Postel, 1974 (c) ] indicates that
the programming effort is severely compounded for systems without adequate
interprocess communication systems. This constraint may be inherent in
the requirements of networking protocols.
Early in the history of the ARPA network another host-host
protocol was proposed by Bressler et al. [1972] based on a message
switched discipline and an interprocess communication system proposed by
Walden [1972]. This protocol suffers the same resiliency difficulties
as the official ARPA host-host protocol. However, it may be more efficient
to implement. Bressler had implemented a version of the protocol based
on a similarly structured interprocess communication system for the PDP-
10 and found the protocol implementation to be "something like an order
of magnitude smaller" than the protocol implementation for the official
protocol on the same machine. However, this may have been due primarily
to the good "impedance match" of the two interprocess communication
facilities; i.e., a message switch protocol interfaces well to a message-
switch-oriented interprocess communication system.
Recently a new host-host level protocol has been proposed by
Cerf et al . [1974] as a result of the deliberations of the Inter-Network
Working Group. This protocol is a Sequencing Positive ACK/Retransmission
(SPAR) protocol and is resilient. Furthermore, implementation will
probably not require any more system resources than the official protocol
and perhaps less for some systems. Also, this protocol provides a much
better flow control scheme than the official protocol. In the official
protocol the destination sends separate control messages, called Allocates,
which adjust the number of messages and bits the source can send. Some
allocation strategies can easily limit the effective bandwidth of the
channel because the source is waiting for notification to send or simply
because of the bandwidth required for the allocation messages. The
Inter-Net protocol uses a moving window to describe the number of bits
that can be sent. In addition, the commands from the destination which
move the edge of the window are a standard part of messages carrying
data in the other direction. The moving window concept is not only the
basis for flow control and for lost-or-duplicate message detection, but
it also allows hosts to reassemble out-of-order messages. It has been
argued [Cerf, 1974] that hosts should perform this function rather than
the communications subnet, but it is not clear that many hosts would be
able to support it. However, the protocol does allow the receiver to
ignore messages that arrive out of order and rely on the retransmission
of the messages to insure that they eventually arrive in order. There
are serious questions as to what this would do to the network bandwidth.
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As yet only one experiment has been performed using an early
version of the Inter-Net protocol [Mader, 1974]. This experiment did
uncover a race condition under certain conditions related to establishing
a connection; a solution was found to this problem. Otherwise, no major
difficulties have been encountered and it is still too early for evalua-
tion of the protocol. The other two major protocols that should be
mentioned are also SPAR protocols. The transport protocol of the CYCLADES
network [Zimmerman and Elie, 1974] was a precursor to the Inter-Net
protocol as was the Virtual Call protocol of Bell Canada's Datapac
network [Martel et al., 1974]. The interested reader should be aware of
these protocols and how they contributed to the Inter-Net protocol.
Telecommunications Network Protocols (Telnet) . One of the
earliest protocols that is usually developed using the facilities of the
host-host protocol is a Telnet. (The term Telnet is borrowed from the
ARPA network jargon. The name has had fairly widespread use and for
convenience we will refer to the class of Telnet-like mechanisms by that
name, except when distinctions are necessary.) A Telnet protocol provides
a computer network with a mechanism by which terminals at remote hosts
may gain access to a local time-sharing system much as if they attach to
it over local lines
.
There are a great variety of terminals, all with different
operating conventions. If all hosts on the network had to support all
types of terminals, this would cause a great burden on the hosts. This
problem has been solved by defining what is known, as the Network Virtual
Terminal (NVT) . The definition of the NVT specifies operating character-
istics (such as character set) of this Platonic ideal device. The
Telnet protocol requires that all local terminal-like devices must be
made to look like a NVT. This means that each network host need only
know about the NVT to be able to accept any user terminal. Of course,
the NVT form does not encompass the capabilities of all terminals. But
it does not exclude them either. All of the Telnet-like protocols
described here are based on this NVT concept and, in addition, include a
mechanism for what is called option negotiation. This mechanism allows
either the user end or the server end of the connection to ask the other
side to perform some function that is not specifically covered by the
NVT, such as setting tabs, or controlling character echoing. If the
other side has never heard of the option, it declines the option; other-
wise it accepts the negotiation and proceeds. This mechanism is very
flexible and causes no burden on any system.
There are three major Telnet-like protocols of interest: the
ARPAl^ET Telnet, the British Experimental Packet Switched Service (EPSS)
network's Interactive Terminal Protocol (ITP) , and the French CYCLADES
network's Virtual Terminal Protocol (VTP) . The ARPANET Telnet protocol
is the oldest and has been through two major revisions [Postel, 1972],
[McKenzie, 1973]. The Telnet NVT is, in essence, a full ASCII terminal
with a few extra function keys to abort output, interrupt a process,
erase a line, delete a character, etc. (Although these functions exist
on most systems, there is little agreement as to what control characters
they are.) This definition allows the locally defined function that the
user is familiar with to be mapped to a particular character outside the
ASCII character set. The Telnet protocol specifies little else. Other
f
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functions are left as options. The only major complaint to be leveled
at this protocol is that the data stream format is such that each charac-
ter in its input stream must be examined in order to find any control
characters relevant to the protocol. This very valid complaint has been
treated by the CYCLADES VTP.
The French CYCLADES Virtual Terminal Protocol (VTP) [Viver and
Zimmerman, 1974] uses the format: <message length> <message> <message length>
<message' .... The first byte after the length indicates whether or not
this is a, control message. In this way, the necessity of looking at
each character is avoided. The VTP introduces another interesting
concept. The data stream is considered to be a book made up of pages,
which are made up of lines, which are made up of characters. The first
byte of a text message indicates whether what is to follow is a new
page, a new line, or an addendum to a line. Options are planned for
controlling page and line size, and for moving the address pointers.
The latter should be good for utilizing terminals with cursor addressing
and similiar applications. The number of books and the disposition of
the address pointers involved in a VTP connection depend on the character-
istics of the devices: for a one way connection, between a process and
a line printer, for instance, there is one book with one set of address
pointers held by the line printer; for a half duplex connection there is
one book with two sets of address pointers, one for each end with a
synchronization mechanism for coordination; and for full duplex connection
there are two books with two sets of pointers, one for each receiving
end.
The British EPSS network's Interactive Terminal Protocol (ITP)
[Chandler et al., 1974] has several innovative aspects. The ITP manages
its own flow control in a crude way. (Both of the other protocols rely
on the host-host protocol's flow control.) The ITP destination can tell
the source: 1) to stop sending, 2) to send up to and including first
terminating character, 3) to send as much as the sender wants, and 4) to
send as much as the sender has buffered regardless of whether it contains
a terminating character. The protocol also allows the remote process to
tell the local user ITP to transmit everything it has when it receives a
class of characters. This protocol also imbeds control and data information
in the data stream so that each character must be looked at.
File Oriented Protocols . File oriented protocols are not as
well understood as the Telnet protocols. This is probably because there
has been no real attempt to standardize the major components of a file
system. (The Telnets had a good start due to the existence of standard
character sets.)
File protocols have been developed for the three networks that
I were discussed in the Telnet section. However, we have not been able to
find any documentation describing the CYCLADES protocol. Of the other
two, the ARPA File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is the more comprehensive.
The EPSS FTP does include one facility that the ARPA version of FTP does
inot. The EPSS FTP [Chandler et al., 1974] is built upon a Data Transfer
Protocol (DTP) which oversees the actual transmission of data while the
FTP is concerned with problems at a higher level. The advantage of a
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DTP is that other protocols that need to move data from one point to
another can make use of it, for example. Remote Job Entry (RJE) . A DTP
was considered at one point in the history of the ARPANET, but was
dropped for reasons of expediency. But the idea may be regaining some
currency.
Another protocol that has been proposed for the ARPANET is a
File Access Protocol (FAP) [Day, 1973]. This protocol considers the
problem of addressing and retrieving data within a file (i.e., network
random access files). The ARPA FTP is only capable of moving a whole
file from one place to another. For many applications, it is prohibitively
expensive both in money and time to do this; therefore, the FAP allows
selected portions of a file to be retrieved and stored. This protocol
has been implemented within the ARPA FTP on at least two sites and seems
to work well.
There are four major areas of difficulty with file protocols
in a heterogeneous network: 1) file-naming conventions, 2) access-
control conventions, 3) the structure of replies to commands, and 4)
suitability of the protocol for easy use by both humans and automata.
The variety of file naming syntaxes seems at times almost endless. The
ARPA Network Working Group (NWG) responded to this problem by defining
file name in the Network Virtual File System (NVFS) as a locally recogniz-
able string terminated by a blank. This definition, although clearly a
hedge, was expedient and provided a chance to gain experience. Recently,
a more sophisticated definition of a general pathname has been suggested
[Crocker, 1974]. There are similar difficulties with handling access
control in file protocols. So far no protocol has attempted to address
the problems of setting or changing access controls on files. The kinds
of access control and their scope in different operating systems makes
it difficult to characterize access controls in a general, but consistent,
way.
Probably the thorniest problem in the ARPA FTP has been that
of the replies to the FTP commands. The problem is two-fold: On the
one hand, it is mandatory that text be sent back to the user and that
the actual contents of the text be determined by the site generating the
reply; i.e., the server. This means that in the event of an error the
server can send back text explaining the error in terms relevant to the
server's file system and intelligible to the user. On the other hand,
it is highly desirable for FTP implementations to be capable of being
driven by an automaton. Automata can't, of course, be expected to
understand English; therefore, a machine readable form must be supplied
that does not require the automaton to be too complex. After much
discussion, an acceptable reply structure [Postel, 1974 (b)] satisfying
most of the necessary requirements has been arrived at by the ARPA FTP
group.
Load Sharing Techniques . An obvious potential advantage of a
resource sharing network is the possibility of distributing the workload
among the systems. However, load sharing in a heterogeneous network
environment is not easy. As yet no one has done it, and there are
several major obstacles.
One of the obstacles is the difficulty of deciding when to
share and, given several possible alternative machines where the program
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can be run, which machine to choose. Farber et al. [1973] suggest a
scheme for the DCS ring network in which the process wishing to have a
function performed for it broadcasts a request for service. The other
processors respond with bids for the service which the requestor then
surveys to make its choice according to its own criteria. This technique
has several advantages, such as distributed control and implicit load
balancing. However, as yet no one has suggested what the criteria are
for producing a bid or what criteria a requestor might use to evaluate
bids. Another obstacle is that there are very few (if any) good indica-
tors of machine load presently in use and none that can be used in a
meaningful way across different machines. It is also necessary to be
able to predict the load (at least in the short term) on the prospective
machines, so that sudden fluctuations in load don't make a good choice
become a bad choice in the time it takes to transfer the task.
Once these hurdles have been jumped, there is the problem of
how to share tasks. There are essentially three basic techniques. (1)
In a homogeneous environment, it may be possible to move the actual
machine language files and necessary data to the remote site. This
technique is not very practical, in general, and pretty much precludes
the ability to make use of specialized systems (e.g., array processors)
for certain classes of programs. (2) The source code and data may be
moved to the remote host. This is essentially the standard RJE setup.
This technique should be workable as long as the remote host has a
compiler for the language the program is written in. However, the lack
of standardization among compilers can be quite large even on the same
machine [Lucas and Presser, 1973]. Also, the different number representa-
tions and word lengths on the various computers may introduce errors.
This method does incur more overhead since the program must be compiled
and run on the remote machine. This consideration must be taken into
account in the decision on where the job should be shared. (3) Finally,
an equivalent function on the remote machine may be invoked. This
approach is more straightforward than the one just mentioned. This
technique is being used by the National Software Works' Procedure Call
Protocol [White, 1975], [Postel, 1975 (a)]. The main difficulty with
this method is validating that the two pieces of code on the different
machines do the same thing. This is especially crucial with locally
supplied packages, such as statistical packages, where side effects and
other subtle differences in implementation can lead to widely differing
results for some applications. There is also the problem of converting
number representations and of identifying any errors that may be incurred
through conversion. In general, any set of calculations that are using
the accuracy of the machine near its limits should probably not be
shared; however, as long as all calculations and number representations
are made in the same way, most errors will cancel.
Remote Job Entry Protocols . Most networks provide this facility
if no other. The ARPANET presently has two RJE.protocols. One was
developed to provide RJE service to the UCLA IBM 360/91 as a matter of
expediency [Braden, 1971]; and the other is the official ARPA NETRJE
protocol [Bressler et al., 1972]. In what follows wq, will limit our
discussion to the NETRJE protocol. There here have been some problems
attempting to provide the same sort of service that the traditional RJE
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terminal provides. The NETRJE protocol attempts to achieve the best of
all possible worlds in a politically untenable environment. The NETRJE
attempts to return the user's output to his local site automatically
without requiring the user to maintain a connection until the job is
complete. This requires the NETRJE Server to store the usercode and
password of the user for the site where the output is destined to go.
This is an unconscionable breach of the site security. The security
problem cannot be averted with the NETRJE structure in a network that
does not have a network-vzide authentication system. Also, the NETRJE
requires both sites to have implemented FTP, which NETRJE uses to move
the jobs over the net. This can place a great burden on some systems
that do not have the machine resources or manpower to implement both
protocols. Most of these problems have been addressed and solved in a
proposed new RJE protocol [Day and Grossman, 1975].
Protocol Formalisms . The preceding descriptions of the protocols
found in most contemporary networks should provide a glimpse of their
complexity. Because of this complexity it is quite often difficult to
ascertain the properties and weak points of a protocol without implementing
it, and even implementation can be plagued with pitfalls. The designers
of a protocol for a heterogeneous computer network are confronted with
the additional problem of defining the protocol unambiguously. These
problems have led recently to increased interest in formal methods for
defining and analyzing communication protocols.
Some of the earliest work was done by Petri [1962], who was
interested in formally describing systems of communicating automata. He
introduced to traditional automata theory several constraints that more
closely reflect the real world. For example, Petri assumes that there
is an upper bound on the propagation speed of signals and on the density
with which information can be stored. In addition, he notes that fixed,
finite automata can recognize at best iteratively defined classes of
functions; those recursive functions that can't be made iterative re-
quire automata of unbounded size. He then uses this theoretical framework
to prove many properties of asynchronously cooperating automata. Probably
the best known result from this work is the so-called "Petri Net", which
is used for analyzing dependencies of asynchronously cooperating processes
in operating systems.
Postel [1974 (a)] deals more directly with the problems related
to protocol design. Postel uses what is called the "UCLA graph model"
to analyze ARPANET-like host-host protocols. This technique can lead to
very complex graphs if applied directly, but Postel shows that the use
of "graph modules" can simplify the graphs considerably. The methodology
developed can be of utility in the design and checking of the flow of
control in a protocol for deadlocks or critical race conditions.
An approach similar to the two noted above is being taken by a
group at the University of Wisconsin [Fitzwater and Smith, 1973]. They
have developed a language for describing asynchronous complexes of
interacting digital systems at virtually any level of abstraction.
Their technique is based on the Post production systems and uses a
string representation as a happy medium between graph models and integer
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representations (Godel numbers). One of the major results is the develop-
ment of an iterative, top-down technique for analyzing such systems so
that a trade-off may be made between the cost of the analysis and the
detail of the analysis [Smith and Fitzwater, 1974].
The above techniques can represent potential deadlocks and
race conditions that would occur in an error free system, but can not be
used to discover potential deadlocks or races in an error-prone system
where messages may become garbled, lost, or duplicated. The Stanford
Digital Systems group has just begun investigating techniques for analyzing
this condition [Sunshine, 1974]. Early work appears to be heavily
oriented toward proving theorems about a small class of protocols known
as Positive ACK/Retransmission (PAR) protocols and Sequencing PAR (SPAR)
protocols. It is much too early to be able to say what the outcome of
this work will be.
As yet no one has really attacked the problem of a method of
specifying a protocol, especially the higher level ones, in a way that
is suitable as a base for an implementation. Although the above methods
are applicable, the definitions derived are sufficiently complex for any
reasonable protocol as to make them impractical by themselves.
Distributed Operating Systems . The previous discussion of the
problems of establishing connections and manipulating terminals, files,
and job streams leads to the obvious generalization that the proper
paradigm for organizing the functions required to support network applica-
tions is a distributed operating system. Such a paradigm would provide
a unified approach to supporting the operating system functions normally
required by user applications in such a way that extensive re-coding is
not necessary.
Metcalfe [1973] briefly discusses one basis for such a system
which is termed the best-effort thin-line approach. Metcalfe contrasts
"thin-line" and "thick-line" forms of interprocess communication. By
thick-line" he is referring to those methods of interprocess communication
found in most operating systems. These are usually characterized by a
centralized organization and a very high bandwidth for accessing local
resources. In the "thin-line" approach, a process communicates with
other processes and accesses resources as if they were remote. This
approach does tend toward more modular systems, which has a clarifying
effect on the management of multi-process activity and extends easily as
systems become more distributed. The term "best effort" implies that a
part of a larger system attempts to continue to perform its function as
well as it can in the face of failures elsewhere in the system. The
"thin-line" approach can lead to a highly modular and reliable system
that degrades gracefully when parts of it fail. As yet there is little
experience with systems constructed on the these criteria and it is not
really clear how some components of a system should be represented in
such a scheme.
There are presently two research efforts into what might be
called distributed operating systems. One is the RSEXEC (Resource
Sharing Executive) system [Thomas, 1973] and the other is the National
Software Works [Balzer et al., 1973]. RSEXEC has been an ongoing
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effort at BBN for about three years. The system was initially used
among the TENEX's on the ARPA network, but was later modified to be
suitable for other machines. RSEXEC presently provides a user with the
ability to find the location of people on the net, to open communication
with them (either directly or by mail) , and to set up teleconferencing
sessions. Recent work has centered on providing a distributed file
system and an environment for executing programs [Thomas, 1974].
The purpose of the National Software Works (NSW) is to provide
a facility for developing production software for conventional ADP (i.e.
COBOL) applications. This system consists of essentially four parts:
the ARPANET, the datacomputer (a trillion bit store and associated re-
trieval system), the execution machine, and the front-end. The term
front-end means something a little different here than in most uses of
the phrase. Here it refers to a front-end to the NSW system, not to a
particular machine. The front-end for the NSW provides support for a
powerful user interface with large high-speed screen displays and a
command language that may be molded to suit the user's situation. One
of the goals of the NSW is to provide a user with sophisticated tools
for editing, proving, and debugging programs. These tools will exist on
various hosts on the network, and the user should be totally unaware
that he is using the network [Balzer et al., 1973]. The basis for the
network interaction is the Procedure Call Protocol (PCP) [\^ite, 1975].
This protocol allows the user's local program to "call" procedures that
exist on other systems and to pass data to them. This system then
serves as a basis for the NSW protocols [Postel, 1975 (a)] that provide
the distributed NSW tool environment.
The work on distributed operating systems is just beginning
and as yet it is too early for any conclusions to be made. None of the
systems mentioned are sufficiently far in their development to have run
into the really nasty problems related to synchronization and updating
of a file in a failure-prone system. The latter problem has just been
tackled by the RSEXEC effort.
Summary and Assessment
Many of the problems that have arisen in computer networking
stem from the problems involved in maintaining duplicate copies of
information in a distributed environment. Many of these problems have
always been around, but some aspect (such as delay) of computer networks
has made them crucial. Little work has been done on the general problem,
and for a while, at least, specific solutions may be necessary in practice,
This is an area which badly needs unification and further research.
Deadlock is a fairly well understood subject in computer
systems, though the implications for distributed environments have only
recently begun to become clear. Uniform naming schemes for processes
and resources in a network, and suitable cooperation between the systems
involved can give acceptable levels of protection from the problems of
deadlock in a distributed network of computers. However, such naming
schemes and cooperation have only begun to appear.
Resource naming is an apparently esoteric topic which almost
always appears well-disguised when encountered in practice. The ARPANET
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Initial Connection Protocol (ICP) contains several examples of methods
that are used in practice to manipulate name spaces, as does the ARPANET
host-host protocol (cf. Protocol section). Deadlock prevention and
detection schemes for networks ([Somia, 1973], [Chu and Ohlmacher,
1974]) often make implicit assumptions about names. These assumptions
include either uniform process naming or diverse methods for referring
to processes, depending on the computer system involved. Directories
and catalogs, which only serve to define name spaces and information
about them, are normally treated as completely different topics from
virtual memory schemes, for example, which do the same thing. Some
generalization of naming and name space manipulation techniques might
permit methods to be developed which could handle several problems
currently treated separately.
Directories and catalogs in distributed environments are a
topic of some concern at present. Reliability considerations dictate
that multiple copies be kept, but the present technology has trouble
supporting this seemingly simple requirement. The need for specific
solutions which are efficient, inexpensive, and reliable, will continue
to increase.
There are still many unanswered questions with respect to the
design and implementation of host-host level protocols. One of the
largest barriers to gaining insight into these problems, as Postel [1974
(c) ] found out, is that very few protocol implementations are instrumented
at all. Thus, it is difficult to ascertain vjhat causes the observed
protocol behavior. (It is heartening to note that the definition of
Inter-Net Protocol included measurements [Cerf et al., 1974].) Further
investigation is needed into how these protocols can be made resilient
and less susceptible to error conditions. Also a better understanding
of flow control strategies is needed with special emphasis on how the
load conditions of the host should affect such strategies. There has
also been some discussion of the host's doing packet reassembly and thus
avoiding the reassembly lockup problem. (See the Communication Network
Design Issues section of this report or [Cerf, 1974].) The advantages
and disadvantages are not at all well understood and should be considered
in greater detail.
Telnet protocol development is fairly well understood and the
existing designs fulfill the necessary basic requirements. The option
negotiation mechanism, which is found in some form in each of the
Telnet protocols discussed above, is a clean and elegant way of making
the protocol extensible and flexible. There is some question as to
whether the negotiation mechanism belongs in Telnet or should be con-
sidered in a much broader context. The implications of this question
have yet to be pursued.
File protocols still need quite a bit of research. The concept
of the Virtual File System has been slow to develop because of the
problems mentioned above. The forms of access control and the scope of
the attributes for various systems need^to be studied closely to deter-
mine how access control functions can b^ or should be included in file
protocols. The utility of a Data Trans^X'er Protocol in the context of
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more sophisticated protocol applications needs to be considered in some
detail.
Load sharing techniques are by far the least well understood
with respect to the remote accessing of resources. Most of the problems
in load sharing will be clarified as a better understanding of how to
measure system load is developed, and as careful investigations of the
incompatibilities of number representations, compilers, and other user-
library functions are made. The formal analysis of network protocols is
in an early state of development. Problems related to the flow of
control (such as race conditions) can be analyzed, although the techniques
are not in general use. Other problems dependent on errors in the
system or traffic conditions are not well understood, and as yet no
formal methods really exist for analyzing these conditions.
The concept of a distributed operating system has been kicking
around in bull sessions for some time, but actual work on it has only
begun in earnest in the last year. A design requirements is to develop
a sufficiently general model for the distributed operating system. The
model should encompass the important attributes of the operating systems
comprising the network. There has been very little work on this concept
in the global sense, but some of the canonical forms developed for other
protocols (e.g., the Network Virtual Terminal) can be applied or used as
the groundwork for more general characterizations.
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Measurement and Analysis
Introduction
There are tv;o broad aspects to the measurement and evaluation of
computer systems. The first, which is also the most highly developed, is
performance evaluation to aid in the decision making of system designers and
computer users. The system designer requires detailed measurements to indi-
cate to him where redesign or tuning is needed. On the other hand, the
system administrator or user is interested in coarser measures of system
performance such as throughput or response time. This aspect can itself be
considered as having two parts: analytical techniques represented by sta-
tistical and queuing theoretic methods and the black box techniques repre-
sented by benchmarks or synthetic jobs. The second major aspect of perfor-
mance measurement is concerned with determining or predicting machine load
in the short term for purposes of job scheduling and utilizing system re-
sources efficiently.
The development of performance measurement and evaluation techniques
has been slow. In fact, it has not been until the last three to five years
that there has been any major interest in the field. Up to that time, a few
isolated papers appeared from time to time, but they were usually highly spe-
cific to the system or environment for which the measurements were done. This
wouldn't have been so bad if the same or similar measurements had been done for
other systems, so that a corpus of data would have been built up from which
generalizations could be made. Quite often, though, measurements were left as
isolated observations and the questions raised were never followed up. The
reasons for this longstanding state of affairs are many, but can be roughly
characterized by the following three observations. First, during this early
period there was much more emphasis placed on making the systems fast and small
than on finding out why they weren't. There was very little willingness to
spend resources on measurement. Second, the formal mathematics to model sys-
tems did not exist. And third, very few people in the field knew anything about
the existing mathematics that was applicable or the difficulties of setting up
an experiment. In fact, this is still a major stumbling block.
The problem is not, as many would lead one to believe, that the
systems are so overwhelmingly complex, but that there are so many things
that can be measured that it was (and still is) difficult, given the present
state of knowledge, to know what should be measured. Deciding what measure-
ments to take and where to take them is a very subtle problem; and once the
measurements are taken, interpreting them can require even more sublety.
The last three-to-five years has seen an increased interest in the
field. This does not imply that there have been major breakthroughs, but a
moderate amount of progress has been made. The mathematical theories that are
being developed have reached sufficient power and sophistication so that more
accurate models may be constructed. Also, the generally higher level of sophis-
tication of computer users, who are now demanding performance evaluation of the
systems they use or intend to use, has caused a stronger interest in measure-
ment by both vendors and users. (This trend has a long way to go.)
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Performance Evaluation
Most performance evaluation techniques fall into one of two basic
categories. Either the system is treated as a black box and measures are taken
that do not attempt to understand the internal workings of the system, or the
internal structure is modelled in an attempt to understand how the system's
behavior arises. This latter approach has been termed analytical by Karush
[1969]. Under the analytical approach, several general methods may be cited:
queuing theoretic models, probablistic models, and simulations. The black box
approach is represented by benchmarks and synthetic job streams. Each of
these will be discussed below.
Analytical Approach . Much of the work has centered around queuing
models of systems. An operating system can be characterized as an open network
of queues for purposes of analyzing response time, throughput, etc. However,
it has only been recently that the mathematics was sufficiently developed to
allow analysis of the network models. Initially, single-queue or single-queue-
with-feedback systems were analyzed as models of processor utilization. These
systems were analyzed for several queuing disciplines, such as first-come-
first-served, round-robin, foreground-background, and priority scheduling,
to yield basic results on response time and throughput [Kleinrock, 1975].
For the queuing models, the inter-arrival times are generally considered to be
Poisson distributed and service times to be exponentially distributed. (Cf.
discussion of queuing theory (p. 73) in this report.)
The single-queue models were, however, inadequate for describing com-
puter systems, in V7hich processes move around in a network of input/output
queues, central processor queues, etc. Some of the earliest applicable mathe-
matical work on queuing networks was done by Gordon and Newell [1967 (b)].
Based on this theoretical work, models for computer operating systems were first
devised by Kimbleton [1971] and Arora and Gallo [1971]. Generally a cyclic
queuing model of an operating system includes the queues of the running processes
the blocked processes (waiting for an I/O) and the ready processes [Kimbleton,
1971] (Arora uses a similar breakdown, but also attempts to model memory hier-
archies). This allows some insight into the internal workings of the system.
(The single queue model has an essentially black box viewpoint.) A cyclic queue
model, however, tends to lump several queues together. This can lead to disagree
ment between predictions from the model and the observed system behavior
[Kimbleton, 1971].
Some work has been done on more general networks of queues based
on the work of Gordon and Newell [1967 (a)]. Buzen [1971] has worked out such
a model of a computer system and looked at the problem of relating queue lengths'
to system throughput (again for the exponential case only). Pewit t and Su [1973
have attempted to use this model as a basis for system scheduling, but have foum
it somewhat difficult to extract the needed information. Kobayashi has taken a
unique approach and applied diffusion approximation techniques to this kind of
queuing network with significant results for response time, throughput and
queue length probabilities [Kobayashi, 1973 (a), (b)]. The diffusion approxima-
tion also gives more accurate results when the queues are described by non-
exponential servers than do the normal queuing models [Reiser and Kobayashi, 197j
When the mathematics necessary to solve some of these problems
becomes intractable, or simply does not exist, it is often necessary to resort
to simulations. Simulations present their own set of problems, however. The
1
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biggest of these is showing that a particular simulation does indeed accurately
model the system for the desired measurements. (It is much more difficult,
it seems, to notice the points where the simulation differs from reality than
to notice such points with a mathematical model. This is probably because
simulations attempt to m.odel many more features than a mathematical model will
attempt.) Much work on simulations has been done, most of it highly specific to
a particular problem. However, the work of Nielsen [1967] is a good example of
a more general approach to simulation. Nielsen describes a general model cap-
able of simulating most time-sharing systems. This is then used to model the
IBM 360/67. Nielsen is able to show where many system bottlenecks occur and
what actions will alleviate them.
In some cases a queuing model does not allow one to see the particular
relations of interest; more general probabilistic techniques are usually then
applied. An example is the modeling of an interactive user population. Estrin
and Kleinrock [1967] were able to use a queuing model to get results on the
response time to Poisson-distributed user requests to an operating system;
however, this does not give any insight into the demand on system resources.
To do this Denning [1968 (a)] used a statistical analysis to get some very good
results on such things as number of processes waiting on input, maximum process
execution rate, and bounds on buffer requirements.
Black Box Approach . The black box approach solves the problems of
model accuracy by using representative programs to generate the characteristic
behavior of the application environment; the actual system is the "simulator".
The technique of using benchmarks or synthetic job streams is a well-
established but poorly understood approach to system measurement. The benchmark
has long been the trustworthy tool of the system administrator who is trying to
compare one machine with another. It has the distinct advantages that intimate
knowledge of the system is not necessary for the performance of independent mea-
sures and that the machine can be tested for the desired class of computing tasks.
The benchmark has been discussed to a large degree in the literature [Karush,
1969], [Buchholz, 1969], [Kernighan and Hamilton, 1973], and [Morgan, 1973]. How-
ever, most benchmark work has been highly specific to either the machine or
the user's application environment. The synthetic job holds more promise of
having general applicability [Buchholz, 1969]. A synthetic job is a program
which has the same running characteristics (pattern of CPU time, paging, and I/O
operations) as the desired job stream except that the program does no useful
work. The point is that it should be much easier and less expensive to write
a program for a machine to act in a particular way, than it vzould be to trans-
fer a large software system that does useful work to produce the same system
load to the machine being tested. Generally, such programs are parameterized
so that they can be used to simulate a large variety of program types. This
kind of approach shows much promise. However, the design of a synthetic job
can be very tricky. For example, the parameterized synthetic job described by
Buchholz [1969] does not measure procedure-call overhead or array indexing
efficiency. This latter point could cause unreliable measurements when one
compares a traditional machine, like an IBM 360, with a descriptor-oriented
machine, like a B5500 or Honeywell 6180.
i Load Determination and Prediction
Ask any electrical engineer to give you the steady state solution
of some circuit and he will whip out his book of Laplace transforms and a few
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minutes later give you a nice answer; but ask him what the transient behavior
is and he frowns and gnashes his teeth - but does come up with a solution in
time. Determining and predicting the load on a system is very analogous to
solving for the transient behavior. As one can see from the preceding para-
graphs, our understanding of the "steady-state" is not ver>^ good, and our
understanding of what affects load in the short-term is even v7orse. Several
kinds of transient effects are used as inputs to system tuning. Probably the
best knovm of these are the algorithms for page replacement in paging systems.
For paging systems some of the best known replacement algorithms are the so-
called least-recently-used (LRU), [Coffman and Varian, 1968], page fault
frequency [Chu and Opderbeck, 1972] and the working set [Denning, 1968 (b)].
However, these are fairly restricted measures and can't really be used alone
for general system measurement.
Wilkes, Baur and McCredie, and Wulf have all attempted to find meas-
ures that were useful to dynamic load control. They use methods borrowed from
control theory. Wilkes [1971] describes an automatic load control system
for the Compatible Time Sharing System (CTSS) based on an exponentially-
decaying average queue length and a measure of swapping overflow as an indica-
tion of load. This is then used to compute the number of tasks that should be
allowed in the system. Baur and McCredie [1973] applied a control system
scheme similar to that of Wilkes, but they use a tandem queuing model based on
measures of queue lengths and service times for the CPU and I/O systems. The
control algorithm is then used to predict what would happen if another user
or job were added to the system. The primary difficulty with these control
system techniques is the stability of the control function. Stability is very
difficult to prove; and it is not easy to impose boundary conditions on the
domain of the function to make the proofs more tractable without introducing
unrealistic constraints into the model. In fact, both Wilkes and Baur and
McCredie comment that instabilities are indeed possible in practical situa-
tions. Wulf [1969] suggests several measures of dynamic load based on processort
and channel time per process and the time a process is idle waiting for proces-
sor or channel. In addition, proper "estimators" can be applied to these measuri
for purposes of smoothing them and limiting their "memory". Simplified ver-
sions of some of these measures were used on the B5500 for load control and pro-
duced a 20-25% increase in processor utilization and virtually eliminated thrash:
ing situations.
Summary and Assessment
The measurement and evaluation of computer system performance is
a fairly young field that is just beginning to make its weight felt. Much
more work is needed in most of the areas outlined above in order that accurate
predictions of computer performance can be made.
The state of development of the queuing models is still fairly
primitive. The queuing m.odels represent fairly abstract models of operating
systems; it is sometimes difficult to go from theory to practice and vice
versa. For example, it is not easy to characterize the various queuing dis-
ciplines or resource allocation algorithms in terms of queuing models in such
a way as to preserve their more interesting properties. Also, to date no
extensive empirical data has been collected to characterize the resource de-
mands of different user environments (such as scientific or business) so that
I
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this information could give some insight into the properties of various designs
for particular applications.
The basic difficulty with the present state of analytical measuring
and modeling is that the models tend to be so abstract that they are difficult
to apply. It is also difficult to draw on the published measurement results
for other systems, because these results are often tinted by hidden assump-
tions about the operating system organization. The fact that these assumptions
are not mentioned is not deliberate, but primarily because most computer scien-
tists at present are not familiar with enough different operating system organi-
zations to be aware of how they influence the data.
Similarly, the benchmark is too specific to be able to supply data
for the comparison of operating systems. The synthetic program approach, on
the other hand, does provide some possibilities. A carefully designed standard
synthetic job defined in a high level language could provide a straightforward
technique for measuring systems at a low cost, but this problem needs consider-
ably more study.
Load determination and prediction present very difficult problems,
primarily with finding good measures and stable control functions. In the
context of a network, the problems are compounded. For network load-sharing
applications, one would like measures of system load that are machine inde-
pendent so that a user can find a lightly loaded machine to execute his job.
To date very little work has been attempted on this problem.
Probably one of the biggest problems vjithin this field is the lack
of a body of data on either machines or programs. Very little work has been
done to determine what the running characteristics of classes of programs are.
Lore and common sense are usually referred to for guidelines. It is commonly
said that "scientific computations are processor bound" and "business computa-
tions are I/O bound"; but no one has really obtained measurements on program
classes that would be valid as input to an operating system model. The lack
of good data can impair understanding at least as much as the lack of a good
theoretical framework.
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Network Access Systems and Front-Ends
Introduction
The last few years in the field of computer networking have seen a
growing interest in two related developments: the front-end and the network ac-
cess system. The front-end normally consists of a mini-computer (and possibly
a few peripherals such as terminals or tapes) connected both to the network and
(by a special high-speed interface) to the larger general purpose system or
host. (In V7hat follows the machine being front-ended will be referred to as
the host.) The interest in the front-end grew from primarily economic consid-
erations. Experience showed that there are several difficulties with attaching
some computers to ARPA-like networks. Some machine architectures do not lend
themselves to the communication and real time constraints required by the net-
work software. In other cases the network software requires too many system
resources. Implementation of necessary network software may not be feasible
due to the lack of manpower or expertise or political considerations (e.g., im-
plementation of network software requires modification of vendor software) . For
prospective hosts in these or similar situations, the front-end provides a
viable economic alternative. The necessary network software is implemented in
the front-end, along with the implementation of a simpler protocol to the host.
Other software to support local devices may also be implemented in the front-
end, depending on the application. The required software in the host may be
kept small or perhaps may be non-existent for very limited applications.
The front-end can therefore be used to remove from the host much of the load
incurred by networking. It is also possible in some situations to move much
of the host's terminal load to the front-end for users that are primarily using
the network.
The network-access system addresses the complementary problem.
Here a group wishes to have access to a network but does not have or want
a large local machine. A scant three years ago the thought of using com-
puters and doing computer science research without an in-house machine by
relying entirely on a computer network to provide services was met with fear
and loathing in most places. But since then Harvard and the University of
Illinos' Center for Advanced Computation have shown that this approach is not
only workable, but more economical. (It is difficult to buy or rent one machine
that will satisfy the needs of all users. Among the machines in a moderate-
size, heterogeneous network, it is fairly simple to find one that does satisfy
any particular need.) For this situation a system is required that can handle a
large number of terminals and provide the necessary network software to allow
those terminals to be used over the network. Quite often additional devices
are attached, such as line printers, special graphics devices, etc.
The primary advantages of front-ends or network access systems
based on mini-computers are that they are inexpensive (quite often less than
$50,000), more flexible than larger machines (mini-computers are generally
easier to interface to and write systems code for), and more reliable than
large machines. Many mini-computers have less than one failure in 10,000 hours
or about 14 months - of continuous operation. The only real difference between
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the front-end and the network access computer is that one of the "devices" con-
nected to the mini-computer is the host. (The existence of such a "device" may,
of course, significantly impact the other functions the front-end may perform
for a given cost.)
Major Issues and Research
There are essentially two classes of problems that must be addressed
in the design of front-end systems. First, there are the general problems of
planning an operating system architecture that can serve some of the functions
of a message switching system and some of the functions of a time-sharing sys-
tem, and can also provide efficient access to remote resources. Second, there
are the problems associated V7ith the front-end interface. We "will discuss the
front-end problems first, and then the access system architectures that are be-
ing experimented with.
There are two basic approaches to front-ending: the special purpose
approach and the general purpose approach. With the special purpose method,
both the host and the front-end are intimately familiar with the other's inner
workings. This usually means that the entire front-end system is not suitable
as a front-end for a different machine (and often limits the networks to which
it may be attached). In the general purpose method, the only part of the front-
end system specific to the machine being front-ended is that part responsible
for manipulating the hardware interface and interpreting the protocol between
the two machines. Since the front-end has few constraints that it imposes
(normally only some sort of flow control and a limitation on complexity), the
major constraints are imposed by the host. These constraints, of course, are
mediated by the variety of network services that are to be made available and "
the amount of freedom one has to modify the host's software.
Since the class of machines that are usually hosts are often very
difficult to interface to, close attention must be given to the actual hard-
ware access to the host. There are essentially three ways the front-end
can appear to the host. It can look like (1) a terminal, (2) a disk or tape
drive, or (3) another computer. In the case where the front-end appears to
be a terminal or at best a multi-drop line, the front-end provides a relatively
low speed interface into the host's terminal access system. (The terminal
approach is quite often used where the network is to appear transparent to
users of the host.) For some limited applications the terminal approach can
be accomplished without the necessity of V7riting host software. If the front-
end appears as a tape drive or disk to the host, this provides a much higher
bandwidth into the host. The tape drive approach will require some software
(but possibly not operating system modification) in the host. If the front-
end appears as another machine, then quite high bandwidth may be achieved. i
This cooperating-machine approach will require, in most cases, modification
of the operating system, as v;ell as user-level utility packages. Although this
approach allows the greatest bandwidth and the most flexible interface with
the front-end, it is quite often impractical because of the cost of the soft-
ware and the difficulties of attaching the two machines together.
Let us look at the range of modifications to the host software
and its affects on the kinds of services that may be provided. If no software
may be placed in the host to aid the front-end, then the services that may be
provided are severely limited. Essentially the class of services that can
be allowed in this case are those that may be provided in such a way that
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the network can be made transparent and considered an inexpensive phone line.
For example, in the ARPA environment this means that neither the File Trans-
fer Protocol nor the Network RJE protocol could be implemented on the front-
end. These protocols require that the front-end implementations be able to
manipulate the host's file and remote job systems. The front-end in this
case is limited to the host's interactive user command language as its only
tool to manipulate the host system's resources. These commands and their re-
sponses are usually oriented too much towards human use to be suitable for ma-
chine generation and interpretation.
To have the best of all worlds one would like to interface the
front-end via a high speed interface and have local software implement the
high-level netv;ork protocols, such as remote job entry or file transfer. How-
ever, the degree to which this approach may be taken is often limited by non-
technical constraints, such as lack of m.anpower, expertise, or the legalities
of maintenance contracts. Most operating systems do not allow user-level pro-
grams to provide their own device drivers. These functions must be done deep
in the bowels of the operating system. In many instances this is impractical
and undesirable. This limitation usually means that the front-end must be made
to look like a device a user program can access.
Once these problems have been addressed it is necessary to consider
how the front-end and the host are going to discuss the network. There are
two basic approaches: (1) The front-end handles only the communication-
specific aspects (the low-level protocols), and the host is provided a simple
set of primitives to establish associations and send data. In this case the
host implements the higher level protocols. (2) The front-end knows about all
protocols, implements them, and provides a small set of primitives to the
host to perform the necessary functions (cf. [Padlipsky, 1974]). It is not
clear which approach is the most efficient or flexible. The second does have
the advantage that any other devices attached to the front-end may make use
of the front-end protocol implementations to gain access to the net. For
example, a printer attached to the front-end could have listings of files
transferred to it, by using the network's file transfer mechanism and without
impacting the host. Since minicomputer operating systems are less complex
and therefore generally less expensive to modify, this approach also may
make implementations of new or revised protocols more economical.
The most controversial issue associated with network-access computers
is how much they should do. Consider the extremes: One extreme view is that
the computer should do as little as possible. The access system should provide
basic network support and support a moderate class of devices such as terminals,
printers, etc. Persons holding this viewpoint might draw the line at local
file systems or rotating storage. At the other extreme, one might argue that
local facilities should include the ability to run programs on a limited basis.
For example, a problem at the level of balancing a check book should be done
locally; an inventory, however, should probably be handled elsewhere. As
usual there have as yet been no real cost studies done so it is unknown ex-
actly what the trade-offs are. Advantages of providing more facilities are
that the user may have access to files in the event of a host or network fail-
ure, have closer control on archiving, and may write local utilities to manip-
ulate the network. In addition, the hardware used for such systems is usually
under-utilized, and could support additional functions with little increase
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in cost. The degree to vhich the second opinion is subscribed to over the
first depends greatly on the kind of access the user community requires and
how much it can afford.
The present tendency has been toward providing more local facilities.
Once this route has been chosen, the next major problem to be addressed is
how to organize an operating system that is half message-switch and half
timesharing system. This is a very difficult problem and as yet there is not
enough experience with the requirements of the users of such systems and the
constraints of various designs to draw many conclusions.
Several groups have been experimenting with possible network access
system architectures. One group associated with the Speech Communication
Research Lab (SCRL) in Santa Barbara has been developing a system called ELF
that runs on the PDP-11 [Retz, 1973]. This system breaks little or no new
ground in the world of operating system design and is structured much the same
as a conventional time-sharing system.
Two other groups (at SUNY Stony Brook and U of I CAC) have taken a
more radical approach. Their systems are based on what has been referred to
as a thin-line approach. Traditionally, an operating system distinguishes betweei
accessing local and remote resources. More efficient but machine-dependent
"thick-line" (i.e. small time delay) techniques are used to access local re-
sources, while less efficient machine-independent "thin line" (i.e. relatively
long time delay) procedures are used to access remote resources. The premise
is that a "thin-line" approach to operating system design will be more mod-
ular and easier to modify, and allow more efficient remote access with slight-
ly less efficient local access than a system with two separate techniques.
Since users of a network-access system will be accessing remote resources
more often than local ones, this approach should be advantageous. The SUNY
system [Akkoyunlu et al., 1972] is based on the ports concept [Balzer, 1971]
and a message-switch-oriented interprocess communication system [Walden,
1972]. As yet no information is available as to what the operating character-
istics of this system are.
.1
The U of I effort, ANTS, is based on a stylized finite-state machine
form of a process and a line-switch protocol [Bouknight, 1973]. This system
proved to be somewhat unwieldy primarily because of the approach taken to
memory management and the high overhead incurred by the internal protocols for
the movement of data. Unfortunately little or no experimentation was possible
to determine the extent to which these problems could be solved. It may be in-
teresting to note that the ANTS Network Control Program was the smallest in the
ARPA network, the next largest being two and a half times greater [Postel, 1974]
Summary and Assessment
The present knowledge about front-ends and network-access machines
is slight. At present there is little experience with both networks and ac-
cess systems since only a few attempts have been made to build such systems.
For those that are being built, it is too early to have any data to evaluate
them. The basic problems are that it is unclear what a network access system
should be capable of providing for its users, and that a better understanding
and evaluation of various high-level network protocols is needed to determine
: ,ii
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the necessary network facilities that should be provided (This kind of protocol
work often sheds light on general concepts for organizing systems.) As more
work in these areas and data from the performance evaluation of the existing
systems becomes available it will be possible to propose and develop better net-
work access systems.
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Security
Introduction
A great deal has been written regarding the legal and social
implications of protection and privacy in computer systems. In keeping
with the bulk of this literature we will define privacy to be a personal
issue; protection to be the technological means of insuring privacy; and
security to be the collection of policies which govern the application
of a protection mechanism. In this discussion, we will focus entirely
on protection mechanisms and their associated security policies.
Security is a pervasive consideration in the development of a
resource sharing system. If any single component of the system can be
compromised, then the system as a whole can be penetrated. An operating
system may be secured and provide adequate protection mechanisms to
implement a data management system on top of it. If, hov/ever, the data
management system incorrectly implements security policies, then it can
be penetrated regardless of the correct functioning of the operating
system. The overall security of a system requires the secure functioning
of the support personnel, the hardware, the system software, and the
application software. This is why security is frequently called a x^7eak-
link phenomena. The whole system is only as secure as its least secured
component. Figure 5, from Ware [1967], shows some of the system-wide
security threats faced by a typical time-shared computer system. In a
network, the number of potential weak links increases dramatically.
In the discussion that follows we will first consider the user
authentication problem. The cornerstone of a good security system is in
its verification that the user at a terminal is who he says he is. The
classical approach to the authentication problem has been the typed
alphanumeric password. There are serious deficiencies with this scheme.
There are serious deficiencies with this scheme. Research into more
sophisticated password schemes, including physiological measures of the
user, hold some promise to remedy current authentication deficiencies.
Second is a discussion of data security and access control
mechanisms. Providing data security alone does not insure system security,
However, data security does close the largest and least expensive to
penetrate security holes of most systems.
Third is a discussion of the far more subtle, and possibly
insoluble, problem of confinement. The Trojan horse problem, the census
problem, and the information leakage problem ajre each a related manifesta-
tion of the difficulty of confinement.
The fourth section discusses certification. The efforts of
penetration teams and the nature of correctness proofs and security
kernels are described.
The last section is a summary and assessment of the state-of-
the-art in computer security.
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Figure 5 - Typical configuration
of resource-sharing computer system. [Ware, 1967]
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User Authentication
The authentication problem is the problem of verifying the
identity of an individual user. In this context, this is the problem of
generating and identifying a password which is unique to one individual.
A password may be generated by a variety of means such as the typing of
a unique alphanumeric codeword, the scanning of a thumbprint, the measure-
ment of brain pulses, a sequence of finger motions on a touch sensitive
display or a combination of these and other techniques.
Password Generation . In conventional systems, alphanumeric
passwords are typed by the user to authenticate himself. The number of
possible passwords must be sufficiently large to thwart disclosure
attempts based on trial and error. Passwords nust be periodically
altered. The longer they remain static, the greater the possibility of
compromise.
The generation of the password can be controlled by the system
administrator or by the user. If the system administrator distributes a
password, then both he and the user know it and it is no longer unique
to the user. If the user generates the password, experience has shown
that he frequently chooses a very short passv;ord or one easy to remember
(e.g., his wife's name). In either case, the size of the password space
is so small that trial and error or intelligent guesses are serious
threats to compromise. On one system (Multics), the user can execute a
command to produce a list of eight-character, pronounceable "random"
passwords. This helps the user to choose a password which does not have
a guessable relation to him and is long enough to thwart trial and error
penetration.
A one-time password was described by Hoffman [1968] and also
by Peters [1967] and implemented on ADEPT50 [Weissman, 1969]. The user
is issued or generates a list of passwords (6A in ADEPT-50) . Each
password is valid once. Once it has been used, it is discarded. The
user starts with the first password and proceeds do^sTi his list, crossing
off each password as it is used. If the password is compromised after
use, it is of no value since it is no longer usable. The technique has
obvious problems of memorizing a long list and of compromise of the
written list before password use. Compromise can at least be detected -
the next password will have been used and will not be valid. The problem
of memory can be assisted by a challenge-response one-time list. The
user could supply a list of one-time passwords and prompts to solicit
those passwords. (E.g., the challenge "dog" might solicit the password
"cat", or "run", or "Fido", or "Rin-Tin-Tin" , etc.) The password space
is drastically reduced by this technique but the penetrator has only one
guess. The user who generates the one-time list must be educated as to
the need to choose obscure relations.
Password Input and Checking . There are several problems
encountered at the time a user types his password. With the exception
of one-time passwords, communication line security is required between
the user's terminal and his host computer to prevent password theft
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(obviously, a non-secure line can present many additonal problems even
for the one-time password). Some means must be provided to hide the
password when it is typed. This is normally done by overprinting and
thus blackening an area before typing the password or by not printing
the password as it is typed (noprint on some half-duplex terminals and
turn off character echo at full-duplex terminals). There are many
difficulties with even this simple operation which further indicates the
subtleties of the problem. For example, if a password is overprinted
after it is typed, rather than before, then the over-the-shoulder observer
can compromise it before it is blacked out. On most CRT terminals, the
black out doesn't work because characters cannot be overprinted. If
passwords are checked a character at a time and immediate notification
given on error (as some early TENEX systems did) then the penetrator can
trial and error test each successive character to compromise the password.
If there is no delay in or limit to retries, then a computer could
attempt a trial and error penetration at high speed. If user names must
be accepted before a password can be entered, then information can be
released about who the registered users of the system are.
One interesting technique to help check passwords on poorly
secured machines is to store a transformation of the password in the
password tables instead of the original password. Instead of checking
the password directly, it is first transformed and the transformed value
is checked with the tables. There are transforms that are not feasible
to reverse. (E.g., see Purdy [1974] and Evans, et al. [1974].) Even if
the penetrator knows the transformed password stored in the tables and
the transforming function, he cannot work backwards to discover the
original password which he must input to authenticate himself.
Password Give Away . If the security mechanisms in a system
are clumsy, then the users of those systems will find it easier to give
their passwords to their colleagues than to overcome the obstacle of a
security system with poor human engineering. Virtually all current
systems suffer from this problem. The solution is two-fold: better
human interfaces and passwords that cannot be "loaned" are required.
Continuous Authentication
. Once a user logs in and initially
authenticates himself, checks must be made to verify that he hasn't left
his terminal and been replaced by another person. One thought is to
physically connect the user to the terminal and to send a signal if the
connection is broken. The user must then re-authenticate himself when
he reconnects.
Physiological Passwords
. The need for the unloanable password
and for continuous authentication has led to proposals to include physiolog-
ical identifiers in authentication. These include finger prints, lip
prints, voice prints, and a host of polygraph-like measures. One of the
more interesting authentication proposals is to use event related brain
pulses (ERP) for both initial and continuous authentication, possibly
augmented by conventional alphanumeric codewords [Donchin, 1975]. The
concept has the favorable attributes of a challenge-response one-time
password (without the user memorizing lists), unloanable password, and
continuous authentication. The concept is in the research stage to
determine its feasibility.
j
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Data Security
The concept of data security Is simple: It is the assurance
that no person (or program) can access any data except those items to
which he has explicitly been granted access. This section will describe
some of the access control mechanisms used by current operating systems
to provide data security, Eefore proceeding, some terminology, which
will be used throughout the remainder of this section, must be defined,
Aq object is any identifiable construct which may be protected. Some
examples of objects are files, segments, and main memory. A subject is
an active agent performing in behalf of a user. Subjects manipulate
objects in ways specified by the protection mechanism of the system, and
may themselves be objects. An example of a subject is an executing
process.
Capabilities . A great deal of the current research into
access control mechanisms centers around the notion of capabilities,
introduced by Dennis and Van Horn [1966], In their original model,
Dennis and Van Horn used capabilities as a means of determining what
accesses were to be permitted to a given subject. The subjects in their
model are a group of cooperating processes, called a "computation"; each
computation is executing in a "sphere of protection" specified by the
list of capabilities associated with- the computation. Each of the
capabilities associated with a computation is used simultaneously to
locate an object and to specify what access the computation is to have
with regard to that object.
The following is a convenient way of viewing a capability-
based protection model. Imagine an access matrix. A, whose rows are
identified by subjects, and whose colimms are identified by objects.
The entry A [5,0] contains a complete description of the ways subject S
may access object 0. That is, it contains S's capabilities with respect
to 0. To determine if S has some capability, c, with respect to 0, it
is only necessary to inspect A[S,0] for the presence of the capability
c. This view of capabilities is due to Graham and Denning [1972], and
is used by them to suggest some necessary capabilities and a set of
primitives to manipulate both the individual capabilities and the access
matrJLx itself.
Domains . In their original model, Dennis and Van Horn postulated
a sphere of protection that defined the capabilities of a group of
cooperating processes. A simplification of this concept by Lampson
[1969] has extended the scope of the capability models. Lampson establishes
a new type of object, which he calls a domain, used solely to group
capabilities. Each process is executing in some domain at every point
in time and can exercise only the capabilities which belong to that
domain. When control passes from one domain to another, the capabilities
of the process will change to become those of the new domain. Switching
domains is clearly a sensitive action, and is permitted only under well-
defined circumstances.
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If Lampson's domain approach were to be implemented by means
of an access matrix as described above, the matrix would expand to three
dimensions. Thus, to locate the capabilities of subject S with respect
to object while S is executing in domain D., examine the access matrix
at A[S,D. ,0]
.
Implementations . There are three straightforward ways to
implement a protection mechanism based on capabilities: an access
matrix, capability lists (C-lists), and access control lists (ACL's)..
The most obvious implementation is the access matrix scheme described
above. This method has one major drawback: a matrix of all the objects
and all the subjects in a modern computer system would be enormous.
Such a matrix would also be sparse, wasteful of storage space and costly
to search, since most subjects would have a system-defined default
capability with regard to most objects. The following paragraphs describe
some alternative methods of implementing the access matrix.
Capability Lists . C-lists and ACLs both involve the partitioning
of the access matrix. If the matrix is partitioned by rows (C-lists),
then we can associate each row directly with the corresponding subject.
This has the advantage of co-locating all the capabilities of a subject
directly with that subject. The biggest drawback to this scheme is that
it is very difficult to locate all the capabilities that refer to a
given object. This can be a serious deficiency if it is necessary to
locate everyone who has access to a given file, as during a security
audit. This approach has been called the capability-list method, and is
described in Lampson [1971].
Access Control Lists . The ACL method for storing the protection
matrix is the opposite of the C-list approach. Instead of associating
the protection information with the subject, it is kept with each object.
This corresponds to storing the relevant column of the access matrix
with each object. If an entry for subject S is not found in this access
control list, then S has the (presumably null) default capability with
respect to the object associated with the ACL. This scheme makes it
very easy to determine all subjects which have access to a given object,
but not to find all the objects which a subject has access to. Access
control lists are described in Lampson [1971]. For a discussion of one
implementation, see M.I.T. [1973].
Password per Object . An alternative to access control methods
based on Graham and Denning 's access matrix is to associate a password
with each object. In order to gain access to the object it is necessary
to supply the correct password. The drawbacks to this system are
obvious. Each person that needs access to a given object (e.g., a file)
will have to supply the password for that object and for every intermediate
object needed to locate it (e.g., directories). The number of passwords
needed to perform even relatively simple actions can be very large. In
fact, the inconvenience suffered for the sake of protection may become
greater than the benefits; a plausible user response to such a situation
is simply to refuse to bother with the plethora of passwords. In this
fashion, a workable protection facility may go substantially unused due
to the large burden that it imposes on its human users. It is worth
noting that at least one major contemporary operating system (GCOS) uses
precisely this scheme.
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Rings . By the late 1950 's a number of computer systems were
using the techniques of multiprogramming to support several simultaneous
users. One feature of such systems was a supervisor program that provided
services such as I/O to user programs. In general, the supervisor had
permission to execute certain instructions denied to the user programs;
the hardware of the system enforced this by disabling these instructions
when the system was in "user mode". The concept of domains introduced
by Lampson (see above) is a generalization of this technique. Lampson
defines a domain simply as a context in which a process finds itself
[Lampson, 1969]; in the multiprogramming systems two such contexts were
provided by the hardware.
A further generalization of this mechanism has been used in
Multics [Schroeder and Saltzer, 1972]. Here, a series of hardware-
enforced domains of successively greater privilege, called rings, is
proposed. The only way to enter a ring of greater privilege than the
current ring is via procedure entry points that have been designated as
gates between rings. Any attempt to cross ring boundaries without using
a gate will be rejected by the hardware.
Confinement /Leakage
The problem of insuring that an arbitrary process or program
will not transmit information to an outside agent (i.e., another program
or process) unless authorized to do so is called the confinement problem.
At its most basic level, the problem is one of guarenteeing that there
is no communication channel between two processes. We shall examine
several methods of passing information via covert communications channels
that circumvent access control mechanisms, and the difficulty of blocking
those channels.
Information Leakage . Some examples of possible channels for
information leakage may help to increase reader sensitivity to the
confinement problem. Some potential channels are: 1) A program with
memory (such as PL/1 static or Algol own variables) which can collect
data until called to transfer it; 2) a utility which writes illicit
information into a file in some know directory; 3) the system inter-
process communication facility; and 4) creating contention for some
known resource (e.g. tape buffers). The delay introduced in this fashion
can be detected by other processes and used to slowly leak information.
It is apparent that these methods all make use of legitimate
facilities of the operating system to pass information. The problem is how
to block the illicit transmittal of information without forcing users to
stop using all the functions of the operating system which could potentially
be used as information channels. For a more complete treatment of the
previous examples, along with many others, see Lampson [1973] and Popek
and Kline [1974] .
Trojan Horse . The classical method of establishing surreptitious
information channels is the "Trojan Horse". In this technique, an
ostensibly trustworthy programmer supplies a routine which, in addition
to performing its stated function, also creates a data channel it can
use to transmit information back to the programmer. The actual method
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used is not important; what is important is that once the Trojan Horse
routine has been invoked, the invoking agent is completely at its mercy.
An interesting complication to this problem is the case where
neither the ovmer of the called function nor the owner of the calling
routine trust each other. Consider the case of a business that has a
proprietary software package, and a rival business that wishes to anal3^ze
proprietary data using the software package. The first firm wants to be
sure that a user of their service cannot copy it, while the user of the
package needs to know that it v;ill not steal a copy of the data it is
operating upon. Each of these mutually suspicious systems needs to be
protected from the other; the capability and domain based protection systems
described above cannot completely guarantee this. Schroeder [1972] pro-
poses a mechanism to permit the cooperation of mutually suspicious systems.
The Census Problem . Another problem that falls under the
heading of information leakage is the so-called census problem. This is
the problem of inferring information from data, and is a cause for
concern even given a well functioning data security mechanism. If a
data. management system allows the user to formulate queries, it is
possible for a knov/ledgeable user (perhaps with some data from outside
the system) to extract more information from the response to a query
than the system designer intended.
For example, consider a data management system that operates
on census data. To protect citizens no queries may be made regarding
individual information, and no "sensitive" information (e.g., salary,
standard of living) will be reported except as average values. If
someone wanted to discover his neighbor's salary directly the system
would not allow it. However, if he could formulate a query regarding
average salaries with constraints so rigid that only he and his neighbor
fit the qualification, he can infer the neighbors salary since he knows
his own. Thus, without violating the security considerations of they
system, he will have violated his neighbor's privacy. It is not clear
that inferred data leakage can be prevented in the general case.
Encryption Techniques
The difficulty of guaranteeing the security of a data base -
i.e. guaranteeing that no unauthorized person can see a file that he
shouldn't - leads one to consider encoding the information to make it
unreadable by outsiders. While cryptology is an ancient subject, it is
only recently that serious, systematic study of its application to
computer data privacy has been undertaken. Turn [1973] has prepared a
good, comprehensive review of work up to 1973. We have relied heavily
on that review in the preparation of this brief summary.
Basically, there are two main types of encryption techniques
(or privacy transformations, as they are often called). These types are
irreversible and reversible . Irreversible transforms are those from
which the original data can not be recovered. Such transforms include
the addition of random numbers to numerical data and averaging or otherwise
aggregating the data. The idea is that if the data are to be used only
for statistical purposes, transforms which preserve statistical properties
^1
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can be used to maintain privacy of the individual records. Irreversible
transforms are frequently applied to research data in the social sciences,
for example. To improve understanding of the technique. Reed [1973] has
used information theory to analyze record distortion (formally defined)
caused by various of these privacy transformations.
Reversible transformations include codes in the usual sense.
Data compression schemes (cf . Compression section of this report) come
under this heading. The term coding is usually applied to transformation
of entire words (or other relatively large items) into other words e.g.,
into another language. Encoding or decoding usually requires the use of
a dictionary; the problem then is to make the dictionary secure. Substitution
usually refers to a letter-by-letter transformation. The familiar
cryptogram is an example of this. Transposition transformations permute
the ordering of letters or numbers and may be carried out by simple
systematic techniques. Finally, one can use a combination of methods to
complicate the task of breaking the code.
The choice of an encryption technique depends on several
factors. First of all there is obviously the effectiveness of the
encoding. Effectiveness from the information theoretic point of view
has been studied by a number of researchers, from Shannon [1949] to Turn
[1973] . Another approach to studying effectiveness has been to try and
determine how much computational effort is expected to be necessary to
break a given code. For an example of this work see [Tuckerman, 1970].
A second important consideration in choosing a privacy transformation is
cost. This is usually not a serious problem, since it takes only a very
simple piece of hardware or software to carry out any of the commonly
used encryption schemes.
When data is to be communicated via media which are not secure,
such as telephone lines, some form of encryption is normally used to
increase the cost to violate the security of the communication. A very
straightforward approach is taken in conventional "scramblers" [Davies
and Barber, 1973]. Data to be sent through a communication line is
transformed, usually on a bit-by-bit basis, by exclusive-or *ing each data
bit with some invertable logical function of the previous n bits. The
value of the parameter n directly affects the frequency at which the
resulting series of bits repeats (given constant data) , and thus determines
the cost to break the code. The unscrambler at the receiving end simply
uses the inverse of the encoding function to translate the data back
into its original form. This simple scheme would thwart only casual
penetrators.
Baran [1964] uses the notion of keys to produce encryptions
which are dependent upon both the data being sent and on a key presumably
known only to the sender and receiver. The key may, in fact, be a
number generated by a pseudo-random number generator synchronized at the
two ends and started from the same initial key. This solution depends
on the physical security of the encryption/decryption equipment and on
the secrecy of the keys themselves. In a computer network, where the
data may pass between many switching nodes in getting to its final
destination (c.f., Communications and Networks), the data would be
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available in clear (unencrypted) form at each node. Since the violation
of only one node would endanger all communications passing through the
node, Baran also suggests end-to-end encryption. Using this scheme, the
actual data can be sent through the network encrypted, with only the
ultimate destination available in clear form at the switching nodes. By
making the end-to-end encryption scheme depend upon all previous data,
the fact that networks route different parts of the same logical stream
of data to their destination via different paths can be used to advantage.
If a security violator who has somehow obtained the initial keys and. the
correct algorithms misses one piece of the stream of data, he must re-
synchronize his decryption devices to the rest of the stream. This can
be made extremely difficult to do.
Certification
For an operating system to be certified secure, someone with
appropriate authority must be willing to sign a document saying it is
secure. Such decisions are not made lightly. At the present state of
secure system technology, no one has been willing to sign for a multi
user system.
The Cost to Break the Security of a System . Any system can be
broken, given sufficient capital or appropriate influence. Even if the
system is technically secure, other channels exist. Most system programmers
would at least consider making a mistake - a very carefully planned
mistake - for a million dollars and a promise not to harm his family.
Even if such channels failed, the system breakers could find still more
devious routes - such as kidnapping the Secretary of State and demanding
the secured data they want as ransom, or stealing a pound of plutonium
and threatening to poison New York City's water supply. The examples
are obviously outrageous fantasies. They are intended only to affirm
the point that the only real measure of security is the cost to break
it. if the cost to penetrate is greater than the expected return, an
agent will not find the penetration profitable.
In the cost-to-break range that most operating systems are
found, less esoteric methods are necessary. To guess a password, for
example, a small computer costing $20,000 simulating a user terminal and
a few weeks of work would suffice on some systems. More typically, a
few hundred dollars worth of computer time or a few hours reading of
reference manuals might be all that was required. The important point
is that any system has a weakest link, and given sufficient capital, the
system can be broken. The job of the secure system designer is to make
the weakest link in his unprofitable to exploit (Table 1 [Petersen and Turn,
1967]).
Secure System Technology . ' A classic method used to discover
security flaws in supposedly secure systems is to use teams of penetration
experts. These experts try to penetrate the system by any methods
possible. Such teams have invariably been successful [Popek, 1974],
[Popek and Kline, 1974]. The methods used are primarily heuristic, and
the use of penetration teams, while successful from the standpoint of
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TABLE 1
[Peterson and Turn, 1967]
SUMMARY OF COUNTFRMEASURES TO THREAT TO INFORMATION PRIVACY
""•v,^^^^ Counternedsure
Threat ^"*"»>«,,^^
Access Control
(passwords,
authentication
,
authorization)
Processing Restrictions
(storage, protect,
privileged operations)
Privacy Iransformatlons Threat N.onltoring
(audits, logs)
Integrity Management
(hardware, software,
personnel)
Accidental: Good protection
unless the error
produces correct
password
Reduce susceptibility No protection If depend
on password; otherwise,
good protection
Identifies the
"accident prone";
provides post facto
knowledge of
possible loss
Not applicable
L'ser error
System Error Good protection,
unless bypassed
due to error
Reduce susceptibility Good protection in case
of communication system
switching errors
May help In
diagnosis or
provide post
facto kno-Jledge
Minimizes possibilities
for accidents
Deliberate, passive: No protection No protection Reduces susceptibility;
work factor determines
the amount of protection
No protection Reduces susceptibility
Electromagnetic pick-up
Wiretapping No protection No protection Reduces susceptibility;
work factor determines
the amount of protection
No protection If applied to coimuunl-
cation circuits may
reduce susceptibility
Waste Basket Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Proper disposal
procedures
Deliberate, active: Good protection
(may make mas-
querading neces-
sary)
Reduces ease to obtain
desired Information
Good protection Identifies unsuc-
cessful attempts;
may provide post
facto knowledge or
Aides other counter-
measures
"Browsing"
operate real-time
alarms
"Kasqueradlng" Must know au-
thenticating
passwords (work
factor to obtain
these)
Reduces ease to obtain
desired information
No protection if depends
on password; otherwise
sufficient
Identifies unsuc-
cessful attempts;
may provide post
facto knowledge
or operate real-
time alaros
Makes harder to ob-
tain information for
masquerading; since
masquerading is de-
ception, may Inhibit
browsers
"Betveen lines" entry No protection
unless used for
every message
Limits the infiltrator
to the same potential
as the user whose line
be shares
Good protection if
privacy transformation
changed in less time
than required by work
factor
Post facto analysis
of activity may
provide knowledge
of possible loss
Communication net-
work integrity helps
"Piggy-back" entry No protection
but reverse
(processor-to-
user) authenti-
cation ZLay help
Limits the infiltrator
to the same potential
as the user whose line
he shares
Good protection if
privacy transformation
changes in less time
than required by work
factor
Post facto analysis
of activity may
provide knowledge
of possible loss
Communication net-
work integrity helps
Entry by system
personnel
May have to
masquerade
Reduces ease of ob-
taining desired infor-
mation
Work factor, unless
depend on password
and masquerading is
successful
Post facto analysis
of activity may
provide knowledge
of possible loss
Key to the entire
privacy protection
system
Entry via "trap doors" No protection Probably no protection Work factor, unless
access to keys obtained
Possible alarms,
post facto analysis
Protection through
Initial verification
and subsequent main-
tenance of hardware and
software integrity
Core dumping to get
residual Information
No protection Erase private core areas
at swapping time
No protection unless
encoded processing
feasible
Possible alarms,
post facto analysis
Not applicable
Physical acquisition
of removable files
Not applicable Not applicable Work factor, unless
access to keys obtained
Post facto
knowledge forto
audits of personnel
movements
Physical preventa-
tive measures and
devices
finding flaws, can not prove a system secure. A penetration team can
only point out failures of system security; they cannot assert its
success. What is needed is a way to prove that a system is secure,
under a suitable set of restrictions.
Provably Secure Systems . Some method of producing systems
which can be rigorously proven to correctly perform their security
function is needed. Several attempts to produce secure operating sys-
tems have been made (e.g., [Weissman, 1969], [Saltzer, 1974], [Hoffman,
1973]), but only recently have serious attempts been made to- mathematically
prove the correctness of an operating system. There are several reasons
that this situation exists. The most important is the inherent difficulty
in proving large programs and the size and complexity of existing
operating systems. For example, the largest program proven to date is
2000 lines long [Popek and Kline, 1975]. Furthermore programs in excess
of a few lines must be very carefully designed to be proven using current
proof techniques; even small operating systems written without an eventual
proof as a major design influence simply cannot be proven correct at
present
.
Security Kernels . To facilitate the proof of correctness of
an operating system, current researchers are isolating the security
functions of the system and placing them in a security kernel . A security
kernel contains only the security-relevant portions of the system primitive
operations. By isolating this code and building upon it, it is possible
to prove the security code to be correct, independently of the rest of
the operating system. Although it is possible to introduce flaws at
higher levels, reasonable caution can prevent this. An important advantage
gained by this approach is that the security of the system need not be
rigorously reverified whenever a change is made to some non-protection
aspect of it [Popek, 1975], [Popek and Kline, 1975], [Popek and Kline,
1974].
Popek [1975] discusses at great length the advantages and
disadvantages of placing the security primitives at the very lowest
level of the operating system. For example, he considers whether it
would be more appropriate to place virtual memory management routines at
a level lower than that of the security primitives. The arguments in
favor of this scheme point out that a great deal of protection data is
necessary in order to determine the validity of any given operation, and
that if the virtual memory primitives are available to the security
primitives then the security primitives have the advantage of not being
forced to perform their own I/O. However, there are significant disad--
vantages to this scheme. First, the security kernel is now forced to
depend upon the correct operation of a large body of code having nothing
to do with security per se. The second major disadvantage is more
subtle. If a security kernel is depending upon the virtual memory
facility then it may be necessary to interrupt the security primitives
at any point in order to perform paging. However, the proof of correctness
of the security primitives is much simpler if it can be guaranteed that
certain instruction sequences will not be interrupted. With the security
primitives at the lowest level of the system, they can operate in a non-
interruptable mode without detriment to the rest of the system.
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Summary and Assessment
At this time there is a very large and active community engaged
in research into various aspects of computer security. Of the major
topics that this report has discussed, by far the greatest activity is
in the field of data security. Although the basic paradigm used by the
researchers in this area is nearly 10 years old a great deal of progress
has been made. It is probable that some certifiable data secure systems
will become operational in the near future.
The work being done on the confinement problem is not progressing
as well. The confinement problem is considerably more difficult to
solve than the data security question. Resolution of the problem cannot
be expected soon; indeed, the problem may not be solvable. This is not
as gloomy as it appears. The question of data leakage and confinement
is not as great a concern as data security. To exploit the low-bandwidth
leaks of data is very expensive, and unprefitable for most data.
Finally, the authentication issue. No current method of
authenticating the identity of a remote user is reliable. The human
interfaces to the authentication mechanism are clumsy; some seem to
encourage violations rather than compliance. There is some hope that
current research into physiologically-based continuous authentication
schemes may prove fruitful on a medium-range time scale.
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Network Application Support
Overview
This section surveys current research and discusses the majorproblems imposed on computer applications by geographically distributed
networks. The discussion is organized in three parts:
1. User Support,
2. Installation and Project Support, and
3. Network Support.
The state-of-the-art is m.ost advanced in the area of user supportAs a result of the ARPA network experience, many of the problems faced by a
user have been identified, and, in some cases, solutions have been proposed
and attempted. The principal problems for the remote network user involvedocumentation and consultation : (what is available? where? how do I use it^
what do I do now that "your" program blew up on me?); communicat ion with other
users: network mail, terminal-to-terminal on-line messages, teleconferencing
among collaborating remote personnel, and network information centers or clear-ing houses for collaborating groups; and user management facilities- setting
up conferences, filing of correspondence, automatic memo /remainder servicespersonal abbreviations, and accounting services. *
The network implications of installation and project support are not
as advanced. The situation is similar for network support. In both of these
cases the problems are more a question of policy development than of technologydevelopment. ^-^
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User Support
Introduction
With the advent of the geographically distributed resource sharing
computer network, the computer user is beset by problems that, although they
always existed, could be dealt with by ad hoc or informal methods in the
traditional computing environment. The network user may well find himself
using computers, collaborating with other users, or seeking aid from consul-
tants, none of which are within easy travel or phone distance from the user
(and in fact are separated by several thousand miles) . The user must there-
fore have available on the network a variety of support facilities. These
facilities fall into three major categories:
1) System documentation and consulting.
2) User-to-user communication to aid collaboration among network users.
3) Management facilities to aid the user in keeping track of his far-
flung projects on the network.
Since the difficulties may not be obvious to the uninitiated, we will, in
what follows, discuss the major problems in each of these three categories
as well as the major work in each area.
Documentation and Consulting
As anyone who has ever used or attempted to use a computer knows,
having relevant, well-written and up-to-date documentation can mean the
difference between an upset stomach and an ulcer. In the network environ-
ment, the situation is even more acute. The user may be sitting at a ter-
minal a thousand miles or more away from the computer. He may not have hard
copy documentation available to him. And he definitely doesn't know what
has been going on at the service center (historically) that explains why he
is having trouble. Normally, the local user who is having trouble physi-
cally goes to the service center to see a consultant, or to get the relevant
documentation, or both. This is clearly not feasible for the network user.
I A solution to the documentation problem that has been tried at
several ARPANET hosts is based on a three-fold approach. First, the user
is supplied with general overall information on how the system works. This
information is in the form of various vendor and service center manuals.
Second, the service center provides an organized corpus of on-line documenta-
tion, usually referred to as a help file. Third, the service center provides
an on-line consultant that the user may ask questions of directly. There are
difficulties with each of these partial solutions. As always, there is the
problem of producing well-written documentation; however, this problem is
further compounded in a network environment because of the colloquial nature
of the jargon associated with computers. There is also the cost-effectiveness
problem of what documentation should be provided to the user to save him from
repeated requests for more documentation. Finally, the network on-line con-
sultant must be able to field questions from a much broader range of users
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than he would in a local environment. Traditionally, the consultant must
answer the questions of the applications user who is more concerned with
getting his answers than with learning the cleanest, cleverest method of
obtaining them. The network consultant is questioned by the entire gamut
of users from the applications user to the systems expert.
There have been some attempts by local systems to provide on-line
documentation systems of their services. A good example is the DELPHI system
developed at Case-Western Reserve University for their PDP-10 [Calvin, 1974(a)]
This system provides a bulletin board of consultant and machine schedules,
announcements of new or updated software, and similar relevant day-to-day
information. There is also a gripe mechanism by which a user may file a
complaint or suggestion about a particular subsystem and have the complaint
automatically forwarded to the responsible programmer and the system coordi-
nator. When a new program or subsystem is added to the system, certain infor-
mation is required by DELPHI. This information includes the name of the pro-
gram, the responsible programmer, documentation telling how to use it, etc.
DELPHI also provides commands for browsing and interrogating the data base
of documentation and help text. DELPHI contains, most of the necessary compo-
nents of a help system; however, an on-line help system is only valuable if
pertinent and up-to-date information is placed in it. This can only be
accomplished by good systems administration. Figure 6 shows a survey of six
on-line help systems on the ARPANET and the facilities they provide.
Network-Oriented Documentation Support . When the user decides that
his needs can best be served by a resource sharing network, he is still con-
fronted with several difficulties. The first of these is finding what ser-
vices exist on the network, which are best suited (and most economical) for
the problem at hand, and how the services selected are used. Since it has
only been in the last few years that such resource sharing networks have
begun to attract the non-expert (i.e., the non-systems programmer) the pro-
blems of the uninitiated are somewhat unspecified and have not been explored
in any depth. There have been two efforts in this area, one attacking the
problem of finding resources and the other providing a network-wide help
system, a help-oriented protocol if you will.
A first approach to the problem of resource location has been
made at MITRE [Benoit and Graf-Webster, 1974]. This consisted of a small
data management system called REX with a data base listing various network
services, their locations, and other relevant information. This system
could be used to find a particular service for a class of machines and then
to determine other information about the service, such as cost, local sources
of expertise, etc. The authors of this system believe that such a facility
could considerably improve a user's ability to manipulate the network.
There has been some discussion [Jernigan et al., 1973] and some
definite proposals ([Calvin, Day et al., 1973] and [Sternick and Iseli, 1974])
for a network-wide help facility. The primary rationale for this approach is
not to centralize all help information, but to provide a common method by
which help systems, and through them users, could access various services'
help information on other hosts. The proposals made thus far address the
major issues, such as providing authoring capabilities for a user, scenarios
and tutorials on services, keyword searching, etc. However, more detailed
work is necessary to actually specify the mechanisms and requirements of such
a system.
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Host System
Attributes
a b c d e f
1-Pre-login capability
(experimental accounts
X X X X X
2-Experimental use of resources X X X X
3-Structured Index X X X X
4-User Feedback Mechanism X X X X
5-Hierarchical Structure X X X X X X
6-Priraarily a Site Help Aid X X X X
7-Provision for On-line Help X X
8-System Librarian Interface X
9-Adequately Self Describing X X X
10-Keyword Search X X X
Attributes of Select Server Host Help Facilities
(evaluations are subjective on basis of attempts)
a. DELPHI (§ Case-10
b. HELP @ UCLA-NMC
c. INFO (a SU-AI
d. ZOG @ CMU-lOA
e. HELP @ UCSD
f. QUERY @ NIC
Reproduced from [Calvin, Day et al. 1973]
Figure 6
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User-User Facilities
The advent of the computer network has also meant that good, usable
human-to-human communication through the network is imperative. In a network,
users must be able to talk to consultants; programmers collaborating on pro-
jects must be able to exchange ideas and programs easily; project and system
managers must be able to handle accounts and other administrative tasks; etc.
The traditional techniques for human-human dialogue in a time-
sharing environment have been of two major types, real-time message exchange
in a conversational mode and mailboxes. Most versions of the first technique
are very similar. The user types a command like "TO <usercode>" followed by
his message. The message is delivered immediately to the addressee if he is
logged on. There is one version that is somewhat different and deserves
mention - the TENEX LINK command. This conraiand links the terminals of two
users so that anything typed on either terminal appears on both (but any
action invoked by what is typed happens in the typer's domain). This tech-
nique can allov7 one user to show another user how to perform an operation, or
show him the contents of a file. A variant of the LINK command, called ADVISE,
also allows the advising user's typing to cause action in the advisee's domain.
This can allow an on-line consultant to help a user perform some task. The
major drawbacks to this are that it ties up both terminals (you can't do some-
thing else while waiting for a reply), and if both type at the same time the
characters become intermixed. The mailbox facility is just that; it allows one
user to send another a letter which is appended to the addressee's mailbox file,
which he may read at anytime.
Both of these techniques can be used quite nicely in a network
environment. In addition, two other facilities can prove useful. These
are telconferencing and the existence of a network information center.
Below we will discuss the state-of-the-art and the primary difficulties
encountered in providing mail, teleconferencing, and an information
clearinghouse in a netv/ork.
Mail . In the area of user support one of the most successful
developments of the ARPAt^ET has been network mail. This facility, built
as part of the file transfer protocol, allows a textual file to be appended
to a user's mailbox at a host where the user has an account. The use of
such a system quickly led to the desire for more comprehensive facilities.
One problem was that one might know a person but not know his usercode or
V7here his mailbox was. This suggested a data base of network users and their
mailbox addresses, a sort of on-line network address book. This solution,
although workable, has problems such as accessability . Furthermore, at times j
a user may move his mailbox, because of changing projects, jobs, etc., and
this would require mail to be forwarded [Kudlick, 1973].
Users also felt that it was necessary to indicate the urgency of a
piece of mail so that a user might be contacted immediately upon receipt if he
were on-line. Other desirable features are some indication of the length of
the letter, and the ability to send a citation in place of a fairly lengthy
piece of text, like a paper, so that the user can access it at will and at
his own expense. In some cases the sender might also wish to know when the
receiver read the mail or to have the mail system ask the recipient for an
RSVP (i.e., an immediate reply) and automatically return it to the sender.
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One environment in which most of these facilities have been pro-
vided or their primary aspects are addressed is represented by the proposed
ARPANET mail protocol [White, 1973]. However, in attempting to provide a
mail service to a network community, several technical problems must be over-
come. These problems revolve around two major areas, security and accounting.
In the ARPANET, computer accounts are arranged directly between
the consumer and the producer. If a user does not use a particular machine,
then he does not need to have and probably doesn't have an account there.
There has been some discussion of a network-wide accounting system, but
there are many political and technical problems that need to be considered.
Therefore, in this political atmosphere, who pays for the computer costs
incurred at the destination host when mail is delivered? Clearly, the
receiver does not want to be charged for unsolicited mail. Also, in keeping
with a time-honored (but faultering) American traditon, mail should be
inexpensive. The solution arrived at in the ARPANET was that mail delivery
costs would be small and should be absorbed in system overhead and so "free"
to the user. Those interested in the particulars of the discussion should see
[Padlipsky, 1973 (a), (b) ] , [Bressler, 1973] and [Pogran, 1973]. All indica-
tions to date seem to justify this solution.
One of the major points brought up in the course of arriving at
the above solution was that "free" is not the same thing as not requiring
a log-in, and that even for sending mail the security of the receiving host
must be maintained. To accomplish this, hosts may require a published mail
usercode, which then restricts that user to mail delivery alone [Pogran,
1973].
There is also a need to protect the recipient of mail from "prank"
or "phantom" senders by verifying that a sender is indeed who he purports
to be. Thomas [1974] has suggested a technique that can be used in a network
where all hosts can control program access to associations between remote
communicating programs. However, if one host can not exercise such control,
as in the ARPANET, the method is easily compromised.
Similarly, there are problems in controlling access to mailbox
files. To date there is no system on the ARPANET in which it is not a
straightforward task to read another user's mailbox [Bhushan, 1973]. This
problem is more correctly considered in the context of operating system
security.
Teleconferencing . A surprisingly useful idea in human-human
interaction through a computer has been teleconferencing. This technique
has been used in several environments for collaboration between geographi-
cally dispersed people. Teleconferencing has been useful for meetings of ad-
ministrators where a typescript of the proceedings is desired, for example
in the ARPA community and the Office of Emergency Preparedness. It has been
used for demonstrations or classes where the students and teacher were
separated by several thousand miles. It has also been used by a geographi-
cally distributed group of programmers to collaborate on the design of a
new system, as in the network-wide help system described above [Jernigan et
al., 1973]. This same technique has been exploited by one research group to
elicit and evaluate expert opinions with surprising success on problems
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sufficiently complex that no one person could embody all of the needed know-
ledge and then to synthesize a solution from the opinions [Lipinski et al.,
1972].
One would assume, though, that teleconferencing is much less effective
with respect to both cost and information flow than a real, live conference.
Turoff [1972] has shown that, surprisingly enough, this is not the case. Turoff
shows that for typical speeds (typing .5 words/sec, speaking 2 w/s), teleconfer-
encing is more effective for fourteen people or more. In terms of cost, the re-
sults are even more dramatic. If one assumes that the computer is costing $7
per person per hour of conference and that the conferees are worth $10/hour, the
(if no travel to the meeting is required) teleconferencing costs less for nine
or more persons; if travel is required, then only four are necessary to reach
the crossover. These numbers are based on fairly unsophisticated teleconfer-
encing systems that do little but control access to the floor and keep a type-
script. Even greater benefits can be obtained by a better system such as that
proposed in [Duffield et al. , 1974] or implemented by Calvin [1974].
Advanced teleconferencing systems are. intended to provide much more
versatility to the conferees and the chairman. For example, they provide
automated aids for convening a conference; they enforce various speaking pro-
tocols (e.g., Roberts Rules, or round robin) and they provide the ability to
pass the chairmanship of the conference and regain it, to control admission
of new members, and to establish subconferences. For the conferees, facili-
ties are provided for voting and access to scratch pads or to the computer
for on the spot analysis or modeling, or for retrieving information relevant
to a discussion. Private communication with the chairman is also allowed
[Duf field et al., 1974]. Several of these techniques are provided in a net-
work oriented teleconferencing system developed at CASE by Jim Calvin [1974].
Also, the PLATO project at the University of Illinois has developed a local
teleconferencer that can maintain several conversations in view at once.
This capability is possible since a homogeneous terminal population can be
assumed. At present, it appears that there are no major theoretical hurdles
facing teleconferencing, but more experience is needed in using and imple-
menting these facilities.
A Network Information Center . One facility established early in the
ARPAl^ET was the Network Information Center (NIC) at SRI's Augmentation Research
Center. The purpose of this center was to act as a clearinghouse and coor-
dinator for various collaborating groups. The NIC maintains a directory of
network participants, provides the distribution of Requests for Comments
(RFC's), and aids specialized groups in their collaboration by providing
the means for correspondence within the various groups.
This facility is very useful and provides the necessary focal
point for several network-wide services, network documentation and protocol
development. It also serves as a depository for evaluation of network ser-
vices. In the ARPANET, a NIC was considered very useful; however, with the
influx of less sophisticated users to the net it is only lately that the
NIC's use has become critical. There is much remaining to be learned about
what kinds of services can be provided and how they should be provided to
best mesh with the user.
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User Management Facilities
The remote computer user has working patterns that are radically
different from those of a traditional computer user. This difference is
usually manifested in the kinds of utility programs employed and is partic-
ularly critical for the user who is managing a complex system of software.
The network user needs to be able to file network correspondence, along with
his own relevant notes. Ke needs the ability to request a conference and
have it set up for him [Calvin, 1974 (b)]. A prime consideration is for
the user to be able to get up-to-date accounting information, while his
privacy is maintained.
At present, the only system to provide such facilities at all is
Multics [Multics, 1973 (a)]. Multics provides a number of commands that
allow the user to get up-to-date accounting and to control the rate of spend-
ing; to set up personal abbreviations for commands, pathnames, etc.; to en-
crypt files; and to prepare documents. There is even a memo command that
will rem.ind one of appointments, tasks, etc. At least two groups have dis-
cussed providing such facilities to a network community. Strangely enough,
both are unaware of the existing facilities on Multics.
Summary and Assessment
Computer networks have only become available to what could be
considered the "normal" user community in the last two to three years.
Therefore there has been little time and less funding for researchers to
investigate the special problems that networking creates for the normal
user.
A few of the problem areas, primarily mail, direct user-to-user
comm.unication, and teleconferencing, are exceptions. Most of the major
difficulties (with the notable exception of mail authentication) with mail
systems seem to be solved, although some may be discovered when implementa-
tions of White's proposed mail protocol [White, 1973] are attempted. Tele-
conferencing systems seem to represent no difficulties with the possible
exception of the human engineering of the user interface.
On the other hand, network help facilities, user management
facilities, and the functions of network information centers are poorly
understood. Many of the problems of providing network users with accept-
able and usable documentation support do not have technical solutions and
require se-,usitizing; the local service center staff to the world of the very
remote user. For example, the traditionally colloquial nature of vendor-
generated jargon can cause an explanation intelligible to a local user to
be totally incomprehensible to a remote user familiar with a different dia-
lect. The fact that the same words may be used to connote similar objects
with widely disparate constraints can cause endless confusion to the reader
who may not be aware of the writer's assumptions. There are also problems
of maintaining the timeliness of on-line documentation. Also, some atten-
tion needs to be given to the human interface of such help systems. More
work is also needed on the development of help protocols to provide network-
wide documentation facilities.
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At present, the problems relative to user management facilities
are insufficiently understood to know exactly what facilities should be made
available. More experimentation with the Multics-like facilities is needed.
This experimentation may then lead to the generalization of some of these
facilities to the networking environment.
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Installation and Project Support
The management of a network installation or of projects using
several network hosts requires new management tools. The system or instal-
lation manager needs facilities to allow the addition of new users, and the
generation of bills on-line so they can be net-mailed to users. There must
be on-line methods for handling rebates, and facilities for handling inter-
actions with other installation and project managers for purposes such as
negotiating costs, answering complaints or policy questions, etc. The pro-
ject manager should be able to keep track, on a daily basis, of the state of
his accounts and rate of spending of both the project and its members. It
should also be possible for the manager to get graphs of spending. Some
facilities to aid in projecting future use would also be helpful.
At present the only system to provide this kind of support is
Multics. Multics has provided classes of commands that are useful to the
system administrator and the project manager. The system administrator
can add or delete users, run monthly bills, check log information, etc.
The project manager, on the other hand, can check the amount of resources
used by project members, set the rate of spending by project members, set
preemption limits, etc. [Multics, 1973 (b), (c)].
Summary and Assessment
To date there has been no attempt to investigate the difficulties
of providing similar facilities for multi-machine-based projects in a net-
work. The areas of accounting and billing are of prime interest, especially
the problem of setting up network banks. The problems of network accounting
are especially difficult since they are heavily dependent on the political
and financial relations in which the individual network sites are involved.
In addition to the technical problems of maintaining a distributed account-
ing data base and assuring its security, very little is presently known
about the variety of billing structures used by computer installations and
what constraints they may have on network accounting and banking systems.
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Network Support
Introduction
In a network environment there are several necessary functions
required for the support of the network as a whole. These can be broken
into two major classes: The maintenance of the communication subnet and
the evaluation of the netv7ork as a whole. This support requires both tech-
nical and administrative solutions. We will, in what follows, dwell mainly
on the technical problems.
Recent Work
In a large computer network, it is necessary to detect and correct
failures in the communication facility as quickly as possible. This has
been accomplished in the ARPANET by establishing a Network Control Center
(NCC) [McKenzie et al., 1972]. This organization is charged with the
responsibility of maintaining the network communications, the development
and distribution of IMP software, and the collection of traffic and failure
statistics. Some work is presently being done [Kimbleton, 1974] to extend
the scope of network control or management centers. Kimbleton is consider-
ing the use of multiple control centers in a network. These centers collect
data to predict network growth patterns, and evaluate network performance.
In addition to the evaluation of the communication subnet, it is
also necessary to evaluate the performance of the various host level pro-
tocols and of host service. A good discussion of the major issues may be
found in the proposal for an ARPANET Performance Measurement Lab [Padlipsky
et al., 1974].
The primary functions of network protocol evaluation are to act
as input to further development or redesign of protocols for cleaner or
more efficient implementation and to verify that host implementations are
indeed obeying protocol. To date there has been little or no concerted
effort to evaluate protocols other than host-to-host.
Another aspect of network performance measurement is a sort of
network consumerism. It is desirable to verify that host services work as
advertised by the documentation and to measure the cost of the service for
typical use. Studies along these lines could provide an important input into
the kind of resource location system discussed above.
Summary and Assessment
Most of the problems of network control centers are fairly well
understood or are being actively investigated by BBN or ISI. However, the
difficulties of protocol and service evaluation are much less well under-
stood and are of both a technical and a political nature. There are several
questions that need to be investigated, such as: What parameters of proto-
cols should be measured? Are there valid cross-machine measures or testing
procedures? What constitutes certification of a protocol implementation
or host service? Obtaining answers to these questions will require con-
siderable effort.
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distributed 'data management
hashing techniques
inter-computer networks
network data management
network file allocation
network front end
network management
network protocols
network user support
packet radio
packet switching
query language
resource allocation
resource sharing
Errata to State-of-the-Art Report
Line Correction
21 For "Hsaio", read "Hsiao."
27 For "Hsaio", read "Hsiao."
7 For "Hsaio", read "Hsiao."
12 For "Hsaio", read "Hsiao."
16 For "Gottlieb", read "Gotlieb."
9 For "n 1", read "n>l."
31 For "=", read "<".
10 For "Hsaio", read "Hsiao".
18 For "CACM", read "Journal ACM"
26 To Winkler, A.J., add additional author: Dale, A.G.
24 For "[ANTS, 1973]", read "[Bouknight et al., 1973]".
45 For "Crowther et al.", read "Crowther, McQuillan, and
Walden".
38 Parenthetic expression should be moved to end of previous
sentence.
39 Add "(a), (b)" to Hayes and Sherman reference.
22 Add "(a)" to Hayes and Sherman reference.
40 Add "(a), (b)" to Hayes and Sherman reference.
9 For "Wilcov", read "Wilkov".
19 Add "(b)" to Frank reference.
10 For "an adaptive routing strategy routes", read
"adaptive routing strategies as described above route".
39 Add "(b)" to Hayes and Sherman reference.
22 For "Frank and Chou; 1972, 1973" read "Frank and Chou,
1972, 1974".
22 Add "(b)" to Abramson reference.
Page Line
79 10
31
80 26
81 27
30
83 39
7
98 A3
145 15
Correction
Add "(a)" to Abramson reference.
For "Fralick and Barrett", read "Fralick and Garrett".
Add "(a)" to Abramson reference.
For "Crowther, 1973", read "Crowther et al., 1973".
In "Roberts, 1973 (c)", delete "(c)".
Add title: "A Protocol for Packet Network Inter-
connnunication"
.
For "p. 695", read "pp. 695-702."
For "mose", read "most".
Insert comma between "terminal-to-terminal" and
on-line .
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